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CONVENTIONS USED IN THE TRANSCRIPTION 

 

1. Abbreviated words have been expanded using italics: ‘exus’ – examinatus. 

 

2. Editors’ comments have been shown in words or phrases italicised and in 

square brackets. 

 

3. Missing text, where it can be reasonably assumed, has been inserted with 

standard type in square brackets […]. 

 

4. Uncertain readings have been shown italicised in square brackets with a 

question mark.  […?] 

 

5. The conversion of £sd in 1539 to decimal currency in 2018 is from the Bank of 

England’s consumer price inflation calculator.  

 

6. Illegible or missing text has been shown as follows: ...... 

 

7. Insertions above the line have been shown as follows: ^...^. 
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Background on Syon Abbey and its Inventories, 

TNA LR 2/112 & TNA E 117/11/58 and BODLEIAN MS Add. E. 3 (R) 

  

 

Primary Sources 

We are fortunate in possessing three official documents which cast light on the 

dissolution of Syon Abbey on 28 November 1539. One is a contemporaneous 

inventory, perhaps partially compiled on the day itself, signed off by the official 

‘commissioners’ who were present, and giving details of the total value of Syon, its 

possessions, and their sale. However, as the inventory was never finalised, a ‘total 

value’ is missing. This is TNA LR2/112.   

 

A second inventory, TNA E117/11/58, is dated by the National Archives in Kew as 

being between1547 to 1558. This inventory contains summarised values for Syon, 

along with St Albans and St Mary Spital, rather than a complete listing of Syon’s 

goods. 

 

Finally, a third document was compiled in 1551, and details the gold and silver plate 

taken from Syon and other religious houses. It is now in the Bodleian Library at 

Oxford (BODLEIAN MS Add. E. 3 (R)).  These three documents form the main basis 

of our knowledge of the possessions of Syon at its dissolution, are discussed below. 

 

1 TNA LR 2/112 

 

The longer of the two Syon inventories, TNA LR 2/112, is a puzzling document.1 

Located in the UK National Archives at Kew, it consists of 69 sides of vellum, 

variously numbered, and in different hands - one excellent and legible, the others 

less so. Some entries give the impression of having been written in haste.2 The 

document has the appearance of a detailed accounting return by the appointed 

receivers and auditors for London, Kent and Middlesex (where Syon was located);  it 

was to be submitted to the specially created Court of Augmentations for approval. 

The inventory resembles the other surviving 70 or so Dissolution inventories for 

monastic houses (see Appendix VII below), but also differs from them in important 

aspects, such as omitting to mention the fate of Syon’s bells, glass, ironwork and lead 

roofs – this will be discussed further below.  

 
1 There are almost no web references to TNA LR 2/112. We believe this to be the first full   

transcription.    

 
2 The text in no way compares, for example with the excellent, well-written and methodical 

summary in TNA E315/172 for monastic houses in the Midlands. See Hibbert (1910) for a 

partial transcription of these. 
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The inventory was taken probably on 28 November 1539 (if internal dating in the MS 

can be trusted) and is perhaps the last of the many hundreds of records relating to 

the pre-Dissolution Syon Abbey at the National Archives in Kew.3 

 

To add to this enigmatic document’s difficulties, TNA LR 2/112 was in fact originally 

bound as one document with two other monastic inventories, now dispersed.  Its 

frontispiece also includes, apart from Syon, mention of St Bartholomew’s in 

Smithfield, (dissolved October 1539), and St Mary Spital, (dissolved Christmas 1539). 

But the pages bearing details of these latter two monasteries have been removed 

from the text of TNA LR 2/112 as we now have it, and only Syon appears. All three 

were Augustinian, fall within London or Middlesex, and were closed within a few 

weeks of each other, which may account for their being originally filed together. 

 

Furthermore, Sir William Petre, one of the Royal Commissioners, was present at 

Syon for the valuation and sale, in his role as a Receiver at the Court of 

Augmentations. He had in late 1539 also taken ‘the surrender of the priory and 

hospital of St. Bartholomew, the priory of St Mary Spital in Bishopsgate and, in 

November, that of Syon [at] Isleworth.’4  Again this may be a reason why there are 

two different inventories for Syon – TNA E117/11/58 (see comment above) being 

perhaps a shorter aide-memoire for Petre, preparing for a presentation to Cromwell 

and the King, after a busy three months.  

 

The text of TNA LR 2/112 itself presents certain difficult questions, not least by the 

repetition, up to three times, of the same item to the same buyer, in different 

sections, and sometimes at different prices. This may reflect revisions to the sale 

price of the contents of Syon’s secular buildings (kitchen, storehouses etc) in favour 

of the incoming King’s Keeper, John Gates (see below), who would live at and look 

after the estate for Henry VIII from late 1539 onwards. It is interesting to note that 

some of the Gates family were born at Syon, implying a continuation of some kind of 

dwelling from 1539 until Gates’ execution under Mary in 1553. 

 

Another presentational difficulty is that the text of TNA LR 2/112  has a liberal 

scattering of abbreviated comments (e.g. ‘exus’ for ‘examinatus’ – ‘examined’ and 

‘Rez’, probably for Reservatus – Reserved for the King’s use or for persons unnamed.) 
 

3 ‘There are more than 1200 account rolls for Syon Abbey in The National Archives, 220 of 

which are household accounts of five different administrative positions. These household 

accounts begin in the reign of Henry the 6th, in 1442, and after a pause from 1462 to 1488, 

continue largely uninterrupted until the dissolution of the Abbey …..’  Clement C.K. (2008). 

To these can be added many of the 298 court roll records (AD 1279-1937) for the Manor of 

Isleworth, of which the Abbess, was ex officio the lord. (London Metropolitan Archives 

ACC/1379). 
4 https://www.british-history.ac.uk/st-barts-records/vol1/pp238-252 . No source is given for 

this statement.  

https://www.british-history.ac.uk/st-barts-records/vol1/pp238-252
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The meaning of some abbreviations is now unclear, but they are perhaps to do with 

the allocation of sale items, their valuation, or the receipt of cash for their sale.  There 

are also a number of comments concealed in the margin of the binding which are 

now unreadable because of their inaccessibility. This is perhaps a subject for further 

research, comparing abbreviations in the 70 or so surviving monastic inventories.  

 

 

2 TNA E 117/11/58 

 

These problems are illuminated only partially by a second undated and shorter 

Inventory, TNA E 117/11/58, a single paper roll with five joined leaves, written on 

one side. The top of the document is missing, and what remains is badly torn and 

shredded. It is clearly an abbreviated summary of the dissolution of three religious 

houses, Syon Abbey, St Mary Spital (Bishopsgate, London), both mentioned on the 

first page of TNA LR 2/112, and also of St Alban’s (surrendered 5 December 1539). It 

was perhaps intended by Petre as an overview, and for Cromwell and the King.   

 

Table 1: Comparison between Syon inventory TNA LR 2/112  and TNA E 117/11/58 

Items TNA LR 2/112   TNA E 117/11/58  

Gold 4.75 ozs 4.75 ozs 

Gilt 456 ozs 456 ozs 

Parcel-gilt (gilt silver) 90 ozs 90 ozs 

White (silver) 97 ozs 97 ozs 

Ready money £64-12s-2d £64-12s-2d 

Ornaments of the church 

(vestments etc) 

£41-7s-0d £38-7s-0d 

Implements of household   £64-19s-6d £64-19s-6d 

Wages and rewards £251-1s-7d    £251-0s-9 ½ d 

Debts due not shown £620.00 

Lead  not shown 178 fodders* 

Bells not shown 3,000 lbs 

 

*A fodder was 19 hundredweight (2,118 lbs or 965 kilos) 
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TNA E 117/11/58 may therefore be a summary, closely related to Petre’s need to 

report back to the Court of Augmentations, to Thomas Cromwell, and ultimately to 

Henry VIII, on the net amount of cash to be expected from these three last 

Dissolution sales.  

 

The comparison (Table 1) between the Syon inventory TNA LR 2/112 and TNA E 

117/11/58 shows that, where they overlap, they are in fact closely similar. The main 

difference between the two Syon inventories is that ‘Debts Due’ of £620 and the 

amount by weight of Syon’s lead and bells are inexplicably omitted from TNA LR 

2/112.  The lead and bells were however seemingly not removed from the Abbey at 

the Dissolution, and the values in column 3 above were ‘by estimation’. 

 

Omitted from both documents are the expenses of the various commissioners, but 

TNA E 117/11/58 does have a debit for Syon of over £12 for ‘carriage of plate and 

watching of the same’ (£11,440 in current terms). This was presumably for the 

removal of the gold and silver church vessels from Syon to the Tower of London or 

the house of Sir John Williams, ‘Maister and Treasurer of the King’s Jewels’, and is 

discussed below. On the face of it, this seems an expensive security operation, at 

around 33% of the value of the objects, for the short journey from Syon, either by 

road, or by boat via the River Thames, to the Tower of London, since the value of the 

gold and silver plate was only £38 (£36,000).  

By way of comparison, Hibbert (1911, p.275) cites a detailed list of the expenses 

submitted by the Commissioners appointed by the Court of Augmentations for 

Burton Abbey in Staffordshire. It includes individual purchases (fish, bread and 

butter), the cost of meals, overnight stays and horses (including shoeing) en route to 

and from Staffordshire.  It also includes the cost of transporting the seized gold and 

silver plate back to London (again presumably to the Keeper at the Tower). This was 

a modest £1-15s-0d (£1,667 in current terms) and involved purchasing a horse, 10 

yards of canvas and sufficient ‘maylyng cord’ (perhaps parcel string) for package.   

Perhaps the £12 at Syon contains other expenses, or the shipment of bulky unattested 

items, such as the Library, which has disappeared almost without trace (see below). 

 

3 BODLEIAN MS Add. E. 3 (R): SIR JOHN WILLIAMS, ‘MAISTER AND 

TREASURER OF THE KING’S JEWELS’ AND THE INVENTORY OF 

SYON PLATE   

 

 A further document from 1551, now in the Bodleian Library, gives data on the gold 

and silver taken at Syon in 1539 and allows a comparison with TNA LR 2/112 and 
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TNA E 117/11/58.  Sir John Williams (1500 –1559)5 who was ‘Maister and Treasurer of 

the King’s Jewels’ is cited as providing ‘A list of diverse pieces of gold plate which 

accrued to the King (Henry VIII) by surrender and visitation of the religious houses and 

cathedrals.’ 6 

This is Bodleian MS. Add. E. 3 (R) and has Henry's signature in six places.7   The 

entry for Syon is on p.29, as follows: 

‘The Saide Thomas Mildmay and Thomas Spilman Esquiers:  From the late 

Monasterye of Syon, in the Countie of Middx, viz one pixe of base gold, garnisshed 

with ples and course (pearls and coarse} stones põȝ v oȝ. dī (), in gilte plate ccccliiij 

oȝ., pcell gilte liiij oȝ., and in white plate cxxvj oȝ. dī ().  In all, as by Indenture of 

xvijth of December8, eodm anno appereth.    DCXL oȝ’ 

The total shown above (DCXL – 640 oz.) does not agree with the two inventories at 

647.75 oz. The reason for the discrepancy of just under 8 oz is unclear. 

To place it in context, it is useful to note the amount handed over to Williams from 

Glastonbury: at the vast amount of 493oz of gold (100 times that of Syon) and 16,000 

oz of gilt plate (Gasquet 1911, p.342).  

Williams’ house at Cripplegate in the City of London burnt down, perhaps 

fortuitously, at Christmas 15419 with many of the precious contents stored there 

were destroyed ‘and more embeseld (embezzeled) as was sayd.’ Amongst the 

unaccounted material were two thousand ounces of plate and jewels.  Perhaps this 

was the fate of some of the monastic pillage, including Syon’s gold and silver plate, 

with its five gilt chalices.  

 

 
5 See Oxford Dictionary of National Biography for Williams’ successful financial career 

under four Tudor monarchs. 

 
6 Dugdale’s Monasticon Anglicanum at p.63 

 
7 MS. e. Mus. 57, fols. 1-17 (Rycote), dated 14 December 1551. 

http://rycote.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/inventory-of-the-gold-and-silver-plate  A version of the 

Williams’ Inventory was published by the Abbotsford Club in 1836 (see Bibliography under 

‘Williams’). This is now BODLEIAN MS Add. E. 3 (R). 

 
8 The whereabouts of this ‘Indenture of December 16th’ perhaps of 1539, has not yet been  

   ascertained.   

 
9 Dugdale’s Monasticon Anglicanum p.704 
 

http://rycote.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/inventory-of-the-gold-and-silver-plate
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Table 2:  Syon’s Gold and Silver from Three Inventories 

 TNA LR 2/112  

(Syon) 

folio 2r, lines 16-20 

November 28th 1539 

TNA E 117/11/58  

1547 to 1558.10 

 

Bodleian 

BODLEIAN MS 

Add. E. 3 (R) 
14 December 1551 

 

Gold    4.75 ozs 4.75 ozs    5 ozs 

Gilt 456 ozs 456 ozs 454 ozs 

Parcel-gilt* 90 ozs 90 ozs  54 oz 

White+ 97 ozs 97 ozs 126 oz 

TOTALS 647.75 647.75 639 oz 

 

*Parcel gilt: ‘Of an item of furniture, silverware, etc.: partly gilded, esp. on the 

inner surface only.’ OED. This would sit well with a silver chalice gilded only 

on the inside of the cup. 

+White: ‘In early use designating silver, esp. as contrasted with gold.’ OED. 

 

With regard to precious metals, it may be worth adding that we know from the 

Inventories that Syon had a gold pyx (see TNA LR 2/112 folio 2r, lines 17-18). Such 

an object is mentioned as permissible as early as the 1420s.  There may also have 

been a monstrance of gold, but this is not in the inventories. According to queries 

about the Bridgettine Rule put to the mother house at Vadstena in c.1423-27, Syon 

was informed that Vadstena’s practice on precious metals was to avoid ostentation, 

as follows: 

 

We (i.e Vadstena) have one casket for those who are going to receive communion, 

and also a shrine or a monstrance, which is carried to the altar every day because of 

the devotion of those who look upon it. The Rule does not permit us to have a casket 

for the incense, spoons for the chalices and clasps [for mass books] made of silver or 

gold…..  11 

 
10 The National Archives gives a date 28 Jan 1547 to 17 Nov 1558 for E 117/11/58, a time span 

   of nearly 12 years. 

 
11 Andersson (2011), Responsiones Vadstenenses number 143, p.177.  
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In these three inventories above, we are dealing with a confused filing of Tudor 

documents, and the ravages of time and fire. We are fortunate nonetheless to have at 

least partial insight into the last day of Syon Abbey on 28 November 1539.  

The next section deals with the structure of that Visitation, and its dramatis personae. 

It is tempting to think that Syon Abbey on that last day was already emptied of its 

community, its bells silenced, when the Royal Commissioners arrived. Pensions had 

already been allocated, and the Abbey was closed on either November 25th , 

according to Charles Wriothesley (footnote 14 below) or on November 28th according 

to the Inventory, and the community began to disperse. Some went to a much 

diminished conventual grouping at Denham in Buckinghamshire, 12 miles to the 

north-west, with the former Abbess, Agnes Jordan. Others of the community had 

made plans to go abroad to a Bridgettine sister house at Dendermonde in Flanders, 

some 240 miles away. One far-sighted lay sister present at the dissolution, Elizabeth 

Crutchley, had copied a ‘canon’ of the times of the ebb and flood tides at the ports of 

Harwich, Sandwich and London into her prayer book.12 

Did the Commissioners for the Dissolution meet with those responsible for running 

a community of perhaps 100 souls? If so, it was probably Tudor officials, all men on 

the make, with perhaps the abbess, treasuress, cellaress, sacristan, and chambress as 

the key officials?13  Certainly the Abbess, Agnes Jordan and the Prioress Margaret 

Windsor seem to have bought vestments at auction, and are listed as such in the 

inventory TNA LR 2/112. We do not know if their purchases were aesthetic, 

emotional or practical – perhaps to assist with establishing new smaller communities 

such as that under the Abbess at Denham.  

Or perhaps Syon’s (male) chief steward, with its general receiver and its auditor at 

the time of the Dissolution, were responsible, acting as agents for the Abbess for the 

final winding up?  The records that we have do not reveal details of the end of this 

royal foundation by Henry V dating from 1415.  Syon’s epitaph was written later 

that year by the chronicler Charles Wriothesley, Windsor Herald of Arms in 

Ordinary14:- 

 

‘The 25th Day of November the house of Syon was suppressed into the King’s hands, 

and the ladies and brethren put out, which was the most virtuous house of religion 

that was in England.’ 

 
12 Cambridge University, Magdalene College MS.f.13. Adams (2020), List of  Extant Books  

and MSS, p102. 
13 See Clement, (2008 p.5) for details. 
14 Wriothesley, Charles (1875) ,Vol. I p.109.  Wriotheley’s aunt, Agnes Wriothesley (d.1529), 

had been a professed nun at Syon. (ibid, p.ix) 
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Background to the 1539 Visitation of Syon, 

The Role of The Court of Augmentations, 

Its Auditors & Receivers at Syon 
 

Background to the 1539 Visitation of Syon 
 

Syon was Britain’s only Bridgettine Abbey, founded by Henry V on 22 February 

1415, on the model set down by St. Bridget in 1384 at Vadstena in Sweden..15  By 1515 

there were 30 such sister Bridgettine houses in Europe – the last major expansion of 

monasticism before the Reformation. Syon was first established in England at 

Twickenham, from 1415 to 1431, but then removed, because of the unhealthiness of 

the location, to the present site at Isleworth, next to the present day Syon House.    

 

At the Dissolution in 1539 the Sisters at Syon divided into two groups. The Abbess, 

Agnes Jordan, took a small group16 to Denham in Buckinghamshire, where a form of 

communal religious life seems to have continued. Another group, under the 

leadership of Katherine Palmer17, seem to have made their way, perhaps later, to a 

Bridgettine sister house at Termonde / Dendermonde (now in Belgium), to await a 

change in the religious climate of England.18 

 

After the Dissolution of November 1539, Syon Abbey was under the management of 

John Gates as its ‘Keeper’ for Henry VIII.  Gates was also the principal bidder for 

Syon’s moveable property at the dissolution, as listed in TNA LR 2/112, buying 

goods worth some £73-14s-2d (£70,267 in current terms). It looks clear that by 

November 1539 he already knew he would be appointed as Keeper and was intent 

on setting up house and home at Syon, buying the monastic supplies of food, 

firewood and furniture to match.   

 

The house and grounds, latterly called ‘Syon House’ and ‘Syon Park’, were 

extensively reshaped by the Duke of Somerset (1547 to 1552), Protector to his 

nephew, the young Edward VI.  After the death of Protestant Edward, Mary, his 

 
15 In part perhaps by Henry for political reasons – St Bridget had affirmed in her Revelations 

(Book IV, Chapters 103-105) that the King of England should seek to obtain the crown of 

France by marriage rather than warfare. 

  
16 Cunich  in Religion and the Household (2014) lists six sisters who went first with Agnes 

Jordan to Denham – Sulyard, Slighte, Covert, Lupton, Nevell and Watno. See also folio 12v. 
 
17 See her entry in the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography. 

 
18 But see also Erler (2013) pp.121-123 for a discussion of a more protracted timetable for the 

move to Dermonde.  
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Catholic half-sister, became queen and re-founded Syon Abbey in 1557. The 

community was expelled again by Elizabeth in July 1559. After many wanderings, 

they survived at Lisbon, replenished by the daughters of recusant Catholic families 

in England, and making a final return to England in 1861 with some treasures and 

manuscripts still intact.   

 

The community was disbanded only recently, as age and dwindling numbers took 

their toll. They are the only English pre-Dissolution monastic house to have 

survived, and the last Abbess is the sixtieth, in a direct unbroken line to the first 

titular Abbess, Matilda Newton, appointed under Henry V in 1415.  The present 

scant physical remains of the abbey and its church are buried in the grounds of, and 

perhaps underneath, Syon House in west London.   

 

THE 1539 VISITATION 

 

 The appointed royal commissioners from the Court of Augmentations (described 

below) seem to have entered a probably empty and silent Abbey on  28 November 

1539, if an internal date in TNA LR 2/112  is correct.19  The community of perhaps 

around 100 souls, comprising sisters, lay-sisters, brothers and lay-brothers, with 

servants and lay guests and resident pensioners, had possibly already departed, 

having been awarded pensions on 25 November, and are listed each by name in the 

Inventory.20  Their continued presence seems unlikely, given that most of the 

vestments in daily use and provisions, including food, were about to be sold. They 

are cited as being ‘put out of the house’ on 25 November21 

 

The ‘visitation’ seems to have taken the form of a journey by the Commissioners 

from building to building and from room to room, each listed (see below), where 

items were noted and valued, down to the smallest amounts, in one case 2d for a 

wooden oven dough shovel in the kitchen (about £8 today).  There is however no 

indication of the physical relationship of the buildings, one to another, and it may be 

that the order of listing is according to a formula, with the most important rooms 

visited first (Church and Vestry). The order of visitation at Syon seems also to be 

similar to the order in TNA E 315/172 for the Midlands monasteries.22 

 
19 See TNA LR 2/112, folio 28r, lines 1-2. 

 
20 For names and amounts awarded to the Sisters, Priest-Brothers and the lay community See 

TNA LR 2/112, folios 11r to 15r. 

 
21 Wriothesley (1875) p.109. 
 
22 TNA E315/172  ‘Inventories of the Goods, etc. of Monasteries, cos. [counties of] Warwick, Staffs, 

Salop, Derby, Leicester, Northants, Cambridge.  
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Individual purchasers are identified at Syon, with the cost of their purchases, and 

are listed below in this paper at Table 4.  Total sales on the day and ready money 

were £170-18s-10d (£163,000 in current terms). Some items at Syon are also marked 

in the Inventory as reserved for the King.  Many sale items are unvalued and were 

perhaps unsold on the day.  

 

 A distinction needs to be made here between the sale of the moveable possessions 

situated in the religious houses – lead, bells, paving stones, vestments, beds, 

blankets, hops, malt, cattle etc, and the sale of the lands owned by the religious 

houses.  At the time of the compilation of the Valor Ecclesiasticus in 1534 Syon had a 

net annual rental income of £1,731-8s-8 ¾ d (about £1.6mn in current value) from the 

lands it owned and had acquired since 1415. By way of contrast, the sale of Syon’s 

moveable possessions raised only one tenth of this, £170-18s-10d .  But Cromwell and 

Henry VIII probably calculated that the main part of revenue would come from land 

sales. 

 

The realised gross value at Syon was however disappointing. It should have been 

from the sale or rental of the Abbey site and properties near Brentford. But the site 

remained with the crown, with a Keeper (initially John Gates) appointed, until ‘Syon 

House’ was handed as a gift to Protector Somerset by letters patent in July1547 by 

his nephew Edward VI. It reverted to the crown on Somerset’s fall in 1552. It was 

finally given to the ninth Earl of Northumberland by James I in 1594, having never 

been sold for its market value.  Syon had local property and a farm, and also the 

Lordship of the Manor of Isleworth, which brought in revenue in fines, as well as its 

manors elsewhere. It is nonetheless possible to make a rough calculation of the value 

of Syon at the dissolution: 

 

Syon’s income from the rent on its properties at an annual net £1,731-8s-8 ¾d  (after 

payment of debts outstanding of £215-5s-0 ½ d) ranked it tenth in the list of all 

religious houses in England, and first among the convents. If one allows twenty 

years rental as being a possible sale price for the properties owned by Syon, then the 

total value achievable was of the order of £34,620 from property sales (£33mn. in 

current value) and £171 (£0.2 mn.) from the sale of goods. With the lead and bells, 

gold and silver this rises to £35,571 or £33.9mn. in current terms.  

This is reduced to £30,278 (£28.9mn.) if the debts, and the pensions payable to Syon’s 

community, are included for a nominal 20 years (one sister still collecting her 
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pension until her death at the end of 1591 – see page 61 below.23).  £620 (£0.6mn) was 

still owed to Syon. 

 

Table 3:  Estimated Value of Syon Abbey at the Dissolution.      

                 

                                                1539  2018 

£ £ mn. 

 

Potential Sale of properties of £1,731 p.a rent. x 20 years     34,620   33.0 

Sale of Goods                             171          0.2  

Sale of gold and silver plate                  38    --- 

Potential Sale of lead - 178 fothers (119 tons @ say £4 each)      712         0.7 

Potential Sale of Bells - 3,000 lbs @ £1 per 100 lbs                30          --- 

   GROSS TOTAL VALUE OF SYON      £35,571      £33.9mn 

  Less Syon’s unpaid debts / Creditors Paid            -253         -0.2  

  Less annual pensions of £251 for say 20 years          -5,020         -4.8         

NET TOTAL VALUE OF SYON      £30,298       £28.9mn. 

Memo: Debts Unpaid due to Syon               620      0.6 

 

A further cost, not taken into account above, was the administrative costs of the 

Court of Augmentation. Cromwell had calculated, perhaps optimistically and before 

payment of pensions and administrative costs, that the total gross revenue from all 

monastic houses at the Dissolution was £152,517-18s-10¼ d, (perhaps £145mn in 

current money).24  It might therefore be imagined that the potential cash realised by 

the Crown at the Dissolution of the Monasteries was a profitable undertaking, since 

it involved sales of the monastery sites, sales of their rented land, and sales of their 

goods and metals, both precious and base.  

 

23 These pension payments are detailed in the Treasurers' and Receivers' accounts, first of the Court of 

Augmentations until 1554, and then of the Exchequer (in E36/152, E315/250-262, LR6/62/1-4, LR6/63/1-

5, LR6/64/1-5, LR6/65/1-6, LR6/66/1-7, LR6/67/1-7, LR6/68/1-4).  Above para and data from Dr. Peter 

Cunich, Department of History, University of Hong Kong. Pers. Comm. 11 Feb 2019.     

24 See: Henry VIII, Letters and Papers: October 1539, 26-31, Pages 137-160.  

https://www.british-history.ac.uk/letters-papers-hen8/vol14/no2/pp137-160#highlight-first 

https://www.british-history.ac.uk/letters-papers-hen8/vol14/no2/pp137-160#highlight-first
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But in fact Richardson (1961, p.51) goes so far as to assert that even after meeting 

only the expenses of the officers of the Court of Augmentations, and the 

maintenance of the Crown properties, there often remained very little to pay into the 

Court Treasury at year end.Furthermore, if, as shown above, monastic pension 

payments are factored in for, say, a conservative further 20 years after 1539, then the 

net total received over time would have been even lower. 25 

Thomas Warton, who in 1780 wrote the life of Thomas Pope, one of the chief 

administrators of the Court of Augmentations, comes to a similar conclusion: 

‘A few years after the erection of the Court of Augmentations…the king 

perceiving that his exigencies required more expeditious returns of money 

than the annual revenues of the dissolved monasteries could produce, was 

necessitated to sell … a very considerable part of their lands ….By this step 

the Court of Augmentations was soon diminished. The causes depending on 

it became few and inconsiderable, and the crown profits arising from thence 

decreased; its officers were numerous, and their pensions ample. On these 

considerations he [the king] was induced to dissolve it…. on the second of 

January 1546, created a new court of augmentations, on a different and more 

confined plan.’ 26 

Additionally, some monastic land was not sold at market rates of twenty times 

rental value but was transferred to courtiers (such as Somerset at Syon) or 

appropriated by Court of Augmentations officials at nominal rates.  How this 

process was managed administratively is covered in the next section.  

 

 

 

 

25 ‘The Court of Augmentations was the greatest source of income for the crown for at least 

two decades after the dissolution.  While not all income flowed into the Court's treasury in 

London, a great deal was disbursed for crown purposes in the counties on expenditure such 

as defence and royal buildings and maintenance.  The net income to the crown was therefore 

much larger than can be appreciated from the Treasurer's Accounts which form the basis of 

Richardson's analysis.’  For a fuller explanation of this, see Cunich, Peter (1990).      Cunich, 

Peter, Pers. Comm., 15 Aug 2019. 

 
26 WARTON, Thomas (1780)  
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THE ROLE OF THE COURT OF AUGMENTATIONS, ITS AUDITORS & 

RECEIVERS. 

 

The Court of Augmentations had been set up in 1536, ran until 1554, when it was 

Augmentations Office. Its purpose was to manage the funds and properties 

received from the Dissolution of the monasteries in England, which had begun with 

the minor house in 1536. 

Auditors and Receivers: The official ‘commissioners’ of 1539 at Syon are listed in the 

TNA LR 2/112 Inventory document.  They fall into two classes, the more senior 

being the Auditor, Sir Thomas Mildmay [also called Mildemay and Mildemayne] 

followed by the Receivers Sir Thomas Spilman and Sir William Petre, who 

reported to Mildmay as the Auditor.  Both classes were appointed to the Court of 

Augmentations, probably by Cromwell himself.  

 

 

Illustration 1: Sir Richard Rich (1496-1567) 

National Portrait Gallery, NPG D23248  (Victorian copy of lost original) 
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The Court was under the overall leadership of Sir Richard Rich, portrayed and 

forever notorious in A Man for All Seasons by Robert Bolt.  Rich had in fact had 

previous dealings with Syon, persuading the Abbess, for whatever reasons, to part 

with Felstead Manor and rectory in Essex, where Rich had extensive lands. Felstead 

was listed at some £99 in the Valor Ecclesiasticus – about £95,000 in current terms.  

Rich is buried at Felstead, and in a curious twist of family history, one of his nine 

surviving daughters is said to have joined the re-founded Syon Abbey in the 1550s. 

There is no Rich in the Syon records, though it is of course also possible that she 

joined as a widow or vowess with a different surname.27   

Duties of Auditors: There were 10 Auditors at the Court of Augmentations, 

covering nine regional circuits.   Richardson (1961, p.54) lists their duties as being of 

a strictly professional accounting character by allocated districts, with a supervisory 

function over crown estates in their respective areas. In the accounts which they 

examined, they were expected to detect faults or concealments, and to verify the 

reasonableness of the commissioners’ expenses.  At Syon, unlike in other monastic 

Dissolution visitations, we do not have any commissioners’ expense accounts, except 

for transporting Syon’s precious metals to the Tower (£12 – about £11,000 currently). 

Duties of Receivers: There were 17 Receivers, by circuit, with Sir Thomas Spilman 

appointed on 24th April 1536 for Kent, London and Middlesex (under which latter 

Syon Abbey fell). The Receivers only occasionally received or disbursed money, ‘so 

had little opportunity for embezzlement.’28 In the final determination of accounts, 

Receivers were however ‘in an excellent position either to expose or connive at 

corruption by others.’29.  Richardson also lists the salary of Receivers at £20 a year 

(about £18,599 in current prices), rather low, but apparently with unspecified 

‘profits’. 30  The Receivers were distinguished by the districts for which they were 

responsible, and were usually a local appointee, resident in their own district. Under 

their powers, they could ‘insist on immediate payment of a debt to the Crown, grant 

convenient terms’, (or more conveniently for personal gain) agree to ‘ignore it 

completely’.  

In general terms, Receivers were at one remove from the seat of power and were at 

times rather more like debt collectors of long-standing arrears to the Crown.  It was 

 
27 The House of Commons, 1509-1558, Volume 1, p.195, Bindoff, S.T. No source given.  No 

‘Rich’ is listed in the re-foundation list of sisters in the Patent Roll 3 and 4 Philip and Mary, 

Part III. 291, 1557, or in Appendix VI below. 
28 Richardson, 1961, p.56.    
29 Richardson, 1961, p.57. 
30 Richardson, 1961, p.47. 
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this aspect of their work that probably gave them opportunities for illegally 

increasing their salaries. 

Lead, Bells and Glass: The Receiver also determined valuations – no doubt 

important in the inventories of the monasteries, and they were also responsible for 

the sale of glass, stone, lead and bell metal (usually bronze from a copper alloy, at £1 

per 100 lbs (45 kilos) or over five times more expensive than lead). These items were 

reserved for the King’s use, and often lodged in local depositories for safekeeping, 

awaiting sale.  At Syon the lead and bells may however have remained in situ until 

Somerset’s arrival after 1547, when the whole site seems to have been reconstructed.  

 

 
 

Illustration 2: A ‘Fother ‘of Lead (19 cwt, 965 kilos) from Rievaulx Abbey  

(Cistercian, 1132-1538).  It bears the seal of Henry VIII and was apparently one of 

four abandoned when buried under collapsed masonry. 31 

 

It is affirmed that at the Dissolution of Roche Abbey, South Yorkshire (Cistercian, 

1147 -1548) the lead from the monastic roofs, cisterns and piping was melted down 

in situ into the standard ‘fothers’ or ‘fodders’ of 19 cwt (2,128 lbs, 965 kilos) by 

burning the choir stalls:   

“…..the persons that cast the lead into the fodders, plucked up all the seats in the 

choir, wherein the monks sat when they said service, and burned them and melted the 

lead therewith all, although there was wood plenty within a flight shot of them; for the 

Abbey stood among the woods…”32 

 

 
31 See Current Archaeology: https://www.archaeology.co.uk/articles/features/rievaulx-

abbey.htm  The other three fothers were subsequently gifted by the National Trust to York 

Minster for reuse in repair of the Five Sisters Window. 

 
32 For this full but late account (1591) by Michael Sherbrook, a nearby priest and rector, of the 

destruction of Roche Abbey see British History Online:   

https://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/yorks/vol3/pp153-156#anchorn11  

 

https://www.archaeology.co.uk/articles/features/rievaulx-abbey.htm
https://www.archaeology.co.uk/articles/features/rievaulx-abbey.htm
https://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/yorks/vol3/pp153-156#anchorn11
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There is as yet no direct evidence of burnt choir stalls at Syon, though one peculiar 

bath-like depression, possibly for a fother, was detected during the excavations.33  

The stalls at Syon might well have been an attractive and convenient source of 

firewood. 

 

THE SYON AUDITOR and RECEIVERS 

Two of the official Commissioners encountered in the TNA LR 2/112 Inventory are 

Sir Thomas Spilman and Sir Thomas Mildmay (‘Mildmayne’ in the Inventory). They 

are described at folio 2r, lines 1-12 as : 

 

 ‘Kyngis Comissioners ther (at Syon) of alle the redye money plate ornamentes 

Goodes and  Catallis [chattels] founde and remaynynge at the said late Monastery at 

the Dissolucion of the same…...’ 

1  Sir Thomas Spilman / Spelman (1494-1563) was a Receiver of the Court of 

Augmentations for Kent, London and also Middlesex (where Syon was located) from  

the Court’s foundation on April 24th 1536 to its final dissolution (as the Second Court 

of Augmentations) in 1554. At Syon he spent 40s (£2 – about £1,845 in current 

money) on altar hangings and an altar cloth, both of ‘Tissue’, an expensive form of 

Damask.  

2 Sir Thomas Mildemay or Mildemayne (b. before 1515, to 1566) was Auditor 

at the First Court of Augmentations 1536 to 1545, for Cambridgeshire, Essex, 

Herefordshire, Middlesex (i.e Syon), Norfolk, Suffolk and London, and then jointly 

Auditor with his brother William Mildemay from 1545 until the dissolution of the 

Court in 1554.  

Richardson (1961, p.8), states that the Mildmays (and also Thomas Pope, below) 

established family fortunes from the profits of monastic acquisitions, in common 

with their fellows at the Court of Augmentations. “With few exceptions they made 

the most of their opportunities, while in many cases they abused their privileges by 

using government funds and official influence to their own advantage.”   

Mildmay spent the considerable sum of £3 at Syon (£2,799 in current money) on a 

suit of vestments, probably for a priest, deacon and sub-deacon.  This is a curious 

choice, since the value of this purchase probably lay in it being a set of three 

matching garments in one liturgical colour.  It is difficult to see how the vestments 

could have any great monetary value, except in their usefulness at the continued 

celebration of a fully Catholic High Mass, in line with Henry VIII’s conservative 

 
33 Pers. Comm. Laurie Elvin, Member, Syon Abbey Research Associates, 16 October 2018. 
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religious views.  It is of course just possible that the garments had a break-up value 

in gold thread and silk, which could then be reused. 

Sir Thomas Pope, (1507-1559), Member of Parliament, and Treasurer of the Court 

of Augmentations: Richardson characterises Pope as the junior member of 

Cromwell’s team, aged only 33 in 1539, yet someone whose reputation remained 

untarnished to the end of his career. After previously working to the Lord 

Chancellor, Thomas Audley, Pope was Treasurer at the Court of Augmentations by 

1536, and thus the second ranking officer in the Court after Rich. Cromwell arranged 

for him to become Member of Parliament for Buckingham in May 1536; he was 

knighted in 1537, and then appointed to the Privy Council.   

 

Illustration 3: Sir Thomas Pope (1507 – 29 January 1559),  

Treasurer of the Court of Augmentations 

Source: Magdalen College, University of Oxford. Artist unknown.  

 

According to the TNA LR 2/112 Inventory, Pope was apparently present at Syon on 

28th November 1539 (though he could of course have signed off the completed 

document later). But apart from his senior role as Treasurer of the Court of 

Augmentations, and Syon’s proximity to London, it is unclear in what official 

capacity Pope attended Syon Abbey during the inventory process and the sale. His 

name is not listed among the 29 purchasers at Syon (see Table 4 below). He finally 

resigned from the Court of Augmentations in early 1540 and became Master of 
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Woods south of the River Trent.  In this capacity he arranged the delivery to the 

King of timber for fortification, brick-making, and so forth.  

It may therefore be significant that at Syon (TNA LR 2/112 Inventory folio 7r, lines 

10-12) Pope signs off thirty loads of wood to the lessee (fermer) of Syon – presumably 

John Gates (q.v. below), valued originally at 60s (£2,460 in current money). Perhaps 

Pope already knew by November 1539 of his forthcoming new appointment as 

Master of the Woods in 1540, presumably after the start of the new financial year on 

the following Lady Day (i.e. from 25 March 1540).  Gates’ appointment as Keeper of 

Syon may also be foreshadowed by this grant of the firewood in a lease for Syon - 

‘appoynted to the Ferme for the Ferm[er]’ in a marginal note beside the entry. Since this 

was in late November, Gates was presumably laying in his supply of firewood for 

the coming winter at Syon, and Pope was perhaps there to approve and oversee this 

transfer. 

The ‘History of Parliament’ website presents a full and unflattering review of Pope’s 

life, of which the following extract gives a flavor: 

‘The dissolution of the monasteries had helped to make Pope one of the 

richest commoners of his time. In July 1537 he had complained to Cromwell:  

‘I have no gain in office but my fee [salary], above which I must spend yearly 200 

marks’ (then £133-13s-6d, or £120,000 in current money). But despite this 

protestation of having to subsidise the Court with his own money, already his 

accumulation of lands in many midland counties had begun. Thenceforward 

he acquired or exchanged monastic property almost every year, most of it in 

Oxfordshire where it extended into 15 parishes, or in the suburbs of 

London. …… Large sums changed hands in the process: among scores of 

lesser transactions between 1540 and 1554 four large purchases cost him 

nearly £6,000’ (£5.5mn in current money). 

There is an ironic final footnote relevant to Syon in the very last financial dealings of 

Pope: in the bequests in his will written on 6 Feb. 1557, (with codicil of 12 Dec. 1558) 

he left £5 (£4,767 in current money) to the Sisters at Syon, who had been restored 

under Mary I in 1557. This looks suspiciously like gesture politics in the direction of 

the new Catholic Queen, during her work for the restoration of Syon Abbey from 

1553 to 1558.   Pope in any case survived Mary, and died in the reign of Elizabeth I, 

on 29 January 1559. One of Elizabeth’s first acts was to suppress Syon again.  Pope 

would probably have approved – a new flow of property into the royal coffers.  His 
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modest £5 bequest was in any case probably made void by this second dissolution of 

Syon and the departure of the Syon community to the Continent again.34 

Sir William Petre (1505-1572) appears right at the beginning of the Syon TNA LR 

2/112 Inventory at folio 2r, line 4, and was an Auditor at the Court of 

Augmentations.  He was also ‘Proctor and Deputy-vicar General’ for Cromwell, i.e. 

his deputy. ‘He had been a zealous Dissolution agent and was doubtless quite 

familiar with the work of the financial courts…’ (Richardson, 1961, p.115.) 

 

 

 
 

Illustration 4: Sir William Petre (1505-1572), 

 Auditor, Court of Augmentations. 

 

Petre appears again in the Syon Inventory at folio 7r, line 13, as co-signatory with 

Pope above, signing off the allocation of 30 loads of wood to the lessee (probably 

Gates).  He appears also in the company of Pope, Cave, Moryce, Mildmaye and 

Spilman, signing off a later list of ‘Pensions assigned by the commissioners at the 

dissolution of Syon monastery, to be paid quarterly by John Moryce (see below), 

receiver there; payment to begin at Christmas 31 Hen. VIII [1539] ’.35   

 

 
34 ‘To the Nuns of the convent of Syon vl’. WARTON (1780)  

 
35 Letters and Papers, Foreign and Domestic, Henry VIII, Volume 14 Part 2, August-

December 1539. 

 

http://www.luminarium.org/encyclopedia/petre.jpg
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In common with the other official commissioners of monastic houses, Petre managed 

to make money from the process: by 1540, he was receiving £180 per year in 

annuities from religious houses he had visited (approximately £164,000 today). It 

may seem strange that abbeys should give annuities to an individual charged with 

abolishing them; they were perhaps bribes either to delay the procedure or to 

facilitate a pension for the retiring Abbot. Petre received such annuities from about 

twenty monasteries.36  At Syon, however, Petre is not listed among the purchasers of 

items for sale, nor in receipt of a pension. 

Given his close involvement with the Dissolution, Petre was astute enough under 

Mary, and with the implicit backing of Cardinal Pole, to succeed in ‘obtaining a 

papal 'Bull of Confirmation' confirming him in possession of the lands he had 

derived from the suppression of the monasteries. Pope Paul IV granted this on 27 

November 1555, in what is believed to be a unique case.37 

Doctor Francis Cave (1502-1583) 38 : A lawyer with a flourishing practice by the 

1530s, including service to Thomas Cromwell. He helped to suppress religious 

houses in Leicestershire39, receiving in 1539 a 21-year lease of Leicester Abbey and 

much of its former property. He was MP for Liverpool by 1547. 

He appears early in the Syon TNA LR 2/112 Inventory at folio 2r, line 4, as one of the 

‘Doctors of the Lawes’ and taker of the Inventory. He may have been there to 

provide legal advice, or indeed practical experience based on his previous 

dissolution work in Leicestershire. He also signs off the list of pensions, together 

with the other Commissioners (see below for details).  He bought, at folio 3v, lines 3-

4, two altar cloths ‘of blewe damaske for 13s 4d (about £615 in current terms). 

 

 

 
36 http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1509-1558/member/petre-william-15056-72 

 
37 See Strype (1832) p.448 and Dugdale’s Monasticon Vol. III, p.331 for a summary of the Bull. 
 
38 See The History of Parliament: https://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1509-

1558/member/cave-francis-1502-83  

 
39 Cave wrote an undated letter (possibly August 29th 1539) to Cromwell concerning his 

activities in demolishing (‘defacing’) Leicester Abbey (St Mary de Pratis – Augustinian, 

1143-1539). See Wright (1843) pp.163-4, and Cotton MS Cleop E iv fol 215.  The letter also 

contains a valuation of Leicester’s lead, bells, and furnishing at £1,526, about £1.5mn in 

current value.  

 

http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1509-1558/member/petre-william-15056-72
https://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1509-1558/member/cave-francis-1502-83
https://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1509-1558/member/cave-francis-1502-83
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John Gates (1504–1553) 

It seems highly likely that this is the Sir John Gates, who held influential household 

positions in the reigns of Henry VIII and Edward VI.  After a successful 

administrative career, he was executed under Mary on 22 August 1553 alongside the 

Duke of Northumberland (of the first creation of that title and not related to the 

current holder), for advancing the cause of Lady Jane Grey to succeed Edward VI on 

the latter’s death. 

He took an active part in the sale of Syon’s effects, and in late 1539 he was appointed 

‘To be keeper of the house and site of Syon monastery, Midd., and bailiff of the lordship and 

manor of Istelworth, Midd., ….. and keeper of the King's Woods in these places.' 40  

Gates appears in Inventory TNA LR 2/112 a number of times. Most significantly, he 

appears in the last few pages on the Inventory, from folio 33r onwards as the 

purchaser of a large part of the contents of the service buildings: the Bakehouse, the 

Brewhouse, the Millhouse, the Solicitor’s Chamber, the Steward’s Loft, the Hay Barn, 

the Tallow Chandler’s house, the Slaughterhouse, the Woodyard, the Cole House 

and the Kitchen. All this suggests that he already knew in late November of 1539 

that he was to be the ‘Keeper of Syon’, and so was intent on setting up home there. 

He spent some £73-14s-2d on acquiring Syon’s remaining stock of goods and 

equipment (around £70,267 in current terms).41 

 

Rosenfield (1961, p.138 and p.280 onwards) lists Gates’ other monastic acquisitions 

in detail, and notes that he was also one of the largest purchasers of London 

monastic property. For example, in July 1544 Gates, with a colleague, bought 

tenements from the King, formerly belonging to Holy Trinity, Aldgate, worth some 

£1,200 (£1.1mn in current terms).  

Gates later became a trusted ‘Groom of the Privy Chamber’ to Henry and in 1554, 

under Edward VI, was given £1,800 (£1.7mn in current terms) by the Treasurer of the 

Court of Augmentations. This was usually disbursed from the king’s secret jewel 

house in Westminster, and like other such payments, was to be employed about ‘the 

 
40 See: 'Henry VIII: Appointments to Offices', Letters and Papers, Foreign and Domestic, Henry 

VIII, Volume 17: 1542 (1900), pp.690-705.    

http://www.british-history.ac.uk/report.aspx?compid=76688&amp;strquery=Syon  
 
41 Gates may have ended up paying slightly less if he haggled, and some of the price 

reductions shown in list ‘A’ (Appendix II p.150 below) were later allowed to him. He paid 

‘face value’ for most items, however. The main difference is in the timber, for which he was 

initially down for as £6.00. This was later scratched in list ‘A’ and one supposes he acquired 

it for gratis. 
 

http://www.british-history.ac.uk/report.aspx?compid=76688&amp;strquery=Syon
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kinges maiestes secret affayres’. Here again we perhaps see a darker side to the Court of 

Augmentations, with an information-gathering and spying role. 

Gates continued in office under Edward VI, before finally finishing his career at the 

Court of Augmentations in 1551 with a satisfactory account of his previous 

transactions (Richardson 1961 pp.358-59).  By 1552 he was Vice-Chamberlain of the 

Royal Household, Captain of the Guard (both sinecures), and Chancellor of the 

Duchy of Lancaster (Richardson 1961 p.198-99). This was the the pinnacle of his 

career. 

In 1553, after the early death of Edward VI, he threw his weight behind the attempt 

by John Dudley, the Duke of Northumberland to put his daughter, Lady Jane Grey, 

on the throne.  He appears (according to the ODNB) to have been drawn into the 

plot for his administrative skills. On the accession of Queen Mary, he was formally 

accused of attempting to bestow the royal title on Lady Jane Grey (who had been 

formally proclaimed Queen at Syon House on 9 July 1553), of recognizing her as 

such, of writing letters and proclamations, which were then printed, and of 

proclaiming her as queen, and of taking possession of the Tower on 10 July 1553.   

Gates oversaw the clerical side of Northumberland's coup, attempting to secure 

Lady Jane's succession by procuring the support of the élite through the normal 

means of communication (proclamations and privy seal letters). He also led the 

troops of the royal household into East Anglia. He was executed with 

Northumberland on 22 August 1553. 

His property was of course attainted and surrendered to the Crown.  Provision 

seems however to have been made by Queen Mary for his widow (Mary Gates, obit 

1557) to retain some part of the estate.42  Curiously, Queen Mary, when a bastardised 

princess, had had annual dealings with Gates and his wife, since he delivered to her 

the New Year’s gift of her father, Henry VIII. Gates and his wife had then in turn 

been given a Christmas cash gift by Mary.43   Such was the intertwined but bloody 

nature of Tudor polity. 

 

 

 

 

 
42 See Calendar of Patent Rolls, 1 MARY. PART XV. 395 , 4 Jan and 14 April 1553. 

 
43 (Madden, 1831). 
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Table 4: Purchasers at Syon, in order of appearance, in TNA LR 2/112 

Name           Total Amount  In current terms44 

Humphrey Busor / Bouster / Bowster     £12-6s-8d   £11,440 

Edgarre     £1-6s-8d     £1,271 

Master Thomas Kitson (Mercer)  £3-0s-0d     £2,799  

Thomas Sulyarde & George Webbe          £1-10s-0d     £1,429 

Thomas Broke / Brook/ Brooks     £1-6s-0d     £1,221 

Mistress Bromefelde    £2-0s-0d     £1,906 

Bramscon      £4-0s-0d     £3,812 

Master Mynne             £1-11s-8d      £1,550  

Sir Thomas Spilman*     £2-1s-0d     £1,954 

Sir Francis Cave*              13s 4d        £636 

Mistress Wyndesore            10s-0d        £476 

Christopher Campyon (Mercer) & 

Master Windesore     £3-0s-0d     £2,859 

Anthony Dunryche / Dundrige  £1-0s-0d        £953 

Bromley                       3s 4d        £159 

Biggins / Bygge /Biggis45           15s-0d        £714 

John Alen / Aleyn, ‘of the Chappell’       £1-11s-4d     £1,493 

Plankeney         15s-0d        £720 

Welbek                                  2s-4d         £112  

Thomas Wood                                5s-0d        £240 

Robert Owen           13s -4d        £636 

John Fulmer                  4s-0d        £192 

John Elyott                               13s 4d        £636 

William Lawrence / Laurence                   1s 4d            £54 

Baynes                            £2-0s-0d     £1,906 

Mistress G…. [Illegible]    £2-0s-0d     £1,906 

Thomas Mildmayne* (& as Mercer)  £3-0s-0d                                   £2,851 

Master Bramscon         £4-0s-0d      £3,812 

‘the late [wax] chandler’         2s-4d         £150 

John Gates*                          £73-14-2d    £70,257 

 

Total sales to individuals          £124-8s-10d          £118,144 

 

*Present in their capacity as officials of the Court of Augmentations. 

 

 
44 Bank of England Inflation Calculator 1539-2017:  

 
45 See Aungier (1840) p.130 for Bigg’s involvement in a local (undated) dispute over 

commoners’ rights, in which he was assaulted and thrown into a ditch. 
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PURCHASERS AT SYON IN TNA LR 2/112. 

Apart from the Officials of the Court of Augmentations, it is hard to ascertain the 

identity of many of the 30 named individual purchasers, listed in Table 4 below. To 

make matters worse, the spelling of their names varies in each entry. For example a 

Humphrey Busor / Bouster / Bowster, who was the highest purchaser of goods  

(apart from Gates) worth £12-6s-8d (at current value of £11,440) remains an elusive 

figure, or perhaps he was an agent for different buyers who could not be present on 

the day. Or he was perhaps connected to Margaret Bowcer, one of the pensioned 

sisters. 

 

However, Walcott (1871, p.202) cites a distinct variant in the visitation of eleven 

Midland monasteries in one circuit, listed in TNA E 315/172.  Here a jury was 

empanelled and ‘strangers’ brought in from London, perhaps to assist with the 

valuation, or to dilute local feeling. We have no direct evidence that this ‘packing’ 

occurring at Syon. It might be suggested that the 30 named individuals above as 

present at Syon and bidding for particular items, may reflect some sort of ‘list of 

invitees’, but this is unclear. The names of two purchasers of goods at the dissolution 

of Syon, ‘Fulmer’ and ‘Dunryche’, occur as being in receipt of state pensions by 

December 1542 and this might perhaps be construed as being for ‘services rendered’ 

at Syon.46  

Others were present perhaps merely there because they had had relatives at Syon 

(e.g. Master and Mistress (Andrew, Lord Windsor) whose sister ‘Margarett Wynsor’ 

was Prioress. 

  

 

THE WILL OF AGNES JORDAN, 9 FEB 1546, AND TNA LR 2/112. 

 

A powerful sidelight on the sale of goods in TNA LR 2/112 is the will of the last 

Abbess, Agnes Jordan, of 9 February 1546. 47 It contains a large amount of vestments 

and other objects which Abbess Agnes Jordan seemed able to bequeath.  Perhaps 

some of these were originally from Syon.  The scale of the bequests looks as though 

the Abbess is envisaging the closure of Denham as a community, and the dispersal 

of its religious objects.  

She in fact leaves three vestments and nine altar cloths or front hangings.  Of 

particular interest is at least one identifiable overlap between her will and the Syon 

Inventory: - 

 
46 https://www.british-history.ac.uk/letters-papers-hen8/vol17/pp126-153 

 
47 Lathbury, The History of Denham, 1904, p.376. 

https://www.british-history.ac.uk/letters-papers-hen8/vol17/pp126-153
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1           Inventory: TNA LR 2/112  Syon Abbey 1539, folio 3r, lines 18-20:  

              Item an alter clothe of olde blewe damaske ymbroderyd with Ihus  

             sold to master Bowester for xxiij s. iiij d. 

 

2          The Will of Agnes Jordan, 9 Feb 1546.:  

Item, I give and bequethe to sister Margaret Covert …. an alterclothe and 

hanging of blew damaske, embrothered with IHUS, the front belonging to the 

same… 

 

This may argue either for the presence of Agnes Jordan at the sale on November 28th, 

or may account for the large purchases by ‘Bowester’ perhaps as her agent. 

 

DETAIL:  ROOMS AND BUILDINGS VISITED IN TNA LR 2/112   

There follows below a list of the named buildings and rooms in TNA LR 2/112, with 

comments on their use and their named occupants.  But their location has yet to be 

identified. There are no buildings mentioned in the other summary Inventory TNA 

E 117/11/58, but the latter is relevant in ascertaining the fate of the buildings, glass, 

lead and bells at Syon. 

 

1 The Church, with mention of the Ladyes Quyre.   

The location of the Church at Syon (see illustration below) is generally clear from 

recent archaeological investigation, being under the rear lawn of Syon House. The 

peculiarities of a Bridgettine Church, as specified by St Bridget herself, are well 

known. There were 13 Altars, including a high altar at the West end for the Priest-

Brothers, and another elevated altar at the East end for the Sisters, facing their 

‘floating choir’, presumably the Ladyes Quyre mentioned in the Inventory. 

 

2 The Ladyes Quyre 

 

This structure (folio 17r, lines 8-15) was unique to Bridgettines and kept the sisters 

and brothers completely separate and on different levels in the Church. The 

separation on a different level for the sisters was reinforced by their entrance to their 

choir being through an elevated walkway via the north wall of the church into their 

cloister. Illustration 5 above does not show this, but in the mother church at 

Vadstena the blocked up way into the church is clearly visible.      
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Illustration 5:  Plan of a Five-Arched Bridgettine Church c1500. 

Source: Kunliga Biblioteket, Stockholm, Sweden. 

Shelf mark: RAR Ettbladstryck, Kapsel V:15 

 

 
 

 

1. Confessional windows for the Sisters, seen from Priest Brothers’ choir. 

2. Brothers’ Choir at West End. 

3. Brothers’ Altars and High Altar. 

4. Sisters’ ‘floating choir’ at East End (the ‘Ladyes Quyre’). 

5. Sisters’ Altar at East End, with limited access by steps from the Brothers’ 

choir. 

6. Railings or Grill (Latin Gerrae n.pl – accusative case, Gerras). 

7. Burial places for the Brothers (South, near side) and Sisters (North, far side),   

Both were against either the external wall (iuxta murum) or the grills, 

illustrated, (iuxta gerras), and presumably under the flagstones shown here. 

 

 

 2 

  1 

 3 

 4 

  5 

West             

End   
East  

End 

 7 

6 
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According to the specifications of St Bridget’s Revelations 48 the floor of their elevated 

choir was to be lined with sheets of copper as a precaution against the ever-present 

danger of fire in a church full of wood (in the form of beams and choir stalls), lit by 

candles, with burning incense and charcoal. It is curious therefore that this is not 

mentioned in the TNA LR 2/112 Inventory of the Ladies’ Choir. The choir, with stalls 

for some 60 sisters would have been large, and if indeed lined with copper, would 

certainly have had some scrap value to the Commissioners. It may however be that 

Syon had a derogation from this requirement because of the lack of copper in 

England. 49 

 

It is also possible that the grill separating the laity from the brother-priests’ altars 

was of iron, with a similar iron screen alongside the priest-brothers segregated 

walkway around the church, as above.  None of this is mentioned, though iron 

fittings occur frequently in other Dissolution inventories, and are valued as such, 

and sold. There is mention at folio 19v, line 3-5 of ‘formes’ (benches) in the Ladyes 

Choir as being sold, but for only for 3s-4d (about £150), which seems too little for 60 

choir stalls, probably ornate.  
 

Glass in the Church: We know from the Syon Accounts50 that glass was purchased 

in Normandy (1514-15, and again in 1518-1519) and from Sussex, presumably 

through the Wealden glass industry, in 1514-15. Chapter 28, Section 22 of St Bridget’s 

Revelations specifies that the glass in a Bridgettine Church, should not be coloured, 

but only white or grey.  There is no mention of glass in the TNA LR 2/112 Inventory 

but it is covered in TNA E 117/11/58, which specifically states that of the iron, glass 

and stone at Syon, none was sold. Perhaps Henry VIII was considering using Syon 

as a royal palace and wished to keep it in working order.   

 
48 The Revelations of St Bridget, Volume 4, Translated Searby, Ed. Morris, Chapter 28, pp.249-

251, Section 19.   
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=oiTvCQAAQBAJ&pg=PA250&lpg=PA250&dq=St+bridget+Vadstena+iron+choir&source=b

l&ots=Ihb8TXQbFl&sig=ZDLtSSsX6T5sP2JwK10uk-

VkSW4&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiNpNu7wdHfAhUMExQKHfr3BRYQ6AEwEHoECAYQAQ#v=onepage&q=St%20bridge

t%20Vadstena%20iron%20choir&f=false 

 

49 “Riksarkivet (Swedish National Archives) SDHK 19024,  concerning the use of lead and 

copper on the roof at Vadstena, and its relevance for Syon Abbey (Letter, after 1441): 

Confessor General in Vadstena to Confessor General in Syon, with advice on the use of lead 

to the [Syon] abbey church's roof, as it is produced and can be got hold of in England, while 

this is not the case with copper…”  [original text not seen by authors]. 

50 (Dunning, 1981, p.23) 

https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=oiTvCQAAQBAJ&pg=PA250&lpg=PA250&dq=St+bridget+Vadstena+iron+choir&source=bl&ots=Ihb8TXQbFl&sig=ZDLtSSsX6T5sP2JwK10uk-VkSW4&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiNpNu7wdHfAhUMExQKHfr3BRYQ6AEwEHoECAYQAQ#v=onepage&q=St%20bridget%20Vadstena%20iron%20choir&f=false
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=oiTvCQAAQBAJ&pg=PA250&lpg=PA250&dq=St+bridget+Vadstena+iron+choir&source=bl&ots=Ihb8TXQbFl&sig=ZDLtSSsX6T5sP2JwK10uk-VkSW4&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiNpNu7wdHfAhUMExQKHfr3BRYQ6AEwEHoECAYQAQ#v=onepage&q=St%20bridget%20Vadstena%20iron%20choir&f=false
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=oiTvCQAAQBAJ&pg=PA250&lpg=PA250&dq=St+bridget+Vadstena+iron+choir&source=bl&ots=Ihb8TXQbFl&sig=ZDLtSSsX6T5sP2JwK10uk-VkSW4&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiNpNu7wdHfAhUMExQKHfr3BRYQ6AEwEHoECAYQAQ#v=onepage&q=St%20bridget%20Vadstena%20iron%20choir&f=false
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=oiTvCQAAQBAJ&pg=PA250&lpg=PA250&dq=St+bridget+Vadstena+iron+choir&source=bl&ots=Ihb8TXQbFl&sig=ZDLtSSsX6T5sP2JwK10uk-VkSW4&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiNpNu7wdHfAhUMExQKHfr3BRYQ6AEwEHoECAYQAQ#v=onepage&q=St%20bridget%20Vadstena%20iron%20choir&f=false
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 (see below).  There was also a purchase from an unstated source of two casements of 

coloured glass measuring 6 ½ feet (229cm), some of which has been recovered by 

recent archaeology.  We may therefore assume that there had been some relaxation 

of the earlier strict stipulations against stained glass.  

 

3 In the Kinges Chamber,     

4 In the Inner Chamber and  

5 In the Chamber nexte to the Kinges.  

 

There was most likely always a separate guest house at the approach to Syon Abbey, 

but perhaps within the enclosure, where visiting dignitaries could stay. As a royal 

foundation, there may have been a lodgings or rooms at Syon (‘Chambers’51) 

dedicated to the use of the King.  The description of the rooms here suggests some 

form of security arrangement, where the monarch had an inner chamber, accessible 

from within a larger room.52  The larger room – the King’s Chamber, had either two 

or three beds – a ‘great bedstead’ here valued at only 2s 8d including the trundle bed 

below it, with a featherbed valued at £2 (folio 4xr53, lines 2-3) and again at £4 (folio 

29v, line 12).  The reasons for these discrepancies is unclear.  It may be that the 

featherbed went onto the bedstead, rather than being a separate item.  The trundle 

beds were probably for the use of servants, perhaps maid servants, if the queen was 

in residence.  

 

The Inner Chamber had one bed, again with a trundle bed below.  The main bed 

was equipped both with a mattress and a ‘fetherbed’. The ‘Chamber nexte the 

kings’ also had only one bed, with a trundle bed below.  It is not clear from the text 

if these rooms were on the ground or another floor of a building. There is an allusion 

later in the Inventory to a ‘Chaumbre at the stayr fote’ (at the stair foot, folio 30r, line 

25) suggesting a flight of stairs going up to rooms.  Perhaps that was also the case 

here. 

 

It may be that the above suggested security arrangements were also useful when 

high ranking prisoners needed to be kept under close surveillance. Syon Abbey and 

its successor Syon House hosted a number of Royal ‘guests’. Margaret Douglas, 

Countess of Lennox, was removed there from the Tower when her health failed in 

1537, into the care of Abbess Agnes Jordan.  Catherine Howard, disgraced fifth wife 

 
51 The OED defines a ‘Chamber’ as ‘A room or suite of rooms in a house, typically one 

allotted to the use of a particular person, a private room; (in later use) esp. a bedroom, 

typically on an upper floor. 
52 Dunning (1964). 
53 An unnumbered page, here identified by the insertion of the letter ‘x’. 
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to Henry, was closely confined at Syon from November 1541 to 1542, before her 

execution. We know the condition of her lodging at Syon, though unfortunately not 

the names of the three individual rooms: 

‘She is to be removed to Syon House, and there lodged moderately, as her life has 

deserved, without any cloth of estate, with a chamber for Mr. Baynton [her warder] 

and the rest to dine in, and two for her own use, and with a mean number [a small 

number] of servants, as in a book herewith. She shall have four gentlewomen and two 

chamberers at her choice….Mr. Weldon, master of the Household, has been spoken to, 

to make provision of wine, beer, and other necessaries at Syon’.54 

‘The Queen was taken to Sion nunnery, where she remains in charge of her vice-

chamberlain and almoner, with four ladies and a dozen servants.’ 55 

In 1547 Henry’s coffin also lay at Syon in state at Syon on its way to burial at 

Windsor, and the ill-fated Lady Jane Grey was proclaimed Queen at Syon on the 

death of Edward VI in 1553. All this suggests that Syon still had the means and 

structures to host senior figures and a considerable numbers of retainers as late as 

the accession of Mary. 

 

6  In the Lyon Chaumbre The ‘Lyon Chaumbre’ seems to have been a spare 

room or rooms, with beds, bedding and cupboards.  Intriguingly, the same name 

recurs in the Phillip and Mary restoration of Syon in the Calendar of Patent Rolls of 5 

Jan. 1558:   

 

Grant to Katherine [Palmer], abbess of the monastery of St. Saviour and SS. Mary 

Virgin and Bridget of Syon, …. a tenement or hospice called ‘ le lyon’….  

 

‘Hospice’ had a dual meaning at this time, both a place for treating the sick, and a 

place for guests. It is unclear which sense is meant here.  Note however that Syon 

Abbey had its own insignia of a lion rampant on a shield, a pilgrim’s hat and scrip, 

and staff, impaling a crown (referring to St Bridget’s supposed Swedish royal 

ancestry) (see Illustration 6 .  It could it be that some similar device was attached to 

the structure at the Hospice, hence called ‘Le Lyon’, perhaps even ‘Le Lyon de Syon’ 

rather in the fashion of mediaeval commercial signboards.  

 

We also have a reference in the Abbey accounts to the 'Steward of the Hospice at 

Syon', who was paid over £23 annually for his duties.  It is the equivalent of nearly 

£22,000. in 2018 prices, implying perhaps a full-time commitment of time and effort. 

 
54 Letters and Papers, Foreign and Domestic, Henry VIII, Volume 16, 1540-1541. 11 

November 1541. 

 
55 Ibid.  22 November 1541. 

https://www.british-history.ac.uk/letters-papers-hen8/vol16
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Illustration 6: Woodcut of St Bridget, showing her ‘Arms’  

With perhaps the “Syon Lion”, at bottom, far right.  

Used in Pynson 1526, Pylgrimage of perfection by William Bonde of Syon. 

 

 

7 In the Parler (Parlour) in the womans chamber. 

 

This room, at folio 4xv, was sparsely furnished with only a cupboard and some 

hangings and valued at 6s-8d (£318 currently).  The Women’s Parlour also 

mentioned here, was conventionally the place of relaxation from duties, and it 

usually had a fire when necessary (see also Dunning (1981).  Presumably the 

‘Chamber’ contained a dormitory for the lay women.  

 

The Syon Cellaress accounts carry mention of a Women’s House, which was used for 

boarding novices during their ‘year of proof’, as well as for female visitors.56   

Dunning (1981, p.19) records a sluice being built for the ‘womenhouse’ in 1501-02,  

presumably for washing and sanitation purposes.  It might also have been 

 
56 See Barron and Erler (2000) p.322, footnote 20). 
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accommodation for the four permitted lay women working in the Abbey on the 

sisters’ side (as stipulated in the Revelations, 2015, p.257, Chapter 36, Section 3).  

 

Indeed, it is difficult to see how the sisters’ side of the Abbey could have functioned 

without female assistance for tasks such as cooking, baking, cleaning and laundry. 

There is in fact an early record of the Syon nuns, often from the English aristocracy, 

refusing menial tasks.57  This TNA LR 2/112 Inventory entry therefore confirms that 

women lived in the Abbey precincts as lay sisters or lay assistants. Folio 13r, lines 14-

18 specifically names four lay sisters - Alice Pultow, Alice Senosse, Elizabeth 

Crucheley and Margartet Walters to be paid 54s-4d pension each annually (about 

£2,500 each in 2018 prices) 

 

 

 8 In my lady kingstones chamber: 

 

British History online affirms, without citing any other source except the TNA LR 

2/112 Inventory, that Lady Kingston58 was the widow of the steward of Syon's manor 

of Minchinhampton (Glos.).  There was indeed a William Kingston, as the Chief 

Steward for Syon of Minchinhampton in 1534.59  If correct, then Lady Kingston, as a 

widow, was perhaps only a recent arrival in 1539.  It seems unlikely that her tenure 

extended beyond the closure of the Abbey. She is not mentioned in the pensions.  

Lady Kingston’s room was furnished, and contained a bed with a trundle bed below, 

bed-clothes, curtains, a canopy and a cupboard.  This perhaps sparse by modern 

standards, but its valuation was actually at £2-4s-6d (about £2,125 in current terms). 

 

It may however be that ‘lady’ Kingston was in fact née Susan Fettiplace, who lived at 

Syon from 1514 to 1537 after she was widowed, as a ‘vowess’.60  The Fettiplaces were 

present as nuns at Syon, with both an Elynor and an Ursula listed in the Inventory. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
57 British History On-line: House of the Bridgettines: 

    https://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/middx/vol1/pp182-191#fnn27 

 
58 https://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/middx/vol1/pp182-191#anchorn149 

 
59 Aungier (1840) p.450. 

 
60 See Stansbury (2010) p.240 

https://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/middx/vol1/pp182-191#fnn27
https://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/middx/vol1/pp182-191#anchorn149
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9 In the Buttlers Chaumbre  

Clement (2008) shows (see Appendix V below) that there were two Butlers – one 

answering to the Abbess and so perhaps a sister, the other to the Confessor General 

and presumably a brother-priest. The Butler’s Chamber does not reveal which was 

intended, nor the nature of the Butlers’ role, since its contents consist only of the 

surprisingly modern towels with rollers, and bedding (folio 29v, lines 3 and 5). 

In the context of towels, it is perhaps worth noting that personal hygiene was not 

ignored at Syon. The Remedies section of Betson’s Notebook61 contains several 

recipes for soap. One is for making a bushel at a time. This is around 80lbs (36 kilos) 

and probably enough to provide the Syon community with nearly one pound of 

soap each (say 500gm) at each making.  But there is no record of any such activity or 

stock in the TNA LR 2/112 Inventory. 

There is also no mention in the Inventory of any laundry facilities (usually called a 

‘washing house’) in the list of buildings. The community, at perhaps approaching 

100 souls all told, must have generated a considerable amount of laundry, both in 

terms of personal clothing and bedding, but also in terms of the items needed for the 

divine services, such as altar cloths, albs, amices and surplices, as well as the smaller 

linen purificators and corporals for the chalice and host.   There is also still a range of 

houses at Syon House, called Laundry Cottages, but it is unclear if they have any 

direct link to the monastic service buildings.62  

 

10 In m[aster] morice Chamber:  

It is unclear if John Morris was the (a) Lay Steward at Syon, or (b) a Receiver of the 

same name at the Court of Augmentations. It is even possible that they were the 

 
61 Adams and Forbes (2015) The Syon Abbey Herbal, p.229, Image 94 left, folio 89v, lines 3-

27. 

 
62 ‘The present ‘laundry cottages’ at Syon House are 19th century but there are remains of 

the earlier building, which are thought to have been part of Thomas Harriot's House.  This 

comprises a brick wall that could be from Somerset's time or monastic, judging by the size of 

the bricks.  There is also an underground water cistern under the lawn near laundry 

cottages.  On the 1747 Fairchild map (showing Syon before 1739) this seems to me to be 

located between two long narrow buildings, which in my mind's eye, were laundry 

buildings with drying lines strung between them.  I don't remember finding any other 

reference to the laundry or dating of these buildings. Pers Comm Laurie Elvin, SARA, 1 Feb 

2019. 
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same person.  In any case, a Master Morris had rooms at Syon, if that is the meaning 

of folio 5r, line 9 and folio 20v, line 1 above ‘In [the] Morice Chamber.’   

 

(a)  John Morris (Moryce, Mores) Lay Steward of Syon: Knowles (1959, p.216) 

cites, without attribution, that one Mores or Morris was Lay Steward at Syon. 

John Morris had been interviewed by Henry VIII himself at one stage in 1535, 

and then handed over to be ‘groped’ by Cromwell (Knowles 1959, p.217).63  

John Morris, steward, died in July 1540, and the wording of his will indicates 

‘a devout and traditional Catholicism’.  He had left £10 to Syon in his will of 

1536, but this is presumed to have lapsed, because of Syon’s dissolution in 

1539, a year before his actual demise.64 

 

(b) John Mores / Morrys / Morice, Receiver at the Court of Augmentations from 

1536 to 1540 (Richardson 1961, p.50). His district was Surrey and Sussex, so 

that a connection with Syon in Middlesex (whose official receiver was 

Thomas Spilman, and who was present at the TNA LR 2/112 Inventory) 

seems an unlikely duplication of their responsibilities.   
 

A ‘Doctour of the lawes John Morice’ occurs however at folio 2r, line 5 as one 

of several officials taking the Inventory.  It is also probable that this is also the 

Mores, ‘surveyor of Syon’, who drafted articles for the brethren to sign on the 

King’s supremacy in 1534.65  It is perhaps therefore not surprising to find him  

signing off the accounts for the pensions of the nuns as Receiver at Syon66 to 

pay out the pensions quarterly: 

 

Pensions assigned by the commissioners at the dissolution of Syon monastery, 

to be paid quarterly by John Moryce, receiver there; payment to begin at 

Christmas 31 Hen. VIII. [December 25 1539] 

 
63 For his interrogation by both Henry and Cromwell in April 1535, See also 

https://www.british-history.ac.uk/letters-papers-hen8/vol8/pp218-241  

 
64 To complicate matters, the lands in Middlesex were managed by ‘the steward of 

Isleworth’. https://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/middx/vol1/pp182-191#anchorn77 

 
65 British History Online: https://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/middx/vol1/pp182-

191#anchorn156 

 
66 Letters and Papers, Foreign and Domestic, Henry VIII, Volume 14 Part 2, August-  

   December 1539. 

https://www.british-history.ac.uk/letters-papers-hen8/vol8/pp218-241
https://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/middx/vol1/pp182-191#anchorn77
https://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/middx/vol1/pp182-191#anchorn156
https://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/middx/vol1/pp182-191#anchorn156
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Morris’ name also recurs at the end of this list of Syon pensioners, with the other 

Court of Augmentations officials:- 

Signed: Tho. Pope, Wylliam Petre, Frauncis Cave: 

               per Joh'em Mores, Thomam Myldemaye, Thomam Spilman. 

 

Morris bought the contents of his room at Syon for 30s 8d (about £1,375 in current 

terms). This valuation, at folio 5r, lines 10-20, is mainly for bedding and bedroom 

furniture.67   There is also a note in the margin at line 15, bracketing his possessions 

and reading ‘solde to Master Morice videlicet.’   

The above discussion is complicated by the fact that apart from the Morice Chamber 

there is also a Stewardes Chamber.  It should perhaps be remembered that Thomas 

Cromwell was the Chief Steward at Syon from 1524, and this may be his room.68  

There is however no evidence of his ever visiting Syon.  The furnishings are 

seemingly more lavish than other rooms – imported textiles and tapestry (folio 5v, 

lines 1-8) and valued at £1-7s-4d (around £1,306 in current terms).  

 

It is difficult at this distance in time to dis-associate the various ‘Morris’ names. It 

could indeed be that they were one and the same person. To be both a Steward at 

Syon and a Receiver of its possessions at the Court of Augmentations might seem an 

unresolvable conflict of interest to a modern mind, but perhaps a useful convenience 

to a Tudor administrator in a hurry. 

 

11 Master Mynnes Chaumbre:  

The name ‘Mynne’ occurs over 10 times in the TNA LR 2/112 Inventory, as the 

purchaser of materials and wainscoting for the total sum of £1-11s-8d (about £1,550 in 

present money).   At folio 20r, lines 5-6 he is further identified as Nicholas Mynne, 

who was another of the ’royal auditors’.   He is mentioned en passant in this role in 

the Oxford DNB entry for Robert Blagge (d.1522) as one of the overseers of the latter’s 

will.69  Nicholas Mynne may have had a chamber at Syon in his official capacity.   

 
67 For Morris’ involvement with Syon and its estates, see The History of Parliament: 

https://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1509-1558/member/morris-john-1500-40  

 
68 Wolsey ‘had visited Syon ‘under his legatine powers in 1523, when the abbey had to pay 

£333.  This visit, made 'wrongfully and suddenly', was one of the charges brought against 

the cardinal after his fall from power. Doubtless he had good lodgings.’  British History 

Online: https://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/middx/vol1/pp182-191#anchorn76 
 
69 http://www.oxforddnb.com/search?btog=chap&f_0=personalName&q_0=Nicholas+Mynne 

https://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1509-1558/member/morris-john-1500-40
https://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/middx/vol1/pp182-191#anchorn76
http://www.oxforddnb.com/search?btog=chap&f_0=personalName&q_0=Nicholas+Mynne
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But there is the possibility that, although Nicholas was a named purchaser at Syon,  

the ‘Mynne Chamber’ was for his brother, John Mynne,70 who was Auditor of Works 

to the Exchequer from 1516 to 1542, and is listed as an Auditor at Syon in 1534 by 

Aungier (p.449). Again it is difficult to distinguish the two brothers at this distance.  

 

12 The kychyn.    

The kitchen, in common with the brewhouse and laundry would normally be a self-

standing building, well away from the church and dormitories, to reduce the risk of 

any fire spreading.  We have only one kitchen mentioned in the TNA LR 2/112 

Inventory, which raises the interesting point of whether brothers and sisters shared 

the same kitchen for food preparation or used another not listed here. Folios 28v and 

29r are for one kitchen, contents valued at £13-6s-4d (£12,698 in current terms) The 

contents are retained by Gates at folio 33v where the items and values are the same. 

Folio 5v however re-lists the items, initially at the same values. But a later hand has 

reduced seven of them to produce a new total value of £10-3s-0d, (£9,676) a 

reduction of £3-3s-4d. It may of course be that Gates, as Keeper, was successful in 

renegotiating the final price downwards by nearly 25%. 

 

13 In the bakehouse, In the brewhose, the myline house: 

According to Clement (2008, p.4) the Cellaress, and her assistants ran the 

‘bakehouse71, brewhouse, kitchen……..’  Again, one imagines that these structures, if 

containing open fires, were well away from the main religious and domestic 

complex, and self-standing.  All three might also require an adequate supply of 

water.  The myline (milling) house has an entry for a ‘myline horse’ – presumably 

the animal that drove the mill mechanism, rather than it being water-driven. The 

myline house also contained ‘bere corne’, again implying it was situated in or next to 

the ‘brewhouse’.  According to the Syon accounts (Dunning (1981) p.20) the 

brewhouse was finished off in 1507-08 by topping with a ‘latten’ (brass) 

weathercock.  This was perhaps a practical rather than a decorative instrument, to 

determine a suitable wind direction for drawing the fire in the brewing process of 

the Abbey’s small beer. 

 

 
70 See Richardson (1961) p.147-8. 

 
71 Repairs to the ’Bakehouse’ appear glancingly in 1501 in the building accounts – see 

Dunning (1981). 
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14 Over the solicyters stable and stewardes loft:  

This seems to refer to a two storey building. Its sole contents were 8 loads of hay, 

doubtless placed there for horses stabled below.  

15 It was perhaps adjacent to the haye barne with its 30 loads of hay. 

 

16 In the Slaughterhouse: 

This seems self-explanatory. One imagines it to have been away from the main 

religious buildings, because of the noise and odours, but near to the Kitchen because 

of the need to deliver butchered meat easily. The entry is terse – two dozen skins, an 

axe and a cleaver, worth 10s or £475 in current terms. (folio 6v, lines 1-2). The nature 

of the skins is not specified, but if vellum from calves (for manuscripts), would 

perhaps have been noted in the Invemtory as more valuable than those of the coarser 

skins of mature animals, and specified as such.   

 

17 In the tolo [tallow] channdelers House:  

There would perhaps be a natural progression from the Slaughterhouse to the 

Tallow Chandler’s House, since tallow was made from rendering animal fats, 

requiring fires. It was used in domestic candles, as opposed to candles made from 

beeswax, canonically essential for use in the church. The odour of tallow burning 

was perhaps rather strong. The amount of tallow stored at Syon was considerable 

(folio 28v, lines 9-13) – some 20 stone (280lbs, 127 kilos), worth 8s-4d or around £400 

today. Again, one imagines that storing tallow was a considerable fire risk, requiring 

the house where it was both manufactured and stored to be situated some distance 

from the religious and other domestic buildings.  Clement (2008) notes that Syon 

sold wax, and so not all of Syon’s production would be for local consumption. 

 

18 Chaundry of the Ladies parte  (Chandlers on the Ladies’ Side).    

There is mention of wax, presumably beeswax, in the Chaundry of the Ladies parte. 

It is unclear if these wax candles were for the use of the church or were for lighting 

the sisters’ domestic buildings or both. The weight is not given, but the wax was 

valued at 13s-4d, worth around £615 in current value. 

The above list of buildings might suggest a self-contained village community. But 

Clement (2008, Figure 3, and p.4) shows that in the Cellaresses’ accounts for 1512, 

external sales of Syon’s  wool, hides and candles, at £49 (£46,700 in current terms), 

amounted to more than half of the income from farming activity at Syon (£93 in total 
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– £88,700).  Sales from Syon’s Isleworth Dairy – completely omitted in the TNA LR 

2/112 Inventory, added another £32 (nearly £30,500) to the agricultural income of the 

cellaress. This may be compared to a total of £1,482 from rental income (£1.4mn). 

 

19 On the woodyarde 

20 On the ladys side (xxx Lode of Talwood) 

21 One the masters side (lodes of wood) 

It is unclear what purpose these woodyards served – perhaps a store of wood for 

cooking and for heating, or a carpenters’ workplace, with perhaps sawpits. But it is 

divided by usage, presumably (brother-priests or ‘Masters side’) and ladys side of the 

Church).  This would suggest that it was a store of firewood, rather than a 

workplace. 

 

 

22 In the Cole house: 

It is unclear if this was a store for charcoal or mineral coal.  Syon, being on the 

Thames, could have had relatively easy deliveries of both kinds.  The accounts for 

1534 (Dunning, 1981 p.23) mention ‘sea-coal’ i.e. mineral coal delivered by sea.) 

Mineral coal would have come from the North East of England by sea to London. 

The coal mines in nearby Kent are a recent 20th century exploitation. However, 

Croydon (on the navigable River Wandle, which flows into the Thames) was a major 

source of charcoal from the Wealden Forest in Tudor times, so that charcoal, which 

was light and easily transportable, is also possible.  Perhaps archaeology will 

determine this point in the future. 

 

 23 In the store house:  

This contained, according to the TNA LR 2/112 Inventory, essential food 

preservatives such as salt, vinegar, verjus72 and also candles, worth in total some 54s 

or £2,500 in current terms. If fresh meat was salted for the winter, one imagines the 

store house may have been next to the slaughterhouse.  It would also probably have 

faced north, in order to keep any provisions cool. 

 

 
72 The acid juice of green or unripe grapes, crab-apples, or other sour fruit, expressed and 

formed into a liquor; formerly much used in cooking, as a condiment, or for medicinal 

purposes. OED 
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24 In the fresthe fysche house:  

See Clement (2016): p.193 and p.205 onwards, with Appendices E and F,  pp.260-261, 

for a detailed discussion of the role of fish in the diet at Syon.  At Syon there appear, 

according to the TNA LR 2/112 Inventory, to have been two large tanks, full of live 

fresh fish.  They are valued in the Inventory at folio 29r, lines 18-21, at £10, or over 

£9,000 in 2018 terms (though this sum is crossed out).  Doubtless the nearby River 

Thames (where Syon owned fisheries) provided sufficient quantities for an artificial 

fishpond or ‘stew‘ as found at other monastic houses, to have been unnecessary at 

Syon. There is in fact no mention of any fishpond at Syon in the Inventory.  

 

25 Carteware (stables) 

We do not know where this stabling was located, containing as it did a cart and four 

horses valued at £4 (about £3,700 currently), but it would presumably have been at a 

place convenient for ease of entrance and exit to the estate, and with access to 

fodder. This might place it near to the ‘hay barn’ above.   The purpose of the cart and 

horses is also unclear, but probably for transporting the heavier food ingredients, 

such as wheat and ‘bere corne’.   

 

26 In the Chaumbre at the stayr fote 

Locations 26-31 seem to be all in one monastic building of two or more storeys.   

Their various purposes are fairly clear. The ‘parlor ‘ here was probably used for 

recreation and for receiving the sisters’ guests, such as family members. There seem 

to have been two Parlours, one on the Masters’ side and one on the Ladies’ side.  

Mention is also made elsewhere (not in the Inventory TNA LR 2/112) of a Brethren’s 

Locutory, though it is unclear if this was another room: ‘Thomas Raille73 nowe keper of 

þe said Brethernes locutorie’.74   This may have been the room where the brothers could 

interact with the sisters by passing food, books, messages etc. to one another via a 

revolving small door or rota- rather like a barrel cut in half lengthways. A keeper 

would have been necessary to prevent improper use. This aspect has been ignored 

when thinking of the design of the two parts of the monastery. If correct, it may 

suggest that the brothers’ and sisters’ quarters may have been contiguous, at least at 

one point.  

 
73 Raille was also the writer of a number of Syon MSS: See 
https://www.joh.cam.ac.uk/library/special_collections/manuscripts/medieval_manuscripts/medman/F_2.htm  

 
74 1482 Ordinance Syon Libr., in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1910) 25, 123 . 

https://www.joh.cam.ac.uk/library/special_collections/manuscripts/medieval_manuscripts/medman/F_2.htm
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27 The Treasury  

This room or building should presumably have had security measures such as being 

below ground level, having a stout door and a locking chest.75 But the Inventory 

(folio 17v, lines 7-11) lists its contents only as wainscoting, two tables and one 

cupboard, which are all unvalued.  If this is part of the original building, then it was 

designed to his ‘patrons’ (patterns) and constructed around 1439, along with much 

else built at Syon, by the Royal Master Mason, Robert Westerley, who is recorded at 

Syon as working on the ‘Trasour’.76   He worked also at Rouen for Henry V, and on 

the religious buildings at Westminster, Shene Priory (across the River Thames from 

Syon) and Eton.  

Clement (2008) affirms that ‘Also in the Treasury house, and therefore in the care of 

the treasuress, were all of the accounts, receipts and other financial documents of the 

Abbey and its holdings. In keeping with her main duties, the treasuress was the 

main recipient and distributor of funding in the abbey. Her income source was 

simple but large – money receipts from rent collectors and bailiffs sent to each of her 

35 properties in counties as far as Cornwall, and as near as Isleworth manor.’   

 

The implication is that the Treasury may also have acted as a muniments room, 

where all the records and title deeds of the Abbey, now in The National Archives, 

were stored. The sheer volume of these, as mentioned above, and the need for an 

accurate filing system, suggests a considerable amount of shelving – again not 

witnessed in the TNA LR 2/112 Inventory, unless it was in the single cupboard.  The 

transport of these deeds to the Court of Augmentations, so that the properties could 

be re-sold or re-let, must also have been a considerable task – perhaps undertaken at 

the time of the dissolution. 

 

It is perhaps relevant that at some locations (e.g. Westminster Abbey where 

Westerley also worked), the Treasury was located below ground, in a crypt, for extra 

security. If this was the case at Syon, further archaeology may perhaps uncover 

evidence. The ‘patterns’ of Royal Master Mason Westerlay have doubtless long since 

vanished (if they existed as anything other than sketches on sand) but examples of 

his work at the other sites mentioned might again illuminate the Syon Treasury. 

  

 
 
76 Dunning 1981, p.21.  See also his entry in The Oxford Dictionary of Architecture and 

Landscape Architecture. Syon Abbey is not however mentioned amongst his work. 

http://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/oi/authority.20110803121844458?result=131&

rskey=7tCBod  

 

http://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/oi/authority.20110803121844458?result=131&rskey=7tCBod
http://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/oi/authority.20110803121844458?result=131&rskey=7tCBod
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28      The Hawle (Hall). 

 

This has a listing of wainscoting, with cupboards and benches (folio 29r, lines 22-28). 

The accounts for 1498-99 (Dunning 1981 p.22) record timber from Sussex, 

presumably the Weald, made into wainscoting, though this may not necessarily have 

been for the Hall.  The room was apparently only finished in 1507-08, and seems to 

have had some problems with drainage, as pumps needed to be installed (Dunning 

1981, p.20.) The roof was slated and leaded, and another weathercock installed.  

 

29 The Botrye (Buttery) 

This room has some furniture, and five salt cellars with egg dishes, as though small 

snacks were served there.  This would fit with its usual purpose: ‘A storeroom for 

provisions, esp. ale and other alcoholic drinks; a pantry, a larder.’ OED. 

 

30 The Butler’s Chamber  

This seems to have served as a sort of storeroom for linen: cupboards, towels and 

their rollers, as well as spare sheets (five pairs).  It may still have had a relationship 

with the Buttery, as Butlers as late as 1475 were still required to ‘sett for yche a messe 

a pot a lofe.’  OED. 

Finally, 31 the Chaumbre at the stayr fote seems to have been a spare bedroom, with 

only a bed and bedding listed and no cupboard. Its contents are crossed through in 

the Inventory and unvalued, for reasons unknown (folio 30r, lines 25-27).  

As can be seen, the Inventory TNA LR 2/112 above lists the various rooms and 

buildings visited by the Receivers and Auditors, but gives no indication of their 

spatial relationships.  At Rievaulx (Cistercian, from Clairvaux, 1131 to 1538) we are 

more fortunate, since there is a document [cited in Coppack (1999)] which goes 

through each building mentioned, stating its location in relation to the others and its 

purpose. This level of detail may perhaps be recovered at Syon by further archaeological 

surveys. 
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ABSENCES FROM THE SYON TNA LR 2/112 INVENTORY 

 

1 The Lead and the Bells: The Syon TNA LR 2/112 Inventory throws up 

difficult questions about its purpose by its difference from more formal inventories, 

such as the TNA E 315/172 circuit of Midland monasteries.77  In the latter, the whole 

valuation of the moveable possessions of individual monasteries is set out in a good 

hand in a standardised format.  Furthermore, the holding of each monastery in terms 

of its land is also valued, and any debts outstanding are deducted.  The lead on the 

roofs, and the bells are also valued – these were reserved to the king and delivered 

to nominated depositories for storage and safe-keeping, against sale on the market at 

a later date. 

 

The Syon Inventory format, therefore, lacking as it does valuation of the bells and 

lead is both odd and important, since lead and the bells were universally reserved by 

Visitations for the use of the king.   

 

Another short document, TNA E351/3199 contains an extract from an account book, 

presumably now lost, concerning works on his Majesty’s houses at both Syon and 

‘Mortlake’.78 The two residencies seem in 1545 to have been used for the 

manufacture of some ‘Habilyments of warre’.  This document does not contain any 

direct reference to ‘ingens’, cannon or shot, nor to ‘uniforms’ which ‘habilyments’ 

might suggest, but rather to transport equipment for an army, such as wagons, 

wagon-wheels, horse-collars with their traces, horseshoes with their nails, and 

accompanying ironwork of chains.  According to the record, there were in fact 

shipwrights employed at Syon and Mortlake, presumably on the River Thames. In 

the OED one technical usage of ‘Habiliments’ was for equipment for ships: ‘Fittings, 

apparatus, furniture, gear, outfit, rigging; as of a ship’.  It was already used in this sense 

(OED) by Caxton in 1485: ‘The cordes and other habyllemens of the shippe bracke [broke].’  

But of more interest to the history of the buildings of Syon is that of the total 

expenditure of £65,208 (£42.8mn in current terms), the main part, £57,010 (£37.5mn) 

was spent on the ‘newbuyldinge and repayringe of the foresaide houses.’   

 

Unfortunately, this expenditure is not split between Syon and ‘Mortlake’. But it does 

show cash spent on firewood for making bricks, purchases of glass, and the wages of 

the bricklayers, plasterers, joiners, painters and glaziers, implying a major makeover 

of the residencies.  There may also have been repairs to the estate boundaries by 

‘palers’ which the OED defines as ‘an officer of a park charged with keeping the fences in 

 
77 See Walcott (1871). 

 
78 There appears to have been no palace at Mortlake, so perhaps the nearby Richmond 

Palace, also on the River Thames and opposite Syon, was intended. 
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repair.’  It is unclear however if this would include the conventual enclosure wall at 

Syon. 

 

The impression given is therefore not of Syon being ‘defaced’ at the dissolution, as 

was the general rule for monasteries (that is being rendered unfit for re-occupation), 

but of the retention of the buildings at Syon, possibly as a royal palace or guest-

house. 

 

In many monastic inventories the glass, both plain and stained, was removed and 

sold, with its lead fixings and metal supports. At Syon, although archaeology has 

found some glass fragments and melted lead, we know from the record that the 

glass and lead was not removed in 1539.  Similarly, the timber roofing and the 

paving in the church and cloister (including any tombstones) were generally valued 

and sold off at other monasteries – but again are not mentioned at Syon. 

 

2 The Church Furniture and Furnishings:  In the Church at Syon there were 13 

altars in various locations, requiring missals and other accessories (candlesticks etc). 

There was probably also wooden or iron screening to separate the laity from the 

religious. There were numerous choir stalls for the Brothers and Sisters. None of this 

is mentioned in the TNA LR 2/112 Inventory, and there are no mass books listed. 

There is also no mention in the Inventory of the dormitories, infirmaries or 

refectories for the brothers or sisters. In the case of the sisters, these would have 

been sizeable buildings or rooms, with tables and settles, beds and wooden 

partitions for over 60 sisters. There is no mention of the sisters’ Chapterhouse – 

again a large building, probably with glass windows and a valuable lead roof.  At 

Syon it may have been an imposing circular building, if it was built to accommodate 

the full complement of 60 sisters, including the Abbess.  Seating of one metre wide 

for each sister in the circumference around the walls, would have required a 

building some 20 metres across.  But we do not even know if it was indeed circular.79 

3 Oxen and Cattle: There are also no oxen or cattle mentioned at Syon (apart 

from horses for the mill and cart). Perhaps the cattle were located at the so called 

dayry house.80  There also appears to have been a home farm – again not mentioned in 

the inventories.81 Yet other religious houses have lists of oxen, yews, lambs, swine, as 

well as the number of ploughs in their Dissolution inventories.  

 
79 At Altomünster Bridgettine monastery in Bavaria it appears to have been T shaped. 
80 Patent Rolls: 3 and 4 Philip and Mary. Part III. 291, 1557. 18 April [1557]. 

https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=msu.31293027026453;view=1up;seq=5  

81The home farm was at Isleworth. https://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/middx/vol1/pp182-

191#anchorn77 

https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=msu.31293027026453;view=1up;seq=5
https://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/middx/vol1/pp182-191#anchorn77
https://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/middx/vol1/pp182-191#anchorn77
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4 The Syon Clock: we know that there was a clock at Syon in 1507-08 (Dunning 

1981 p.20), with a ‘painted dial, works of wire and brass pulleys, and a bell’ installed 

for £59-6s-6½ d including the clockmaker’s wages (£56,560 in current terms).  This 

expensive object does not appear in either of the two inventories, and despite its 

cost, value and utility seems to have disappeared without trace.82 

The Abbess also had a personal clock, which, although not in the TNA LR 2/112 

Inventory may have followed her from Syon to Denham. It is mentioned in her will 

at Denham of 1546: ‘my clocke with the bell that belongeth thereunto…to Master Robarte 

Peckham’. (Lathbury, The History of Denham, 1904, p.376) 

 

THE SALE of the CONTENTS of SYON ABBEY 

We do not know exactly how the valuation and sale of its contents was conducted at 

Syon.  At Bisham Layton (Berkshire, Austin Canons, 1337 to 1538) Knowles (1959, 

p.357) notes that the sale of the vestments was conducted in the chapter house – 

perhaps a similar capacious venue was used at Syon. If the valuable moveable items, 

such as the vestments, were indeed brought into the Syon Chapter House for 

inspection, it is unclear if the sale was by auction. Certainly the sale prices quoted 

are often simply in units of account, such as 13s-4d, (a ‘mark’) or divisions thereof (a 

half mark at 6s-8d, and a quarter at 3s-4d), where no such coins existed. This may 

suggest a formalised bidding process in fixed increments. 

The silverware and gold objects are cited by value and in ounces – presumably the 

heavier goldsmiths’ ‘troy’ ounce which had been current in England since the    

1400s.83  E117/11/58 gives actual values for plate i.e. gold at £1.67 per oz;  ‘gilt’ at 

£0.21 per oz;  ‘parcel gilt’ at £0.20 per oz, and ‘white’ at £0.18 per oz. 

We do know that at Durham the Commissioners took with them ‘lapidaries’ 

(jewellers) to assess the worth of the jewels set into St Cuthbert’s ancient shrine 

(Moorhouse, 2009, p.180). 84  There is no such evidence of jewellers at Syon.   

 

 
82  ‘The London Clockmakers Company was founded only in 1631, and its court minutes at 

the beginning of its history deal more with Company business rather than that of individual 

clockmakers.’ Anna Rolls, Curator of The Clockmakers' Museum. Pers. Comm. 25 Feb 2019. 

 
83 A Troy ounce (31.1 grammes) is equivalent to nearly 1.1 normal or avoirdupois ounces. This 

latter ounce is 28.35 grammes. 

 
84 They judged one great emerald to be ‘sufficient to redeem a prince’.  It was worth perhaps 

£3mn. in modern money. It vanished without trace.   
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The sale of the church vestments is peculiarly standard across all the existing 

inventories. There is meticulous identification of the material of the vestment, 

suggesting that the receivers had access to experts in this area.  At Syon we have a 

similar possibility, with at least three ‘Mercers’ present from the City of London 

Livery Company ‘for exporters of wool and importers of velvet, silk and other luxurious 

fabrics.’ These were Sir Thomas Kitson85 buying 6 altar cloths at £3 (£2,768 in current 

money); Sir Thomas Mildemay, one of the Syon Auditors and also a Mercer, buying 

another suit of vestments also at £3; and Christopher Campion purchasing six altar 

cloths, again for £3. Campion had as an apprentice Edward Mildemay, the younger 

brother of Sir Thomas above, but not mentioned as present.86 

At Syon a wide selection of fabrics is identified, probably beyond the capabilities of 

the average layman, of which the following examples give an idea: 

bawdken’/’bawdekyne’: folio 16r, line 7. ‘A rich embroidered stuff, originally made 

with warp of gold thread and woof of silk; later, with wider application, rich brocade, 

rich shot silk’. OED.  

 

’Bokrames’ or Buckram: folio 18v, line 8. In early continental and apparently in 

early English use it denoted a costly and delicate fabric, sometimes of cotton and 

sometimes of linen; but it afterwards acquired the sense of coarse gummed linen used 

for linings. 

 

‘briges’, ’brydges’: folio 18r line 20. Satin mixture of linen and silk originally from 

Bruges. folio 3r, line 8, and perhaps also Satten of Brydges: ‘ Satin of Bruges: 

applied to certain fabrics resembling satin, but composed wholly or in part of other 

materials than silk.’ OED.  

Canvas: folio 29v, line 16 & folio 30r, line 23. A strong or coarse unbleached cloth 

made of hemp or flax, used (in different forms) …… formerly also for clothing, etc.  

OED:  

Cloth of gold: folio 2v, line 11 & folio 16r, line 5.  ‘a tissue consisting of threads, 

wires or strips of gold, generally interwoven with silk or wool; also applied to gilded 

cloth.’  OED.  This seems to have the most valuable material at Syon, and a 

cope87 with matching set of High Mass vestments was ‘reserved for the King’. 

 
 
85 Sir Thomas Kitson (1485-1540) was a wealthy merchant adventurer of London, and a Past 

Master of the Mercers’ Company (1534-5). 

 
86 See Lehmberg (2014) p.5. 
87 In 1539 Cromwell notes in particular the ‘rich’ copes taken from Glastonbury – surely a 

monetary rather than an aesthetic remark. Cotton MSS. Titus B. i, fol. 446.at:  
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The price of Cloth of Gold in 1539-40 was 38s a yard (about £1,800 in current 

prices).88 

Damask: ‘A rich silk fabric woven with elaborate designs and figures, often of a 

variety of colours’. OED. It is one of the commoner materials in the Syon TNA 

LR 2/112 Inventory, with 13 mentions. There was however a way of working 

‘fustian’ (a mixture of linen and silk) to make it appear like silk damask.89 

‘Diaper’: folio 5r, line 2 and elsewhere. ‘xj table clothes whereof one dioper’:’ 

diaper - a linen fabric woven with a small and simple pattern.’ OED.   

‘Dornecke’: Six mentions, see folio 4xr, line 9 and elsewhere.  At Syon usually 

for the curtains around a bed. "Applied to certain fabrics originally manufactured 

in Tournai, and to their imitations or substitutes.:…a silk, worsted, woollen, or partly 

woollen fabric, used for hangings, carpets, vestments, etc;...’  OED 1514. Dornecke 

is now the city of Tournai in Belgium but was earlier known as Dornick in 

English. 

Fustyan (Fustian): folio 4xr90 line 4 and elsewhere. ‘Formerly, a kind of coarse 

cloth made of cotton and flax.’ OED.   ‘Item a paire of fustyan blankettes’ were 

sold for 3s-4d (a rather expensive £150 in current value). 

‘Saye’: 4xr, line 10 and elsewhere. ‘A light, twilled woollen fabric resembling 

serge, used for aprons, bedding, curtains, etc., and (from the 17th cent.) commonly 

green in colour’. OED.  

‘Tissue’, A rich kind of cloth, often interwoven with gold or silver. Folio 2v, Lines 9-

10 – ‘Item [vestments for] a priste deacon and subdeacon of blewe Tissue with a cope 

to the same, Reserved for the Kynge.’ 

 

The Colour of Vestments in the TNA LR 2/112 Inventory 

Syon should theoretically have followed the Sarum rite used in the diocese of 

London, under which it fell. According to this, the red vestments would have been 

used for Pentecost and the feasts of martyrs, apostles and the four evangelists, on 

perhaps 72 to 104 days, not including the seven weeks of Pentecost. More 

 

https://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/som/vol2/pp82-99#fnn175 

 
88 Madden, F (1833) p.223. 

 
89 See Erler and Barron (2000) p.335, Appendix 3, False Fustian. 

 
90 An unnumbered page, here identified by the insertion of the letter ‘x’. 

https://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/som/vol2/pp82-99#fnn175
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particularly, red copes were customary in the Sarum Rite for Ash Wednesday, Palm 

Sunday, Maundy Thursday and Easter Eve – the latter requiring three clerics, two in 

red copes. (Wickham Legg (1882, p.40). Red would therefore have been the colour 

most in use in the liturgical year. 91 

White was the next most common colour used in the Sarum Rite but is not 

mentioned in the Syon vestments in the TNA LR 2/112 Inventory. Blue, present at 

Syon for copes, is completely absent from the Sarum rite, and in fact was present in 

only one other jurisdiction in England, the Westminster rite, where it was used for 

the feasts of Confessors.92  Perhaps this was a significant colour for Syon’s priest-

brothers, given their emphasis on preaching in English, and the insignia of the four 

Syon preachers of four red rosettes for the four great Confessors of the western 

church - Ambrose, Jerome, Augustine, and Gregory the Great (see Illustration 8 

below). 

It is interesting to note in this context that the only colour of copes recorded in the 

TNA LR 2/112 Inventory at Syon, apart from blue, is ‘crimson’ and blue (see folio 16r  

for several examples). 

No green or black vestments are mentioned at Syon in the Inventory. Both colours 

are also absent from the Sarum rite, though black or ash-coloured vestments were 

more generally usual for Requiem masses for the dead.93   

The question of the Sarum rite is particularly pertinent to Syon, since a work 

attributed to, or edited by, Clement Maydestone, Deacon and Priest at Syon (c.1390-

1456) directly addresses the issue of the colours of vestments.94  The Defensorium 

 
91 Cardinal Pole in 1554-55  ‘authorised, but no more’ [i.e. did not enforce] a Sarum Rite 

Missal and Breviary, seemingly that previously published in 1534. (Mayer 1999, p.109). 

 
92 See Jones and Walsham (2010)  p.106-107, and Wickham Legg (1882) ‘Comparative Table of 

the Liturgical Colours.’   It is sometimes suggested that blue was a local usage for Marian 

feasts, but it is not listed as such in the Wickham Legg (1882) Comparative Table – in fact 

white seems to have been the colour used at most periods for feasts of the Virgin in the 

Anglican, Gallican, Spanish, German and Italian rites. Duffy (2001, p.126) gives blue as 

‘Lenten’ for Morebath in Devon. 

93 See Duffy (2001) pp.37-39 for the protracted debate on the proposed acquisition in the 

1520s for xx s of black vestments for requiem mass by St George’s Church in rural isolated 

Morebath in Devon. Morebath had only one priest, but possessed a complete set of white 

vestments for solemn high mass, for the celebrant, deacon and sub-deacon (ib. p.57).  

 
94 See: Henry Bradshaw Society, Volume VII, 1894 pp.xxvii to xxxi (Wordsworth) for a useful 

summary of Maydeston’s life. 
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Directorii sacerdotum ad Usum Sarum (also called Crede michi) implies that the colours 

of the Sarum Rite applied only to the church of Sarum.  He writes: de diversitate 

vestimentorum…solummodo pertinent ad clericos ecclesiae Sarum.95 (Regarding the 

differences in vestments….these apply only to clerics of the church at Salisbury.)  

 

 

Illustration 8: Syon Abbey Librarian Thomas Betson, (+1517), probably 

outdoors, in Doctor’s blue cope (?) at the Syon Lammastide annual 

indulgence (August 1st) - note blades of grass at rear right and ‘TB’ at left. 

He has the Syon preachers’ four red rosettes on his left side. 

Source: Joseph Strutt, Bibliographical Dictionary (1785), plate iv, British 

Library shelfmark G.4421, and  Erler  (1992). 

Wickham Legg (1882, p.35) points out that there is a distinction to be made here 

between the fixed Sarum liturgy in the Gregorian canon of the Mass and Hours used 

in the Sarum rite, which was uniform from ‘Sicily to Ireland’, and the ceremonies, 

which varied from diocese to diocese, and probably had a sequence of vestments 

locally ordained by the individual diocese.  All this may suggest that Syon did not 

feel bound by the colours pertaining to the Sarum rite, even if the rite was followed in 

the liturgy. 

 

 
95 Wickham Legg (1882) p.36. 
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Furthermore, Hibbert (1911, p.238) in the dissolution inventory of Dieulacres and 

Burton College, lists green, red and white vestments and copes, with black 

vestments at Austin Friars in Stafford (id., p.249). Blue and yellow vestments also 

appear in their inventories.  So a wider colour range than mentioned at Syon was 

indeed current in some other jurisdictions and monasteries in England at the time, 

and noted by the Royal Commissioners.96  

Syon might therefore have followed the Sarum Rite for the liturgy, but some other 

rite for the colour of vestments. This might account for the appearance of blue – not a 

Sarum colour. For example, the Henry Bradshaw edition of Maydeston’s works 

gives more details of the variety of liturgical colours used at Winchester College in 

1525 (p.231) with blue for the Vigil of St George and Requiem high mass.  Sarum 

itself still had vestments of white, red, blue, green, black-purple motley and white as 

late as Edward VI .97  Lincoln Cathedral, during the Catholic restoration in 1557 had 

chasubles and copes of red, green, ‘blue black’ and white.  

It is clear therefore that there was no conformity of usage in England before, at, or 

after the Dissolution.  

Mulberry Trees, Silk and Syon: The range of materials in the Inventory is wide, 

ranging from perhaps rather inexpensive and coarse painted ‘canvas’ hangings for 

four poster beds, through to cloth of gold and ‘tissue’. There is however, curiously, 

no mention of silk98 per se in the Syon TNA LR 2/112 Inventory, though it may have 

been woven into the Bawdeken, Dornecke or Cloth of Gold textiles mentioned 

above.  

There is also no suggestion in the inventories or elsewhere that Syon was producing 

silk, despite the presence of seemingly ancient mulberry trees in the garden of the 

modern Syon House.  Mulberry trees were in fact not noted by William Turner in 

1548 when he conducted his unique audit of a post-monastic garden at Syon in 1548, 

as physician and herbalist to the Duke of Somerset (see Turner, 1538 & 1548).99   

Finally, there is no suggestion in the inventories that the sisters were producing 

vestments or other items of needlework; nor that the brothers or indeed the sisters 

were engaged in illuminating manuscripts. In the Inventory there are no entries or 

 
96 See also Hope and Atchley (1920) English liturgical colours for further examination of the 

wide variations, with table at pp.79-81. 
 
97   DEARMER, Percy (1909) The Parson’s Handbook. Frowde. 
 
99  Also accounts at Alnwick in Sy: U.I.13.,Book of Disbursements for works done at Syon; 26th 

March 1604 - 26th March 1605: “mulberry and quince trees at Syon: paid to Mr. Poynter for 10? 

(sic) mulberry trees 25s., and for 6 quince trees 15s.” C. Hunwick, Pers. Comm., 8 Jan 2020. 
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sales of the necessary expensive raw materials, such as silk and satin (for 

embroidery) or vellum, lapis lazuli and gold leaf (for illumination).   

There were indeed a large number of skins being treated in the Slaughterhouse at 

folio 6v, line 2: ‘ij dd of ffelles  one axe and a clever,  x s’ (two dozen skins, one axe, one 

cleaver , 10 s.  - about £476 in current terms).  But there is no indication that these are 

calf-skin for making vellum. In any case vellum as a specialist product, could if 

required have been bought in from suppliers in London.   

It is possible that silk and vellum purchases and sales may be present in the 

voluminous accounts of the Syon Cellaress at the TNA, but none has been noted so 

far.  

 

ITEMS POSSIBLY AT PRE-DISSOLUTION SYON 

Finally, there are a number of items known to have been at Syon which may appear 

in the TNA LR 2/112 Inventory, but which are difficult to identify with certainty 

from the inventories. These are: 

 

 

Illustration 9: The Syon Abbey Cope, 

Victoria and Albert Museum, 13th century. 

1 The Syon Cope, currently in the Victoria and Albert Museum, is described by 

the V&A as pre-dating Syon’s foundation in 1415: ‘Made between 1300 and 1320, the 

cope would have been worn by a high-ranking priest or bishop.’  The V&A catalogue entry 

is not clear as to the provenance of the cope, or how it was acquired by the Museum: 

‘It is probable that the [Syon] nuns took the cope with them when they went into exile during 

the reign of Elizabeth I and that it was returned when the Order was re-established in 

England in about 1810.’  This was the first return of the order and was unsuccessful in 

re-establishing their religious life in England. By 1815, they were struggling 

financially, and eventually they relinquished many of their ancient treasures to the 

https://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=https://apollo.imgix.net/content/uploads/2016/11/The_Syon_Cope_1310-20_c_Victoria_and_Albert_Museum_London-1024x536.jpg?auto%3Dcompress,enhance,format%26crop%3Dfaces,entropy,edges%26fit%3Dcrop%26w%3D790%26h%3D414&imgrefurl=https://www.apollo-magazine.com/english-embroidery-took-europe-storm/&docid=MCjNeoRckPPo_M&tbnid=rQzw1RnYd0AyQM:&vet=10ahUKEwistKOghePdAhWlAcAKHTMtDvAQMwg9KAYwBg..i&w=790&h=414&bih=557&biw=1280&q=The%20Syon%20Cope%20V%26A&ved=0ahUKEwistKOghePdAhWlAcAKHTMtDvAQMwg9KAYwBg&iact=mrc&uact=8
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Earl of Shrewsbury in exchange for financial support (some of these treasures were 

auctioned at the Great Sale of 1857 at Alton Towers).100 

Perhaps a comparator for the V&A cope is in the TNA LR 2/112 Inventory at folio 

16r, line 9-13: ‘Item one olde cope of crimson velvett embroydred with floures….’ This 

cannot be the V&A cope which is embroidered not with flowers but with the 

crucifixion, and angels and saints. But the V&A catalogue notes: ‘Unique among 

surviving examples of opus anglicanum (the Latin term for English work, which was the high 

quality English embroidery known to have been bought by princes and popes), the ground is 

entirely covered in red (now faded to brown) ….’.  Perhaps the Syon Inventory cope is 

another example of the ‘unique’ red or crimson colour listed in the V&A description.  

A red cope and its matching red vestments for priest, deacon and sub-deacon would 

have been canonically required by the Sarum rite for the feasts of the major martyrs 

and for Pentecost, if that was the case at Syon. 

There are a number of other copes mentioned in the Inventory, including two 

reserved for the King at folio 2v, lines 9-11, which were clearly expensive (one of 

Cloth of Gold). This was a similar cope to that in the V&A, but with a matching set 

of vestments for priest, deacon and sub-deacon (folio 2v, lines 13-15) and sold for £5-

6s-8d – about £5,000 in current money. 

Items reserved for the king also appear in TNA E 117/11/58 where mention is made 

of three copes and a set of vestments, and given a total value (missing from TNA LR 

2/112) at over £37 or an astonishing £35,272 in current terms. If the remaining other 

purchased vestments are included (another three copes, with five sets for celebrant, 

deacon and sub-deacon, and seven ordinary vestments, valued at £11-1s-4d, the total 

value of vestments at Syon rises to £10,553 in current terms. 

 

2 The Syon Statue of the Virgin and Child.101  Sotheby’s website in 2013 

carried the following:  

‘On 4 December 2013, a medieval ivory sculpture of the Virgin and Child, once owned by 

Syon Abbey, went up for sale at Sotheby’s Auction House. Erik Bijzet, the head of Sotheby 

auction sales for European Sculpture and Works of Art, worked to uncover the sculpture’s 

 
100 See: https://archiveshub.jisc.ac.uk/search/archives/579a8846-dd68-3ea7-ad4f-31c3ff7ed289 

for a description of the University of Exeter archives. 

 
101 For a full discussion with references and provenance, see:  

http://www.gothicivories.courtauld.ac.uk/images/ivory/129b3c44_cf874f21.html 
 

https://archiveshub.jisc.ac.uk/search/archives/579a8846-dd68-3ea7-ad4f-31c3ff7ed289
http://www.gothicivories.courtauld.ac.uk/images/ivory/129b3c44_cf874f21.html
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connection to Syon, and he continues to research a group of medieval objects associated with 

the Syon nuns’ nineteenth-century return to England’.  

The statue sold for £2.5 mn, and is now in the hands of a private owner. The 

proceeds went to charity. 

 

 

Illustration 10: The Ivory Virgin and Child attributed to Syon Abbey. 

     Source: Sotheby’s 2013 

Press coverage in The Guardian added: ‘Her gown (The Virgin Mary’s) still bears traces 

of its original blue, gold and red colours, and even the child's tiny hands, one raised in blessing, 

one marking the page of an open Bible, are perfect. She bends slightly to the right, following 

the shape of the single piece of elephant tusk, recently carbon dated to around 1230, from which 

she was carved.102 

This valuable image in Ivory, where the right foot of Our Lady has been worn away, 

perhaps by the kisses of the devout, does not appear in the Syon TNA LR 2/112 

Inventory. Its possession by pre-dissolution Syon Abbey, cannot therefore be 

proven, and it is usually thought that it was acquired in Lisbon in 1738.  

This fine object is made more mysterious by an entry in the will of the last Abbess of 

Syon, Agnes Jordan, of Feb 1546. She had been awarded a pension, and went, with a 

small group of sisters, to Denham in Buckinghamshire. She possessed and 

bequeathed:- 

 
102 https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2013/nov/17/mantelpiece-1m-treasure-ivory-

madonna-fake 
 

https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2013/nov/17/mantelpiece-1m-treasure-ivory-madonna-fake
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2013/nov/17/mantelpiece-1m-treasure-ivory-madonna-fake
https://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=https://syonabbeysociety.files.wordpress.com/2014/02/screen-shot-2014-02-10-at-12-55-52-pm.png?w%3D640&imgrefurl=https://syonabbeysociety.wordpress.com/2014/01/10/ivory-sculpture-from-syon-sold-at-sothebys-auction/&docid=yVDfWvoekiJ_NM&tbnid=RXxdza9ueZ_PQM:&vet=10ahUKEwjb3fLWhePdAhXILMAKHW0oDLYQMwhcKBwwHA..i&w=323&h=563&bih=557&biw=1280&q=Syon%20Abbey%20Ivory&ved=0ahUKEwjb3fLWhePdAhXILMAKHW0oDLYQMwhcKBwwHA&iact=mrc&uact=8
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 Item to my ghostly father, Anthony Lytil, clerk, I gave and bequethe ….. an image of our Ladey 

of yvery with hur ii crownes with all such things as belongeth to the same ymage,…. 

Expert opinion is that this image at Denham cannot be the Sotheby’s Syon Virgin 

statue, as the latter does not have a removable crown. Removable crowns were often 

a feature on Parisian Gothic ivories. The Agnes Jordan will mentions her ivory statue 

clearly having more than one crown and other belongings, probably to clothe it for 

certain feasts of the Virgin at certain times of the year. There are few or no references 

to early ivories that suggest that they were altered like this for feast days, and as 

such, this late reference from Syon is significant in itself.103   

 

3 Syon Abbey Altar Rails’, St Dunstan’s Church, South Brent 

We have no direct mention of any altar rails in the Syon Abbey Inventory, and they 

may in fact not have been in use at that time – the choir and altars probably being 

separated from the laity by grills, rather than by altar rails (see Illustration 5 above - 

Plan of a Five-Arched Bridgettine Church c1500). Those illustrated below, now at St 

Dunstan’s, South Brent, are reputedly from the pre-reformation Syon Abbey.  

 

 

Illustration 11: ‘Syon Abbey Altar Rails’: St Dunstan’s Church, South Brent.  

They may have been acquired by St Dunstan’s in 1990, when the Sisters closed their 

residence at Marley House in South Brent, and perhaps disposed of various items.  It 

is possible that they are stylistically early, but it would seem an unusual and difficult 

object to have transported, through many wanderings, to Lisbon and back.   There 

appears also to be no mention of the rails in the Earl of Shrewsbury’s 1857 sale. 

 
103 Eric Bijzet, formerly of Sotheby’s. Pers. Comm. 4 March 2019. 
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4    The Revelations of St Bridget, York Minster Library 

There are at present 43 books which can be confirmed as originating in Syon Abbey. 

A further candidate is the Revelations of St Bridget in York Minster Library Special 

Collections - Incunabula  (Inc. 5-9,  Revelationes Birgittae).   It was printed in Lübeck 

by Ghotan for the Vadstena Bridgettine mother house before 25 Nov 1492.   

It is however not certain that the York Minster copy of St Bridget’s Revelations is from 

Syon for a number of reasons.104  In particular, the implied size of the now vanished 

metal plate on the rear cover (only nail marks now extant) is smaller than those used 

by Betson during his tenure as librarian as Syon (probably up to his death in 1517).  

 

 

 
 

Illustration 12:  York Minster Library (Inc. 5-9,  Revelationes Birgittae.). 

Printed in Lübeck by Bartholomaeus Ghotan for the Vadstena Bridgettine 

mother house before 25 Nov 1492. 

 

Plate marks for the Registrum entry are visible at top centre, 

as a lighter oblong, with eight nail marks. 

 

 
104 See: Morris, Bridget (2010) for further discussion. 
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If it is from Syon, it might be The Syon Abbey Catalogue (Registrum) number M.115.  
105The donor would then have been John Copynger106 and this was his only donation 

to the library.  There is however nothing in the book to suggest Copynger by name.  

The use of fore-edge tabs, present here, is however often cited as also indicative of a 

Syon provenance. On balance, and after examining photographs of the volume in 

question, it was felt that a Syon attribution was possible, pending closer examination 

and the appearance of any other smaller plates on other volumes attributable to 

Syon.107  

 

There are two British Library copies of the same 1492 version of The Revelations: one 

owned and signed by Thomas Boleyn, father to Anne Boleyn; the other signed by 

Thomas Cranmer, Archbishop of Canterbury.  

 

Apart from the copy at Syon, there was one other early acquisition of the Revelations 

at Corpus Christi College, accessioned after 1525.108   In the UK as a whole there are 

also five later acquisitions (see ISTC footnote below). Neddermeyer (1998) estimated 

the current survival rate of the books and MSS extant in German-speaking countries 

from 1500 at about 5%. This would give perhaps some 88 surviving volumes at Syon 

out of total volumes of about 1,760. We can however so far identify only 43 (or 44 

including this version of the Revelations) from Syon suggesting that a similar number 

of 44 may be still to be found.   Bateson, when she wrote her review of the Syon 

Library catalogue in 1898 could identify only six volumes, so that at least one new 

book can be expected to turn up every few years. Altogether there are 63 copies of 

the 1492 Lübeck Revelationes listed worldwide, which, if we accept Neddermeyer’s 

5% survival estimate, implies a print run of around 1,260 volumes of this popular 

book in this edition.109 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
105 Gillespie (2008) p.257, Number SS1.848 
106 See Gillespie (2008) p.573 for Copynger’s CV) 
107 Professor Vincent Gillespie, Pers. Comm. 2019 

 
108 See Corpus of British Library Mediaeval Catalogues, under Iohannes de Turrecremata 
https://www.history.ox.ac.uk/sites/default/files/history/documents/media/listofidentifications.pdf 

 
109 See British Library ISTC (Incunabula Short Title Catalogue) for complete listing of 

holdings. https://data.cerl.org/istc/ib00687000 

 

https://www.history.ox.ac.uk/sites/default/files/history/documents/media/listofidentifications.pdf
https://data.cerl.org/istc/ib00687000
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ITEMS IN THE INVENTORY TNA LR 2/112 & NOT NOW IDENTIFIABLE 

 

1 The Syon Altar Retable:  Barron and Erler, (2000) mention 110 a wooden 

altarpiece made for the Lady Chapel perhaps between 1490 and 1493 with 10 scenes 

from the life of the Virgin– ‘a purchase, had the altarpiece survived, might have 

assigned Syon a significant role in artistic patronage at the end of the fifteenth 

century’ (p.319).  There is no indication of the nature of this piece. If it was indeed set 

on a secondary altar (in the Lady Chapel) it might have been smaller than the large 

pieces usually set behind a high altar. It might have been in one piece, rather than in 

the usual three sections which could be folded shut. We simply do not know. 

The completion of the Syon piece was much delayed by the dilatoriness of the carver 

of the figures, James Hales.111  The work was to contain ‘ten storys of Our Lady with 

images’ and ‘hit shulde be right a grete and a costely work.’ (p.329).  

The twelve ‘storys’, if carved and then gilded as figures, were probably variations on 

the conventional stages of the life of the Virgin. Dürer has a set of such scenes in 

printed form (1504-1511), portraying the Betrothal of the Virgin,  the Annunciation, 

Visitation, Birth of Christ, Flight into Egypt, Presentation of Jesus in the Temple and 

Circumcision, Loss of Jesus in the Temple, his Crucifixion and Deposition from the 

Cross and the Dormition and Coronation of the Virgin in Heaven.  The Syon retable 

probably followed a similar pattern.112  Barron and Erler suggest that it may have 

had 12 central scenes and wings with two scenes each. Perhaps it is still extant in 

Britain or abroad. 

The cost paid by the sponsor, John Brown, possibly the legal advisor to the then 

Abbess (probably Elizabeth Gibbs 1497-1518), and Steward of the Syon estates at 

Isleworth, was about £140 (or £120,000 in current terms), implying indeed ‘a grete 

and a costely work’. As a measure of the extensive destruction of these large public 

items, Barron and Erler point out that no mediaeval altar retable of wood survives in 

any English parish church for which it was made. 

 

The TNA LR 2/112 Inventory, folio 4r, lines 24-25, has however a tantalising entry:  

 
110 Barron and Erler (2000) pp. 329-332 and TNA C1/189/5.    

 
112 The Virgin’s life was a common pan-European theme. For a superb example with 

multiple scenes, from Cracow and of the period, see: 

http://www.lankaart.org/2017/10/cracovie-eglise-sainte-marie-le-grand-retable-de-veit-

stoss.html 
 

http://www.lankaart.org/2017/10/cracovie-eglise-sainte-marie-le-grand-retable-de-veit-stoss.html
http://www.lankaart.org/2017/10/cracovie-eglise-sainte-marie-le-grand-retable-de-veit-stoss.html
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Item solde to Alen {or Aleyn} of the Chapell, ij paynted tables, one of the crucifix, the 

other of Our Ladye for xx s  (about £953 in current value). 

Erler and Barron (p.330) identify the ‘crucifix’ panel as being a passion scene for the 

high altar. It is not clear that the other panel, of ‘Our Ladye’ can be associated in any 

way with the Syon Abbey Lady Chapel altar retable.   

According to the Inventory, there was in the Lady’s Choir  ‘a table for an altar of wood 

gilt’ (folio 17r, lines 12-13) but again the cursory nature of this description and in a 

different location  make any association with the Lady Chapel altar piece difficult. 

 

2  The Image of Saint Bridget: The Valor Ecclesiaticus of 1536, cited in Aungier 

(1840), p.440 has an intriguing reference to ‘…oblations offered at the image of St Bridget 

within the Church of Syon ‘communibus annis’ (i.e. an annual average income of) £6-

13s-4d.’  (about £6,036 in current terms). There is no record in the inventories of this 

image surviving.113 

However, in this context it is also interesting to ask if this image of St Bridget was 

the same as the ‘images’ of St Bridget and St Catherine recorded as being made in 

1501-02 (Dunning 1981 p.23).  It is unclear if these were paintings or statues.  

probably that of many similar revered pre-reformation icons. 

 

PENSIONS AND ANNUITIES IN THE INVENTORY TNA LR2/112 

 

THE PENSIONERS IN THE INVENTORY 

At its foundation in 1415, Syon had a theoretical contingent of 85 persons: composed 

of 60 sisters (an Abbess and 59 Nuns); and 25 Brothers, (1 Confessor General, 12 

Priest-Brothers, four ‘Deacons’ (also priests, but with a preaching remit), and eight 

lay brethren.    

 

The Inventory of 1539 in fact lists, at folios 12r to 15r, a community of 86:  64 sisters, 

13 Priest-Brothers, four lay-sisters, and five lay brethren. These had taken the king’s 

 
113 ‘The yearly offerings at St. Bridget's shrine at Syon were estimated at £6 13s. 4d. in 1535 

(£4,599 currently), the fourth highest in the country, although small compared with 

Walsingham's £260 (248,000) or Canterbury's £32 (£31,000). This, however, may have been a 

bad year for Syon, or else receipts were undervalued for the surveyors, as the figure in 1510 

was nearly £29. (£28,000)’ See S.C. 6/Hen. VIII/2184 and British History Online. 

https://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/middx/vol1/pp182-191#fnn98 

 

https://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/middx/vol1/pp182-191#fnn98
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proffered pensions and gone their ways.  There is no written evidence that any of 

them swore the Oath of Supremacy to Henry, as Head of the Church in England and 

now master of their Abbey, its contents and lands. There is also no record of the 

Deed of Surrender for Syon.114   

 

It seems perhaps unlikely that the community would have been pensioned without 

some form of assent. But some 10 of the sisters were marked in the TNA LR 2/112 

Inventory at (folio 13r, lines 1-10) as ‘obstinate’, notably Catherine Palmer, who was 

to lead some of the community to a sister house in Flanders. In any case the 

community had somehow avoided the fate of the Charterhouse brothers and 

Richard Reynolds, a Priest-Brother of Syon who had been brutally executed on 4 

May 1535 for refusal to swear the oath of supremacy.115   The continuity of the 

community was also assured, with presumably permission and passports to leave 

England for the sister house in Termonde / Dendermonde in Flanders.  All of the 

obstinate sisters are listed as receiving pensions at Christmas 1539.116 

The number of 12 brother priests in the pension list would seem to imply that 

Richard Reynolds had been replaced, after his execution in 1535. There are however 

only five chalices listed, with their patens in the Inventory at folio 2r, line 18, when 

one might have expected one for each mass celebrant117.   

Gasquet (1899, pp.308-309) points out that the total number of nuns at dissolved 

monasteries in England was around 1,560, of whom about half were Benedictine 

sisters.  Syon was thus, at 64, only a small proportion, but a determined one.  

Gasquet also cites an unconfirmed source that all these religious were ‘bound, even 

the frail female sex, by the king’s command, to perpetual chastity.’ 118  

Gasquet (1899) pp.440-441 is also illuminating on the level of pensions granted.  A 

superior of one of the larger houses might expect £100 a year (£92,000 in current 

terms) a year, while the community members each received between £5 to £6 (£4,600 

 
114 There are 279 individual monastic Deeds of Surrender listed in the The National Archives 

at TNA E 322, but only about 70 Dissolution Inventories extant (See Appendix VIII). There is 

no Deed of Surrender for Syon.  The total number of Houses suppressed exceeded 800.  

 
115 See: Hamilton, Dom Adam, O.S.B. (1905). 

 
116 Letters and Papers, Foreign and Domestic, Henry VIII, Volume 14 Part 2: August-

December 1539 (1895), pp.196-208.    http://www.british-history.ac.uk/report.aspx?compid=75900  

117 ‘Item v Chalices of Sylver with ther patentes gilte posz, cxxiiij soz. ‘ 

118 Gasquet (1899) citing Original Letters, Parker Society, No. 21, ‘Hooper to Bullinger’. 

 

http://www.british-history.ac.uk/report.aspx?compid=75900
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to £5,500). At small houses the superior might only receive £10-£15 (£9,225 to 

£14,040). This is in contrast to the much larger sum of £200 (£190,661) received by 

Abbess Jordan. No Syon sister received less than £6 (£5,500). Other Abbesses 

received only £40 (£37,000), with £3-£4 (£2,800 to £3,813) for each sister.   

It is sometimes suggested that Abbess Jordan was persuaded to comply with the 

Dissolution of Syon by the comparatively large pension offered to her.  However, an 

anonymous official document of 1534, which was not the radical root and branch 

dissolution finally adopted,119 sets out an alternative legal and financial framework 

for the Preparation for Suppression (of the monasteries).  It is of particular interest for 

Syon, and offers another view of the Dissolution of ‘religious women’:   

[Section 7] Item: in abbeys and monasteries of religious women where the number be above a 

convent (Convents being under 13 persons, male or female)120, be it provided that every 

nun of the house may have assigned to them for their finding yearly £5 (crossed out with 10 

marks inserted  or £6-13s-4d (currently £6,347)). And the Abbess or Prioress to have as 

much as all the nuns for hospitality and the reparations of the house, and the residue to be to 

the king and his heirs.  

Here the plan seems to have been for the religious houses to continue in existence, 

but receiving a per capita allowance by numbers, with a provision for food, repairs 

and maintenance.  Presumably the remaining surplus from the rentals and property 

of the House would fall to the king and offset the costs of maintaining the religious.   

But this also casts a different light on the acceptance of the pension of £200, 

(£185,000) by Abbess, Agnes Jordan.  Perhaps this sum, equivalent to the sum of 

pensions of perhaps 30 to 40 sisters, was always intended to offset the cost of her 

establishing the new small community of Syon sisters at nearby Denham.121  Or at 

least this might have been the gloss put on the offer by the Commissioners. 

The list of 64 Sisters in the Christmas 1539 pension payment is the same as at the 

Dissolution in the TNA LR 2/112 Inventory (with some difference of order and very 

 
119 BM, Cotton MS. Cleop. E IV, fos. 174-75, cited in Youings (1971). Full text is also available 

in the Bulletin of the Institute of Historical Research, xxiv (1951-52) pp.9-11.  L. Stone.  

120 Convent: Strype writing in 1536 notes the closure of  ‘those houses of religion….whereof 

the number in any one house is or of late hath been less than a covent, that is to say, under 

13 persons’. Strype, Eccl. Mem., 1536, in OED. 

 
121 See also: Adams, J.S. (2012 and 2014). A Short Illustrated Guide to the Stay of Dame Agnes 

Jordan, and The Bridgettine Nuns of Syon Abbey, Middlesex, at Southlands in Denham, 

Buckinghamshire, in the Post-Dissolution Period  1539 To 1546.  Web Resource at: 

https://syonabbeysociety.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/abbess-agnes-jordan-at-denham.pdf 

   

https://syonabbeysociety.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/abbess-agnes-jordan-at-denham.pdf
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variable spelling of names).122  But there are some interesting discrepancies between 

the amounts of pension suggested in the Inventory, the amounts suggested in the 

presentation to the Courts of Augmentation, and finally with the actual amounts, as 

amended by Sir Richard Rich as head of that Court.  For example, the Syon Sacristan, 

Bridget Fitzherbert, who seems to have been fourth in the order of precedence at 

Syon, was offered a suggested pension in the 1539 Inventory of £6-13s-4d (about 

£6,500). By the time this proposal had reached the Court of Augmentations, it had 

increased to £8 (£7,400), and was then increased by Sir Richard Rich himself to £10 

(£9,200).  The reason is unclear.  

One notable omission from the Syon pensions is William Knotton or Knotten, who 

was one of the lay-brothers inducted in the Syon praemunire case in February 1537.  

Knotton had been admitted to Syon as a lay-brother by Stokesley, Bishop of London, 

using a form of words which seemed to acknowledge the primacy of the Pope in 

Rome over Henry VIII. A writ of praemunire was served on Stokesley on 29 May 

1538, and he was imprisoned.  Perhaps not by mere coincidence, but by the favour of 

Cromwell, Knotton is, by June 1538 the only entry for Syon in the Faculty Office 

Registers123 for this period who escaped his monastic vows and was moved, free of 

any fee (gratis, courtesy of Cromwell) to a parish church: 

  ‘June 20th 1538: Wm. Knotton of the Order of the Holy Saviour of Syon, Lond[on] 

Dio[cese]  to hold a benef[ice] with change of habit. ‘Gratis; per litteram domini 

Cromwell.’   

It is therefore not surprising that Knotton does not appear in the list of pensioners of 

Syon.124  The above quotation suggests some sort of collusion between Knotton, 

Cromwell, and perhaps also Bishop Stokesley (who was pardoned for his ‘error’), in 

arranging for Knotton to apply for the position of lay-brother at Syon and for 

 
122 Letters and Papers, Foreign and Domestic, Henry VIII, Volume 14 Part 2, August-

December 1539. 

 
123 Faculty Office Registers, 1534-1540. The Faculty Office arose from a new system of issuing 

dispensations from religious requirements, regarding marriage or vows, and are among the 

earliest administrative records of the Church of England. 

 
124 Only three other cases have been traced of brethren leaving the Order. Two of these were 

for health reasons and the third entered a mendicant order more suited to his temperament. 

British History Online, https://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/middx/vol1/pp182-

191#anchorn132 

 

https://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/middx/vol1/pp182-191#anchorn132
https://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/middx/vol1/pp182-191#anchorn132
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Stokesley to use an offending text at his admission.  Knotton then received a benefice 

in return for his compliance, with a discharge from Syon before the Dissolution.125  

The Syon pensions continued to be paid after the death of Henry VIII.  They were 

paid regularly between the end of 1539 and Michaelmas 1555, and then again from 

Michaelmas 1558, although only to those religious who remained in England after 

Catherine Palmer took most of the community to the continent (10 persons in 1558-

59, eight nuns and two brothers). Of the remainder, four were still alive in England 

by 1566-67 (two nuns and two brothers).  Rose Patchett (Paget) died at the end of 

1574, leaving only Dorothy Bettenham (Beteman in the Inventory) still collecting her 

pension until her death at the end of 1591.126  This payment for over 50 years 

amounted in total to over £300, about £286,000 in current terms, working from a 1539 

base. 

The monastic pensions continued therefore to be dutifully paid by successive 

monarchs, and would have been a considerable, but declining drain on their 

Treasury. At the Dissolution in 1539 the bill for Syon ‘Paid in Wages and Rewards to 

Religious Persons and their Servants’ was calculated at £251 according to both TNA 

LR 2/112 and TNA E 117/11/58.  Allowing for another 20 years of payments, the total 

outgoings for pensions could have been some £5,020, or £4.8mn in current terms 

(again working from a 1539 base).   

According to Richardson, the administration of the pensions also took up much of 

the Court of Augmentations’ time and cash – a sort of ‘Ministry of Pensions’ 

(Richardson1961, p.105). As an inducement to surrender voluntarily, compensation 

had been adequate, and at times generous. The pensions, whether set by the Court 

Commissioners or its Chancellor (Sir Richard Rich) were then subject to review by 

the King or Cromwell. Payments were made by local Augmentations receivers, but 

in the case of Syon most likely quarterly by the central treasury at Westminster, as 

the nearest centre to Syon. There are stated in Richardson to be thousands of receipts 

from pension recipients in the records – surely some from Syon’s 86 recipients, and 

perhaps still to be examined.  

 
125 For details on Knotton and Praemunire, see: Knowles (1979), Volume 3, p.220. 
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=eEhFlM6Qf7YC&dq=William+knotton&source=gbs_navlinks_s 

 And: Jones & Walsham, (2010) 
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=7erClhiejjwC&dq=William+Knotton+Syon&source=gbs_navlinks_s 

126 These pension payments are detailed in the Treasurers' and Receivers' accounts, first of the Court 

of Augmentations until 1554, and then of the Exchequer (in E36/152, E315/250-262, LR6/62/1-4, 

LR6/63/1-5, LR6/64/1-5, LR6/65/1-6, LR6/66/1-7, LR6/67/1-7, LR6/68/1-4).  Above para and data from 

Dr. Peter Cunich, Department of History, University of Hong Kong. Pers. Comm. 11 Feb 2019.     

https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=eEhFlM6Qf7YC&dq=William+knotton&source=gbs_navlinks_s
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=7erClhiejjwC&dq=William+Knotton+Syon&source=gbs_navlinks_s
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By the Marian Refoundation of Syon in 1557 there were 21 sisters (out of the 86) and 

three Priest-Brothers (out of 13) still alive and willing to return to the Abbey.127 

‘And whereas since the extinction of the said schism, etc., the religious sisters and 

nuns Catherine Palmer, Joan Russhe, Anne Unkes, Clemence Tresham, Rose Pacset, 

Margaret Dele, Alice Elderton, Joan Deane, Dorothy Gothcryngton, Alary [Mary] 

Whetnall, Agnes Meret, Ursula Fetyplace, Eleanor Fetyplace, Elizabeth Knotysford, 

Elizabeth Faax, Elizabeth Yeates, Andrea Dele, Mary Nevell, Anne Dawnsey, 

Dorothy Slyght and Margaret Mannyngton and the venerable and religious brothers 

John Grene, Antony Lytle and John Stewkvn, respectively professed and professors of 

the same Order, have petitioned the crown that the said monastery be restored to its 

former state…. ‘ 

All of the above, with variant spellings, appear in the Syon Pension lists of 1539 

onwards.  But there appear to have been no new entrants in the intervening 18 years, 

and the number of Priest-Brothers, at three, is much depleted from the 13 of 1539.  

 

GRANTS OF ANNUITIES 

 In the approach to the Dissolution of the major religious houses, there was a certain 

amount of mercenary realism amongst the communities. Some heads of houses had 

realised that dissolution was inevitable, and therefore took measures to insure their 

own futures.  Annual payments in cash (annuities), secured on the monastery’s 

income from a particular estate, were awarded to members of the community or 

their nominees.   Cattle, crops and woodland were sold for ready cash. Sometimes, 

according to Hibbert (1911) grants or sales were facilitated by the issue of blank 

documents, signed and officially sealed by the houses, to be drawn up and back-

dated to before the date of dissolution. 

There is however no suggestion that articles belonging to Syon had been pilfered, 

given away or concealed.  Nor do there appear reports of fictitious sales and leases. 

This is in contrast to Glastonbury, where a large amount of plate was hidden but 

discovered and led to the execution of the last Abbot. The value was said to be 

enough to re-found the Abbey. (Richardson 1961, p.81).128 

 
127 Patent Rolls: 3 and 4 Philip and Mary, Part III. 291, 1557.  

128 Repton Priory similarly has a sum of 25s (about £1200) given to five men ‘tbat founde 

certen plate.’ Journal of the British Archaeological Association, Vol. VII, pp.278-283. 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/00681288.1851.11886978?needAccess=true  

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/00681288.1851.11886978?needAccess=true
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THE FATE OF THE BUILDINGS AT SYON 

Syon Abbey seems, for reasons unknown, to have been spared the official policy of 

rendering monastic buildings uninhabitable. A vivid account of the ‘defacing’ of 

monastic buildings is given in Knowles (1959, pp.383-388). He cites the official 

instructions to the Commissioners in 1539, presumably from Cromwell himself, that 

they should ‘pull down to the ground all the walls of the churches, stepulls, cloysters, 

fraterys (the common rooms of the brethren), dorters, chapter howsys…’  129 

By way of example, Lewes Priory (Cluniac, c.1081 to 16 Nov. 1537) was attacked by 

teams of masons, undermined, fired, and recalcitrant columns blown up with 

gunpowder.  At Dieulacres in Staffordshire (Cistercian, 1214 to 1538) however, the 

buildings do not seem to have been completely ‘defaced’ (Knowles 1959, p.215): -  

 “Ther remayneth all the howses edyfyed upon the scite of the seid late Monastery, the 

pavement, the gravestones, glasse, ieronne, tymber, and roffes of the Churche and Ilez 

[aisles] to yt adjoynyng; the glasse, ieronn, and roffes of the Cloyster, the glasse, 

ieronn of the Chapiter house, the glasse and ieronn in the Dorter and the tymber of the 

Fraterera and Farmery [Infirmary] only except and unsoulde.”   

Richardson (1961) p.102 states that the plate, jewels, ornament, relics and precious 

stones generally passed through the Court of Augmentations to be delivered to the 

King’s use; lead and bell metal were retained while waiting for an advantageous 

market.  Land and property and woods (the last under Sir Thomas Pope, one of the 

signatories at Syon) could also easily be converted into cash as the need arose. 

At Syon, in TNA E 117/11/58 the ‘Edifices and Buildings’ are described as ‘none 

removed nor sold’. Presumably this also includes the church and monastic buildings, 

as well as the service buildings, since Syon’s lead and bells (omitted in TNA LR 

2/112) appear intact in the Inventory for Syon TNA E 117/11/58.  Here we learn that 

there was ‘Lead remaining to the King’s use upon the Church, ‘by estimation’ 178 fodders, 

worth £712 (‘£4 every fodder’ ). We also learn of the bells at Syon, cast in 1494-95: 

there were six, weighing 3,000 lbs and worth £30 (£1 for every 100 lbs).   

This suggests that bells appear not to have been removed in 1539, which may 

explain the inclusion of the church ‘steeple’ in the grant by Edward VI of Syon to 

Protector Somerset in 1547.130  A decade later, the view of Syon from the southwest 

 
129 See Knowles 1959, p.384, footnote 3, for comments on source and dating. 

130 Calendar of Patent Rolls II. 871. Hampton Court, 22 July 1547.  

file:///C:/Users/John/Documents/Patent%20Rolls%20EVI%201547/untitled.pdf 
 

file:///C:/Users/John/Documents/Patent%20Rolls%20EVI%201547/untitled.pdf
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by Wyngaerde of c.1558-62 shows no steeple, and Syon House seems already then to 

have acquired its current aspect.  This suggests that Somerset may have removed the 

religious buildings from 1547 onwards.  

 

Illustration 13: View of Syon House from Richmond Palace looking North  

by Antony van den Wyngaerde c.1558-62.  

 

In fact, the site at Syon, unlike some other monastic houses, was never completely 

abandoned, but had a series of Keepers, and occupants. But it has proved 

nonetheless difficult to unravel the history of the current Syon House, or to associate 

it directly with remains of the previous monastic buildings. Syon was however in 

constant use as a residence of some sort, as can be seen from the following: 

1. TNA E 117/11/58 (the Inventory Summary for the Dissolution of Syon Abbey, St 

Mary Spital and St Albans) states that the ‘edifices and buildings’ were neither 

removed or sold, that iron, glass and stone were not sold and that the amount of 

lead was arrived at ‘by estimation’ and not by removal.   

Shene Priory         Syon         Brentford                                    Richmond Palace 

(‘Cien’)         Bend in River Thames 
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2. The presence of John Gates as Keeper at Syon from perhaps late 1539 onwards 

implies some continuity of the previous secular, if not the religious buildings, 

such as a residence, the kitchens, brewhouse, bakehouse etc.  Henry Gates, the 

brother of John Gates, was living at Syon, and two of John's nieces and a nephew 

were born there between 1544 and 1547 (see Aungier p.537). 

 

3. There was at the least an inhabitable house suitable for a former queen to allow 

Katherine Howard to be kept there as a prisoner from November 1541 to 

February 1542, prior to her execution.  

 

4. Henry VIII’s coffin lay at Syon on 14 Feb 1547 (Aungier, p.92 and p.537).  It is also 

stated that Henry’s effigy (which would have been fully clothed , with regalia 

and wig, on top of the coffin) was placed in the Vestry, implying that both church 

and vestry were still serviceable at that point.131  Aungier (p.91) also affirms that 

divine service was conducted for the repose of the deceased (i.e. a Catholic rather 

than a Protestant service for Henry) and attended by numerous high ranking 

clergy. This again implies some sort of usable building, rather than a ruined 

church, unless it was in a small chapel attached to the house. Finally, Henry’s 

corpse was ‘received at the church door’ by the bishops of London, Bristol and 

Gloucester – again implying a serviceable church of some standing. 

 

5. Syon was used as an armoury to produce 'implements of war' - not weapons, but 

ancillary war material.  This is assumed to have taken place in 1545 and most 

likely in the body of the church, as the largest area available.  

 

6. In July 1547 ownership of Syon passed to Protector Somerset who was able to 

live there, presumably in some style, until his fall and execution in 1552. He was 

granted: “the house and site of the dissolved monastery of Syon, Middx., the church, 

steeple, and churchyard of the same….’   132.  Again, the mention of the steeple is  

 
131 Aungier is citing Thomas Sandford’s ‘A Genealogical History of of the Kings of England and 

Monarchs of Great Britain from the Conquest anno 1066 to 1677 (Newcomb, London 1677).  His 

pagination is incorrect – it is at p.463, not p.493 of Sandford.  

132 Calendar of Patent Rolls II. 871. Hampton Court, 22 July 1547.  

file:///C:/Users/John/Documents/Patent%20Rolls%20EVI%201547/untitled.pdf  

file:///C:/Users/John/Documents/Patent%20Rolls%20EVI%201547/untitled.pdf
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significant. This would probably have a been a large structure, requiring 

considerable effort to remove. It may also have still housed Syon’s six bells. 133 

 

7. The British Library account roll (MS Egerton 2815) of John Pickarell, Cofferer of 

the Household and Paymaster to the Works of the Duke of Somerset covers some 

£54,000 (£28.3mn. currently if we take 1550 as the base) spent on household 

expenditure and building works at Somerset's five houses in the period 1 April 

1548 to 7 October 1551.  It cites '£8-6s-8d paide for thover throwing of the churche 

walles at Syon'. This is about £4,372 in current money (at base year 1550), so not a 

major expenditure. But it does gives us some firm documentary evidence about 

the existence of the walls and the treatment of the church under Somerset in the 

period of his occupation of Syon.  Somerset was executed in January 1552. 

 

8. In 1553 Syon passed to John Dudley, Duke of Northumberland.134  His ill-fated 

daughter, Lady Jane Grey, was proclaimed queen in July 1553 at Syon House.  

Northumberland was executed in that year. 

 

9. Mary and Phillip, re-founded Syon in 1557 with a grant of the lands on two 

occasions: 135   

 

‘ Grant, from the crown's special affection for the Order, that the abbess and convent 

of the said monastery and every other abbess and convent of the same Augustinian 

Order be a body corporate with a perpetual succession….Further grant of the capital 

mansion and place of Sion, all houses, lands, etc. within and near the precinct of the 

same ; the house called ' le dayry house ' in Thystylworth, co. Middlesex, and all 

buildings, etc. usually occupied therewith; all aqueducts and 'condytes' belonging to 

the said houses ; the church or chapel in the said parish near the said capital mansion ; 

all bells, lead, iron and glass in the said houses and church…’ 

 

 

133 By way of comparison, the tower at Torre Abbey, Devon (Premonstratensian Canons, 

1196 – 1539) survived intact until the 18th century, when it became unsafe. It was then 

demolished, falling almost intact horizontally across the gardens, where is still lies.  

134 The first holder of three creations of that title, and not related to the current Duke of 

Northumberland, the current owner of Syon House. 

 
135 See: Calendar of the Patent Rolls: Philip and Mary, Vol. 4, 1557-58. 

https://dcms.lds.org/delivery/DeliveryManagerServlet?dps_pid=IE47231 

https://dcms.lds.org/delivery/DeliveryManagerServlet?dps_pid=IE47231
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5 Jan. 1558 ‘Grant to Katherine, abbess of the monastery of St. Saviour and SS. Mary 

Virgin and Bridget of Syon, lately erected by the king and queen, and to the convent 

of the same, of the land or wood called 'Syon parke' (112 acres).……”136  

There is also mention of ‘a cell’ being commissioned at the re-founded Syon for 

Margaret Clement by her parents. This place was in the event not taken up but 

seems to show that novices were once again being accepted.137 

 

THE LOSS OF SYON ABBEY LIBRARIES 

 

As is common with other monastic inventories, there is no mention of the libraries at 

Syon (one for the sisters, and another for the brothers, for which latter we still have 

the catalogue). Syon was, in its heyday, reputed to have one of the best libraries in 

Europe, with over 1,760 bound volumes, containing some 3,449 different titles. Only 

about 2.5% or 43 volumes survive – perhaps 44 if the copy of St Bridget’s Revelations 

at York Minster is included. There are indeed some references to books in other 

monastic inventories, but these are mainly mass books, and are only included if they 

have been bound with gold or silver.  There are none mentioned for Syon, and 

Vadstena had in any case given guidance that clasps made of silver or gold were to be 

avoided. 

 

The brothers’ library was probably a separate building at the west end of the 

Church138 and used for preparation of sermons (delivered in English).  It gave direct 

access to the pulpit, if it was located, as at Vadstena, in the angle at the south-west of 

the church made by the end of the south aisle and the brothers’ choir.  

 

The Libraries’ fate is somewhat of a mystery. Bateson139 (1898, page xiv) stated that: 

 

‘The Lady Abbess of Syon, Chudleigh, Devon (i.e. in 1898) has been kind enough to 

inform that among the documents now in possession of the house, there is an entry 

 

136 Calendar of Patent Rolls II. 871. Hampton Court 1557.  Not modern statutory acres. 

file:///C:/Users/John/Documents/Patent%20Rolls%20EVI%201547/untitled.pdf 

 
137 See ODNB. No direct source or date is given for this statement. 
https://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-
105818?rskey=DPb9NQ&result=6 
 
138 The Library at Vadstena was at the south-west corner of the church. 

 
139 Now superceded by Vincent Gillespie’s edition (2001) of the Syon catalogue. 

 

file:///C:/Users/John/Documents/Patent%20Rolls%20EVI%201547/untitled.pdf
https://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-105818?rskey=DPb9NQ&result=6
https://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-105818?rskey=DPb9NQ&result=6
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which states that most of the books were taken from the Library of Syon by the 

Commissioners of Henry VIII a short time before the monastery was suppressed.’ 140 

It has not yet been possible to identify this document, though it may be in the Syon 

Abbey documents now in the special collection deposited at Exeter University by the 

former last Abbess. The current whereabouts of the libraries, if still extant, is 

completely unknown141.   

 

Richard Reynolds, mentioned above, donated some 94 volumes to the library142, of 

which perhaps 4 or 5 might have been expected to survive according to 

Neddermeyer’s calculations. But a protracted search of major UK libraries for the 

titles donated by Reynolds has failed to turn up anything. Again, this is a mystery – 

perhaps his books were cherished as those of a martyr and taken to the continent by 

the sisters. Or perhaps they were seized by the Crown, as the possessions of a traitor, 

when Reynolds was executed in May 1535 for refusing to take the Oath of 

Supremacy.   

 

It might also be that the Library and with it Reynolds’ books were destroyed or 

shipped abroad. As early as 1549 John Bale, Catholic monk turned Protestant 

advocate, gives a summary as to the fate of monastic libraries. He had tried 

unsuccessfully, with the antiquarian John Leland, to convince Henry VIII to set up a 

national library of sorts from the spoils of the monasteries. Instead, as Bale dolefully 

records 

 

‘A great number of them which purchased those superstitious mansions (i.e. the new 

owners of the monasteries) reserved of those library books, some to serve their jakes 

(as toilet paper), some to scour their candlesticks, and some to rub their boots. Some 

they sold to the grocers and soap sellers and some they sent over the sea to the 

bookbinders not in small numbers but at times whole ships’ full, to the wonder of 

foreign nations.….Our posterity may well curse these wicked facts.’ 143 

 

 

John Adams  

Syon Abbey Research Associates. 

May 2020 

 
140 See: https://libguides.exeter.ac.uk/c.php?g=656130&p=4734942   

141 See also Gillespie (2000 and 2011) and Powell (2010 and 2017). 

 
142 See Gillespie (2010) p.585. 

 
143 Bale’s Preface to John Leland: The laboryouse journey [and] serche of Johan Leylande, for 

Englandes antiquitees. [London: Printed by S. Mierdman for John Bale, 1549]. STC 15445. 

https://libguides.exeter.ac.uk/c.php?g=656130&p=4734942
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Appendix I  

     Introduction: The Syon Inventory (TNA LR2/112). 

 

TNA LR2/112 is an enigmatic document. It is clearly a working draft. In this respect 

it resembles the draft inventory of St Mary Spital (TNA E117/11/57). The St Mary 

Spital draft, however, was written up later as a fair copy (TNA E117/12/29). The 

latter was intended to be bound with the Syon Inventory, and may well have been at 

one stage. It has Syon crossed through on its front cover, as though someone had 

both inventories to hand and had initially mistaken one for the other. Further, the 

Syon Inventory (TNA LR2/112 ) has on its first folio the word ‘Inventories’ bracketed 

with three houses, Syon, St Mary Spital and St Bartholomew the Great.  Webb 

(1921)144, however, records that there is no inventory concerning St Bartholomew’s 

preserved among the augmentation papers at the Record Office.  A list of pension 

payments does survive for the St Bartholomew’s brothers145, and this has been 

signed by William Petre, Thomas Mildemayne and Thomas Spilman, all of whom 

were Commissioners at Syon. The question remains whether a fair copy was ever 

made of TNA LR2/112. It was quite possible the Commissioners were so rushed it 

was never done. There are many omissions from the Inventory, those of the 

library/ies, lead and bells being the most notable. Close scrutiny of the Inventory 

shows it comprises four lists, which in the accompanying Financial Summary and 

Notes have been identified as Lists A – D. 

 

The Pensions List (List B) 

List B (folios 11r.–15r.) is headed the Book of Pensions. It shows the pensions proposed 

to be paid to the brothers and sisters, both religious and lay. This list appears to have 

been written in great haste. The individual sums are clear, but there are several 

marginal notes with small financial calculations which are not understood. Also the 

components of sums shown as sub-totals or totals are un recognisable. The writing 

on folio 13v. deteriorates to the point of being illegible. It is assumed that several of 

these calculations and financial notes relate to initial payments made to the religious 

before their regular pension payments commenced.  There are some interesting 

features in this list. Folio 13r. lists 10 sisters with ‘Obstinate’ bracketed against their 

names. These names have been scored through as though the sisters later changed 

 
144 E A Webb, 'The suppression', in The Records of St. Bartholomew's Priory and St. Bartholomew 

the Great, West Smithfield: Volume 1 (Oxford, 1921), pp. 253-261. British History Online 

http://www.british-history.ac.uk/st-barts-records/vol1/pp253-261 [accessed 24 March 2019] 

145 Ibid. 
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their minds. They are included on folio 12v. in the list of pensioners and some have 

been squeezed in between the lines. There is one exception. Zuzanne Purfray’s name 

(also written as ‘Susan Purfree’ on folio 15r.) has been scored through, but is missing 

from folio 12v.  Some sisters have the marginal note ‘Lady Abbess’ beside them, and 

it seems these are sisters who moved with Agnes Jordan to Denham. Also shown are 

eight ‘religious men’, four lay sisters (folio 13r.), four ‘prest being callid deacons’ and 

five lay brothers (folio 13v.).  

 

The Commissioners’ Tour (List C) 

This list was apparently the first to be compiled. It is not certain how the inventory 

proceeded, but it is assumed it took place in the order in which the locations 

appear146. If this is so, first visited were the vestry, ladies’ choir, parlour and treasury, 

that is the ‘religious’ areas, where vestments and other artefacts are valued at 

£38.2s.0d. (folios 16r.-20r.).  But there are items at the start of the list (in folios 16r.–

17v.) which show no value (except enigmatically, a cope of blue bawdken sold to 

mistress g... for 40s. and squeezed between the lines on folio 16r., lines 7 & 8 but 

omitted from any total). Nor is any purchaser or destination given for these items 

except for three copes and a deacon and sub-deacon reserved for the King. This 

absence is telling since these items comprise rich fabrics and valuable artefacts. They 

simply disappear from the inventory and do not make their way into any later 

summary derived from TNA LR2/112. The gold and silver plate does not appear in 

List C either, but that is recorded carefully and separately by weight (and not value) 

in folios 2r. and 2v. Then folios 18r.–20r. continue to value the other vestments, 

fabrics and valuable religious artefacts generally naming the buyers.  

 

They next rooms visited were the chambers of Master Morice, Master Mynne and the 

Steward (folios 20v.–21v.), where the contents are valued at £4.1s.4d. It is known 

these were sold to, or on behalf of, their respective occupants because the fair copy of 

these rooms on folios 5r. and 5v. has margin notes to that effect (in Latin and not 

entirely decipherable: the names of Morice and Mynne are clear, but that of the 

Steward is not). The Treasurer’s funds are also identified on folio 22r. at £64.12s.2d. 

although the specific location is not identified. These four places produced a total 

value of £68.13s.6d. 

 

 
146 There is some evidence that one or more of the Commissioners started the visit at the Bakehouse 

(folio 28r.) as indicated by a deleted heading at the top of that folio. There may have been two 

people at work at the same time starting at different locations. This is supported by the 

handwritings of folios 16r. and 28r. being different. 
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Next the ‘working’ areas as well as the residential rooms such as the King’s chamber 

were visited (folios 28r.–31r.).  These contents are marked down to John Gates, who 

is identified as the purchaser by the numerous marginal notes. There are frequent 

exceptions. Some items are ‘reserved for the King’s use’ and are unvalued. Others 

are simply marked ‘Rez’ and unvalued, or with their values deleted. Some folios are 

quite neatly written, but others are very scrappy with many alterations and 

deletions. The total of these seven folios is £73.17s.6d. 

 

The grand total of folios 16r.–31r. described above comes to £180.13s.0d. (£175,000 at 

current values). This has been called List C. 

 

The John Gates Rooms (List D)  

Next, perhaps as a separate aide memoire, a fair copy of those items for John Gates 

shown in the locations in folios 28r.-31r. was drawn up at the end of the document, 

in folios 33r.–34v. ‘Fair copy’  is a relative term since there are at least two hands at 

work in its compilation. But of all four lists, this is the clearest. It shows the twenty-

three different locations that Gates, as the appointed King’s Keeper of Syon, 

intended to maintain in an habitable state. The rooms and items Gates required seem 

to have been put together at an early stage, just after the initial listing of the 

inventory described in the Commissioners’ Tour above (List C). His acquisitions 

were valued at £73.14s.2d (£71,000 in current terms) which Gates was expected to 

pay. (The difference of 3s.4d. from the £73.17s.6d. above in List C is due to confusion 

over a ‘lampe of latten’ included in the Chandlery in the Ladies’ Quarter on folio 

31r., line 10, List C but omitted in the Gates List D). There is a note on folio 10r. that 

Gates paid £20 to the Receiver and owed £38.1s.6d. more, but it is not clear what 

these amounts represent. Neither is it clear whether Gates ultimately benefitted from 

any of the reductions in value shown in List A. 

 

The Final Draft (List A) 

At a final stage an overall ‘fair copy’ was compiled (folios 1r.–7r.), which has been 

termed List A. It is organised differently from the Commissioners’ Tour in List C, 

apparently by deemed importance of the items and rooms. Cash, gold and silver 

plate, and church vestments, fabrics and furnishings start the list. These are followed 

by the King’s Chamber and then rooms and locations in descending order of 

importance. But it does look more like an intermediate draft. It starts with a neat, 

legible script that contains the preamble on folio 1r. ‘Plate’ (gold and silver), ‘Ready 

Money’ and ‘Ornaments’, (vestments and church furniture) follow on folios 2r.– 4r. 

The script then changes to a more cursive style, although still neat and legible as it 

lists the ‘Implements’ (furnishings and furniture) at the other locations on folios 4xr.-
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7r. Folio 7r reverts to the same hand as folios 2r.–4r. and also bears the signatures of 

Thomas Pope, William Petre and Francis Cave. The following folio 7v., in a third 

hand and in Latin, shows a formal summary of the proceeds from the previous 

folios. It does this accurately for the gold and silver items shown on folios 2r. and 

2v., but has no figures for the Ornaments and Implements.  

 

Although List A repeats the locations and contents of list C there are differences. It 

has frequent margin notes, deletions and alterations to entries and amounts. It does 

not include the List C  ‘Vestrey Stuffe’ and items from the Ladies’ Choir, the Parlour 

and the Treasury, which are unvalued in folios 16r.-17v. Throughout the rest of List 

C other items unvalued or marked as ‘reserved’ are omitted from List A. In List C 

there are insertions above the line which are included as regular text in list A. Words 

scored through in List C are omitted in List A. For example, in list C folio 19v., line 4 

‘& formes in the ladyes Quyre’ has been dropped from list A, folio 3v., line 13 where 

the value remains unchanged. In several cases list A shows values originally copied 

from list C, but then scored through and lower amounts substituted, perhaps as a 

result of some last minute haggling on the part of the purchasers. The result of these 

write-downs is a reduction of £11.7s.8d.in the value of the sale items in list C from 

£180.13s.0d. to £169.5s.4d. (£163,000 at current values) in List A. Presumably John 

Gates benefitted ultimately from the reduction in values for the items he acquired, 

but this is not made clear.    

 

TNA E117/11/58 

In overall terms List A, comprising ‘Ready Money, Gold, Silver, Ornaments and 

Implements’, is carried forward accurately to TNA E117/11/58, the document 

summarising values for Syon, St Mary Spital and St Albans. There is one exception 

in that Ornaments in the Syon Inventory amount to £41.7s.0d. but are reflected in the 

combined summary in TNA E117/11/58 as £38.7s.0d.147 This latter document also 

shows debts due to Syon of £620.00, and an estimated 178 fodders of lead and 6 bells 

weighing 3,000lbs., none of which appear in the Syon Inventory. From the nature of 

TNA LR2/112 and its chaotic structure it appears the Commissioners had no interest 

at arriving at an overall total for the value of Syon. The impression is given that they 

were only interested in disposing of the Abbey’s goods and collecting the proceeds. 

 

Handwriting 

This varies enormously from the neat, legible script of the opening folios to the 

scrawl, at times illegible, of the ‘Book of Pensions’. It is possible to detect eight 

 
147 See Appendix II, footnote 1 for a possible explanation for this difference. 
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different styles of handwriting, although there are probably fewer hands at work, 

depending on how rapidly or formally the text was being written. This variety is not 

surprising considering the extent to which document has been worked on, copied 

and amended. Folio 7r has the signatures of three of the Commissioners, but it has 

not been possible to tie these with certainty to any of the script. 

 

Marginalia 

The margins are used frequently for notes and comments. Most of these are self-

explanatory. For instance ‘Gates’ is bracketed frequently besides items to show items 

allocated to him. ‘Reserved for the King’ also occurs. ‘Rez’ for ‘reserved’ appears, 

although it is usually against items that remain unvalued and where no purchaser is 

disclosed. Such an instance is found in List C in the kitchen on folio 29r, line 16 

where ‘iiij Morters ix pestelles’ are recorded. An original value has been heavily 

scored through and an insertion above the line reads ’fyxyd in the grownd’. In List A 

on folio 5v, lines 28 and 29 the neat but unvalued description reads  ‘iiij morters 

fyxyd in the grownd and ix pestles’. ‘Rez’ is a marginal comment at both locations. 

The kitchen went to Gates but the mortars and pestles are not listed there, so 

presumably they were removed. A few brief comments are so abbreviated or 

scrawled as to be illegible. There are other marks that are unexplained. Occasionally 

there is one that occurs before totals, but that may just be a financial signifier. There 

is another which resembles a modern lower case ‘w’ that is used seemingly 

randomly in the margin on some folios, but its purpose is unknown.  

 

Audit Marks and Arithmetic 

There is evidence of audit marks throughout the document. These are generally of 

two types. An abbreviated form of ‘probatur’ is most evident in list A and frequently 

occurs next to sub-totals and page totals. This clearly indicates that the numbers 

have been verified. Later in the document a shortened form of ‘examinatus’ appears, 

and this appears most often beside a location name. For instance, in folios 33r - 34v 

listing the rooms and furniture acquired by John Gates, it occurs twenty two times as 

though agreeing that a particular room, or single item when added later, should be 

allocated to him. These marks show the arithmetic of the document has been 

checked. There are occasional errors, but these can usually be attributed to items that 

have been changed and the revised values not incorporated into the sub-totals or 

page totals. Overall, considering the numbers were hand written, were in Roman 

numerals without zero positioning and were expressed in pounds, shillings and 

pence, the document shows remarkable financial accuracy.                     

Stuart Forbes. 
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Appendix II 

 

Transcription of the Syon Abbey Commissioners’ Inventory 

of 28 November 1539 (TNA LR2/212). 
 

 

Transcription by Stuart Forbes and John Adams, 

Members, Syon Abbey Research Associates.  

 

 

With the Assistance of:  

 

M. Teresa Tavormina,  

Professor of English Emerita,  

Michigan State University. 
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 1r 

 

Line  

1 K  [This is a pencilled reference letter, but its meaning and the reason for 

its positioning are unclear.] 

  

  

     The Inventorye              

         off Sion monastery                  Middell[sex] 

  

 [In a neat and formal hand.] 

  

 Syon 

 [In a neat but lighter cursive script.] 

  

  

5                           Syon 

 Inventorys        Seynt Bartylmes [St Bartholomew the Great, London] 

                           Seynt Mary Spitell  [London]  

  

  

  

7 lxvii li j s 

 [Amount written at the centre bottom of the page. The sum is not recognised 

from elsewhere.] 
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TNA LR 2/112  Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 1v 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[There is a faint but clear watermark in the middle of the page  

consisting of a flat hand with fingers together, and a five-pointed star  

above the middle finger joined to it by a short line.] 
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TNA LR 2/112  Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 2r 

 

Line  

1  An Inventory taken the [omitted] Daye of…[1] 

    the xxxjth yere [2] of the Reigne of our……  

    Lorde kynge Henry the viiith by Tho[mas] … 

    Esquyre William Petre [3] and Frannc[is] [Cave?] [4]… 

5    Doctors  of the Lawes John Morice Tho[mas] 

 The late   Myldemayne and Thomas Spillman t[he] 

   monastery of   Kyngis Commissioners ther of alle the re[dye]   

   Sion within the    money plate ornamentes Goodes and 

   countie of   Catallis [chattels] founde and Remaynynge at the 

10   myddlesex   said late Monastery at the Dissolucion 

    of the same As herafter shalbe 

    more at large conteynied and specified 

    That is to saye 

 deliveredde to       

thandis of 

       Redye money  

15   the Receyver to 

  the kinges use 

Founde in the Treasoresse hand  lxiiij li xij s ij d 

  Plate  

 Golde  id. Item a smalle pyxe for the 

Sacrement of gold posz [5] 

iiij soz iij 

quarters 

Posz: pondus (i.e. weight) in ounces – most likely Troy ounces. 

 

20 

 Item v Chalices of Sylver with ther 

(theur?) patentes gilte posz [5] 

 

cxxiiij soz 

 Gylte id. Item iiij Candlestikes of Sylver 

gilte for an alter posz 

 

cccxxxij soz 

23         Summa of the plate gilte   cccclvj soz 

 

Notes: 

1. The top right hand part of the manuscript is missing. 

 

2. The date, omitted here, is 28 November 1539– see folio 28r, lines 1-2.  The 

month is missing, lost at the margin of the page.  The ‘31st year of Henry 

VIII’ would date the document to between 22 April 1539 and 21 April 

1540  
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3. For William Petre see 

http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1509-

1558/member/petre-william-15056-72 

 

4. For Francis Cave see 

https://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1509-

1558/member/cave-francis-1502-83 

 

5. Posz: i.e  ‘pos’ for pondus, Latin for ‘weight’. The weights are in ounces 

(most probably the heavier Troy oz.). The sum of the gilt tallies. 

 

6. The script is formal and neat.    

  

http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1509-1558/member/petre-william-15056-72
http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1509-1558/member/petre-william-15056-72
https://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1509-1558/member/cave-francis-1502-83
https://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1509-1558/member/cave-francis-1502-83
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TNA LR 2/112  Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 2v 

 

Line  Amount 

1[1]   id      Item two Sensors [thuribles] of sylver parcell gilte  

                    posz        iiijxxx soz 

 Item the garnisshinge of ij hedis of sylver  

  id               white posz      lxxvij soz 

5 [2]                  Item a case of Sylver for the sacrement  

                  white posz      xxti soz 

  id Summa of the plate white iiijxxxvij oz 

  

Ornamentes 

 

                                   Item [vestments for] a priste deacon and     

subdeacon of 

 

 

10 [Re]servydde for            blewe Tissue with a cope to the same [unvalued] 

   the kynge id                  Item ij copes of olde cloth of golde                        

                                          very olde [unvalued] 

 Item solde to humfrey Busor a cope of   

   olde redde velvette a prist deacon and         

15   Subdeacon of olde blewe velvette for    cvj s viij d 

 Item solde to [blank space] Edgarre twooe   

17   alter clothes of olde blewe velvett imbroderid   xxvj s viij d 

 

Notes: 

1. The top left of the document is missing together with some the text to the left 

of the first three items. The missing text at line 1 would read ‘parcell gilte’. 

 

2. The missing text at lines 3-6 would read ‘white’ [silver]. 

 

3. The script is formal and neat. 
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 TNA LR 2/112  Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 3r 

 

Line  Amount 

1 Item solde to master kitson vj alter  

   clothes of the same sorte     lx s 

 Item ij alter clothes of rede velvete  

   damaske with ij curteyns of Sarcement  

Sarcement: perhaps Sarcenet; a fine, soft fabric, often of silk, made in plain 

or twill weave and used especially for linings. 

5   solde to master Sulyarde and george  

   webbe for        xx s 

 Item solde to Thomas Broke ij fote  

   Clothes iij deske clothes of satten of  

   briges and iij olde cusshins for  
   

xxiij s iiij d 

[‘Briges’: satin mixture of linen and silk originally from Bruges.] 

10 Item an upper Frunte for an alter  

   of olde rede velvette solde to Sir Thomas  

   Kytson for       x s 

 Item solde to mistress windesore a single   

Margaret Windsor, who was prioress at the dissolution, and the sister of 

Andrew, first Lord Windsor. See also Folio 3v, line 5, below and p. 

   vestement for x s 

15 Item solde to mistress Bromefelde iij alter  

   clothes of damaske for    xl s 

 Item iiij bocaram curtens    x s 

 Item an alter clothe of olde blewe  

   damaske ymbroderyd with Ihus  [Jesus] sold  

20   to master Bowester for    xxiij s iiij d 

 Item a priste deacon and subdeacon  

   of olde redde velvett solde to master    

   Bramscon for      iiij li 

 Item solde to master mynne [1] ij alter clothes  

25   of damaske for     xxvj s viij d 

 Item solde to master Spylman one  

   alter clothe of the same sorte for    xiij s iiij d 

 Item solde to master Gates ij alter  
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   clothes of blewe velvet and an alter  

30   cloth of blewe damaske for     xxx s 

 

 

 

Notes: 

1. Master Mynne had a Chaumbre at Syon – see folio 5r, line 21. He was 

apparently Nicholas (as per folio 4r, line 27 & folio 20r, line 6).  Mynne, a 

government auditor, is mentioned in the Oxford DNB entry for Robert Blagge 

(d.1522).  See: 
http://www.oxforddnb.com/search?btog=chap&f_0=personalName&q_0=Nicholas+Mynne   

 

2. See also Richardson 1961 p.147-8.  However, a John Mynne was Auditor of 

Works from 1516 until 1542. He was perhaps assisted by his brother Nicholas.   

 

  

http://www.oxforddnb.com/search?btog=chap&f_0=personalName&q_0=Nicholas+Mynne
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TNA LR 2/112  Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 3v 

 

Line  Amount 

1 Item solde to the saide master Gates [1] a  

   Foteclothe for xx s 

 Item solde to Doctor Cave ij alter  

   clothes of blewe damaske for xiij s iiij d 

5 Item solde to master Windesore and  

  Xristofer [Christopher] Campyon vj aulter clothes    

   at x s the pere the hole [the pair together] lx s 

[Windesore is probably Lord Windsor, whose sister was Prioress. See Commentary] 
 

 Item a Fronte of old blewe velvet  

   with the lynnen and candelstikes for xxiij s iiij d 

[‘Fronte’ presumably an ‘altar frontal’ – ‘a hanging or panel, often decorative, covering 

the front face of the altar’ OED.  See also folio 16r, lines 14 and 15 where they are 

distinguished as ‘upper’ and ‘under’. The exact meaning of this distinction is unclear.] 
 

10 Item solde vj curtens of bocaram for iiij s 

 Item to Bromley for Curtens of  

   bocaram with the curtens of the  

   aulter for  iij s iiij d 

[Possibly William Bromley MP who had a sister, Margaret, at Syon (not listed here in 

the pensions). See Commentary.]  
 

 Item solde to master Spilman ij  

15   aulter hangings of Tissue for xxvj s viij d 

 Item to master mynne a grene  

   clothe and ij cusshyns for iij s iiij d 

 Item sold to anthonye Dundrige iiij  

   vestementes of diverse sortes for xx s 

20 Item for a vestement iiij s viij d 

 Item sold to Sir Thomas Kytson a vestment  

   Deacon and subdeacon of Redde baudekyn lx s 

[Redde baudekyn: a rich brocade. OED.] 
 

 Summa  xxxv li xviij s viij d [2]  

  

 

 

 

 Necessaries in the Churche  
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25 Item ij longe settels and iij Formes [solde  

26   to Biggis for xv s 

 

Notes: 

1. This follows on from the final entry on folio 3r referring to Master Gates. 

 

2. This total is correct and is for the items listed on folios 2v-3v. 
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TNA LR 2/112  Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 4r 

 

Line  Amount 

1 Item solde to John Alen one of the                                      

   Chapell a settell for v s 

 Item certen frons for curtens sold iiij s viii d 

[Frons: see folio 3v, line 8.] 

 Item solde to welbek ij Formes for   viij d 

[Formes: benches. See folio 3v, line 25.] 

5 Item solde to Alen two gilt bordes xx d 

 Item solde to plankeney iiij settels of  

   of wayneskotte and curtens of old bocaram xv s 

 Item solde to Broke iij Cusshens of  

   Tapestrey for ij s viij d 

10 Item solde to Robert Owen twooe  

   Candelstikes and a lampe of latten xiij s iiij d 

[Latten: a type of brass. See folio 7r, line 4.] 

 Item to John Fulmer [3] for twooe lytle  

   Candelstikes of Latten [as above.] viij d. 

 Item to the same John a lady letle  

15   cofer in the ladyes Quyre for  xij d 

 Item to welbek for vij letle Candelstikes ij s iiij d 

 Item solde to John Elyotte two payer  

   of latten [brass] candelstikes for  xiijs iiij d 

 Item to John Fulmer a coberd and   

20   two Fotepaces for   [meaning unclear. Not in 

MED] 

xx d 

 Item to William Lawrence for viij  

   Formes stoles [stools] and lecturnes and one  

   candelstik of woode for xvj d 

[Formes: see folio 3v, line 25.] 

 Item solde to Alen of the Chapell  

25   ij paynted tables one of the crucifix  

   the other of Our Ladye for  xx s 

 Item solde to Nicholas myn a bord of wainskot v s 
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 Item to Thomas wood a yoned cofer for  v s 

[Yoned: a variant of ‘joined’. A ‘joined coffer’ is apparently a standard term, though not 

in the OED.  

29 Summa cviij s iiij d [1]  

 

Notes: 

1. When the xv s from folio 3v. is included, the above total is correct. 

 

2. The script is a neat, formal hand. 

 

3. A ‘John Fulmer’ received ‘a grant of the late abbot of Bisham’ in 1542, 

reason unstated, from the Court of Augmentations. Perhaps a (not 

uncommon)  payment to delay Bisham Priory’s suppression.  He may also 

have been a Yeoman of the King’s Household of the same name.  

       https://www.british-history.ac.uk/letters-papers-hen8/vol16/pp350-365  

 

 

TNA LR 2/112  Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 4v 

 

 

 

 

 

 [This page is blank.] 

 

 

 

 

https://www.british-history.ac.uk/letters-papers-hen8/vol16/pp350-365
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TNA LR 2/112  Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 4xr [1] 

 

Line  Amount 

1 In the kinges Chaumbre 

 

 

 A gret bedsted and a tryndle bedd ij s viij d 

 Item certen frons for curtens sold iiij s viii d 
 

 Item a fetherbed withe a bolster ^solde to ...Gates? [2] ^    iiij li xl s 
 

5 Item a paire of fustyan blankettes iij s iiij d  
 

 Item a paire of Shetes ij s viij d 
 

 Item a nolde [an old] kevering lynyd with  Canves vj s viij d 
 

 Item the Celer Tester and Doble 
 

 

   valance with Curtens of Dorneke v s 

[Celer Tester: ‘a canopy over a bed, supported on the posts of the  bedstead or suspended 

from the ceiling; formerly (esp. in phrase  tester and celure), the vertical part at the head 

of the bed which ascends to and sometimes supports the canopy, or (as some think)  the 

wooden or metal framework supporting the canopy and curtains.’  OED.] 

[Valance: ‘a border of drapery hanging round the canopy of a bed; in later use, a short 

curtain around the frame of a bedstead, etc., serving to screen the space underneath.’ 

OED. (Probably the first meaning here.)] 

[Dorneke: this spelling is evidenced in the OED in 1514 – ‘applied to certain fabrics 

originally manufactured in Tournai, and to their imitations… a silk, worsted, woollen, 

or partly woollen fabric, used for hangings, carpets, vestments, etc. Now Tournai 

(Doornik) in Belgium, earlier known as Dornick in English.]  
 

10 Item the hanginges of Blew saye  

   olde at 
 

viij d 

[Saye: a light, twilled woollen fabric resembling serge, used for aprons, bedding, 

curtains, etc., and (from the 17th cent.) commonly green in colour. OED. ] 
 

 Item a table a paire of Trestles  

   iiij formes one Chayre with a quissen [cushion]  

   and one Cubbord standing v s 

15 Summa v li vj s   lxvj s [3]  

 In the Inner Chaumbre  

 Furst a bedsted standing and a    

   tryndle bed at ij s 
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 Item a matres a fetherbed a bolster  

20   iij Schetes ij keveringes one Cubbord    

   with the tester and hanginges    

   payntyd 
 

xv s 

 Summa xvij s  

   

 In the Chamber nexte to the kinges  

25 A standing bedd a tryndle bedd     

   a fetherbed a bolster a payre of  

   blancketes a paire of Schetes a    

   cubbord with a kevering  and  

   a tester at 
 

   xvj s viij d   

30 Summa pagine   iiij li xix s viij d [4, 7] 

 

 

Notes: 

1. The folio between folios 4 & 5 is not numbered in the original so a folio 

number has been created.  

 

2. ‘solde to ...’ (perhaps to Gates in view of the margin note – see 5 below). The 

original value (£4-0s-0d) has been heavily scored out and the amount          

(£2-0s-0d) added in lighter ink by a different hand. The two items are shown 

on fo. 34, line 11 listed with the items sold to John Gates, but with a value of 

£4-0s-0d.  

 

3. An original sum of £5-6s-0d has been heavily scored out and replaced with 

£3-6s-0d reflecting the changed value in line 3.   

 

4. Alterations and the page total are in a different hand. All totals are correct. 

 

5. In the left margin a bracket encompasses all items with the note ‘sold to John 

Gates’.  

 

6. An indecipherable word, probably ‘Gates’, is at the top left of the folio. 

 

7. The writing changes on this folio to a more cursive, looser, script. It is, 

however, consistently legible. The marginal annotations (note 5 above), 

alterations and page total are in the same hand as folios 2r – 4r. 
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TNA LR 2/112  Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 4xv [1]. 

Line  Amount 

1 In the Lyon Chaumbre [2]  

 A standing bed a matris a fetherbed  

   tow bolsters a paire of Blanketes  

   a paire of shetes a keverled  with  

5   hanginges payntyd xiij s iiij d 

[Keverled: A coverlet. There are many variants to ‘coverlet’ and  

  ‘coverlid’ in the OED.  Lines 2-5, are scored through with a double X.] 

 

 In the parler over in the womans  

 Chaumbre  

 Tow Tables wherof one foldyd  

   with formes to the same a Cub  

10   bord hanginges payntyd with  

   Images vi s viij d 

[Formes: see folio 3v, line 25.] 

 

 In my lady Kingstons Chaumbre 
 

 

 A standing bedsted a tryndle bed at 
 

ij s 

 Tow fetherbeddes and tow bolsters at    xxvj s   viij d 
 

15 Item one Blankett vj d 

 Tow keveringes at vj s viij d 

[Keveringes: see folio 4xv, line 4.] 

 Item one Cubbord with a carpit ij s 

 The spervers of Canves and   

   hangings of olde saye at  vj s viij d 

[Saye: a green material. See folio 4xr, line 10.] 

20 Summa lvij s x d  

[This amount includes the xiij s iiij d deleted in line 5.] 

 The hawle felyd [filled] a bowte with 
 

 

   weynescott  playn  iij Screnes  

rez   annexcid to the same ij tables ij  

   formes and ij benchis a grene   

25   paynted table iij Trestles a  

   yeonyd forme  a standing cubbord [unvalued] 
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[Yeonyd: joined – as at folio 4r, line 28. 

  Forme: see folio 3v, line 25.] 
 

 

 In the Bowtry  

 iij Saultes of pewter x d 

[Folio 29r, line 30 records ‘v saltes’at x d.] 

 ij Schestes and a table ij s viij d 

[Schestes: chests. See folio 29r, line 31.] 

30 a bynne and a almery thereunto  

rez   annexid.    [rez: probably reservatus – reserved. The 

reason is unclear.] 

[unvalued] 

 Summa  iij s vj d  

33 Summa pagine  liiij s viij d [3]  

 

Notes: 

1. The folio between folios 4 & 5 is not numbered in the original so a folio 

number has been created.  

 

2. ‘5 Jan. 1558: Grant to Katherine, abbess of the monastery of St. Saviour and SS. 

Mary Virgin and Bridget of Syon, …. A tenement or hospice called  le lyon.’    

Calendar of Patent Rolls: 

https://dcms.lds.org/delivery/DeliveryManagerServlet?dps_pid=IE47231 

 

3. The page total is correct, omitting the item scored through in line 5. 

 

  

 

 

 

  

https://dcms.lds.org/delivery/DeliveryManagerServlet?dps_pid=IE47231
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TNA LR 2/112  Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 5r 
 

Line  Amount 

1 In the buttlers Chaumbre  

 xj table Clothes whereof one dioper  x s 

[Dioper: diaper – a linen fabric woven with a small and simple pattern. OED. 

  On folio 34r, line 2 shown as ‘dyaper.] 

 iij towelles and iij Cubborde clothes 
 

ij s 

 vij Rowlers  x d 

[This seems to fit with Towels above.  OED has a definition of “roller”from 1434 

as a wooden rod around which towels and similar things are hung or looped.] 

 

5 v paire of Shetes vj s viijd 

 A bedsted a fetherbed a matres  

   and a kevering vj s viij d 

[Kevering: see folio 4xv, line 4.] 

 Summa  xxvj s ij d  

[In the left margin bracketing lines 1-7: ‘Sold to John Gates’] 

 

 In Master Morice Chaumbre  

10 The hangings of steynd clothe  

   with a tester of the same v s 

[Tester: see folio 4xr, line 8.] 

 a fetherbed a bolster a matres  

    a pare of Blanketes a keverled  

    of olde Imagery and a pillow 
 

xvj s viij d 

[Keverled: see folio 4xv, line 4.] 

15 Item a table and a pare of  

    trestles viij d 

 Item a lytle hoister borde   xx d 

[Hoister borde: oyster board a mediaeval term for a table used for opening and 

preparing oysters. (OED). Oysters were a common food, rather than a delicacy, 

and ranked as fish as opposed to meat, for fasting purposes.]  

 a matres a keverled a pare  

   of Shetes a pare of blanketes vj s viij d 

[In the left margin bracketing lines 10-19: ‘Sold to Master Morice’] 

20 Summa  [xx]x s viij d [1]  
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 Master Mynnes Chaumbre  

 The hanginges of Steynyd clothe viij d 

 The Tester of the bedd with  

   the Curtens of Stenyd canves xij d 

[Tester: see folio 4xr, line 8.] 

25 Item ij fetherbeddes ij bolsters ij  

   pilloes iij blanketes iij payre of  

   Shetes ij koverledes  xx s 

 Tow setlys iij formes a nolde  [an old]  

   Cubborde a table a paire of   

30   trestles xij d 

[Formes: see folio 3v, line 25.] 

 A fyer forke and a fyer Schovell viij d 

 Summa    xxiij s iiij d  

[In the left margin bracketing lines 22-31: ‘Sold ... pro manus Johannes Mynne’] 

 33 Summa pagine    lx s ij d [1]  

 

Note: 

 

1   The page total (£3-0s-2d) is understated by £1-0s-0d probably because the 

total for Master Morice’s chamber has been smudged and xx s missed.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
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                   TNA LR 2/112  Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 5v 

 

Line  Amount 

1  The Stewardes Chaumbre  

 The hanginges of old grene saye  
 

iij s iiij d 

 ij fetherbeddes ij bolsters a matres &  

   a pillo [pillow] a pare of Shetes a keveri[n]g  

5   of verder the Tester and curtens  

   of dornekes xxiij s iiij d 
 

[verder: verdure - a rich tapestry ornamented with representations of trees or other 

vegetation. OED.] 

[Dornekes - applied to certain fabrics originally manufactured in Tournai (Doornik), and 

to their imitations or substitutes; a silk, worsted, woollen, or partly woollen fabric, used 

for hangings, carpets, vestments, etc. OED.] See also Folio 21v 

 

 A nolde [an old] Cubbord and tow [two] formes  viij d 

 Summa  xxvij s iiij d  

 

 The kychyn  

10 xiiij pannes of brasse                                                        xlv s 
 

xxxv s 

 iij gret brasse pottes                                                  xxij s vj d 
 

xv s 

 A Chafer and a colender 
 

iij s iiij d 

 ij Scomers and ij potlydes brasse 
 

xij d 

 A pare of doble Rackes                                                       xl s 
 

xxij s vj d 

15 iij Dripping pannes and iij friing  

   Pannes 
 

ix s 

 iij brasse pottes 
 

vj s viij d 

 A pare of going Rackes    vj s viij d 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  iiij gyrde Irons                                                                  x s      vj s viij d 
 

20 A long trevet with viij fytte [feet]                         xiij s iv d vj s 
 

 ij smale tryvettes iij s iiij d 

 xv gret Spittes                                             iij li vj s viij d     liij s ij d 
 

 ix smale spittes ix s 
 

 iiij watering fattes  [vats] vj s viij d 
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25 iiij flasketes viij d 
 

[flasket: a container, such as a case, a jar, a flask. Michigan MED] 
 

 A bred grate [Bread grater. OED.] vj d 
 

 rez ij boyling panes                                                           xx s xv s 
 

rez iiij morters fyxyd in the grownd  

   and ix pestelles [unvalued] 
 

30 ij paire of Mustarde quernes ij s 

[Quernes: ‘A simple, typically hand-operated, device for grinding 

corn, etc., consisting of two stones, the upper of which is rotated 

or rubbed on the lower. Also, a small hand-mill for grinding pepper, 

mustard, etc.’ OED.] 
 

[Sestron: a cistern. OED. Perhaps of four gallons.] 

 

  Summa xiij li vj s  iiij d x li iij s [1] 

33 Summa pagine xi li x s iiij d [2]  

 

Notes: 

 

1. This sub-total of £10-3s-0d is 10d overstated, but with several changed 

amounts, an error is not surprising. When, however, the original unreduced 

values are summated they add up to the deleted total of £13-6s-4d. 

 

2. This page total of £11 10s 4d is the sum of the two sub-totals (Steward’s Chamber 

and the incorrect one for the kitchen). 
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TNA LR 2/112  Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 6r 
 

Line  Amount 

1 In the bake house  

 ij mulding bordes with trestles iiij s 

 one mulding Table vj d 

[Mulding bordes: a board or table on which dough or paste is kneaded  and shaped. Now 

chiefly U.S. and  Eng. regional. See moulding board, OED, which does not have 

‘mulding’.] 
 

 ij kneding troyghes vj s 

5 A pele ij d 

[Baking peel n. 1562 OED. A peel is a shovel-like tool used by bakers to slide loaves of 

bread, pizzas, pastries, and other baked goods into and out of an oven….] 
 

 Summa x s viij d  

[In the left margin bracketing lines 2-5: ‘gates’.]  

 

 In the brewhose  

 one lede of Corn  [meaning unclear – load of corn ?] 
 

viij li 

 one keler [Keler: A vessel for cooling liquids (OED), although 

the OED does not show this particular spelling variant] 
 

xx s 

10 one myshefatt [mixing vat] 
 

x s 

 iiij yelde fattes [vats] with a taberde  [cistern] of  

   Leode [lead] 
 

xxx s 

 xvj standes viij s 

 x kylderkyns  [Kilderkin: A cask for liquids, fish, etc. of a 

definite capacity (half a barrel). By the statute of 1531–2, the 

kilderkin for beer had to contain 18 gallons, that for ale 16 

gallons. OED]. 
 

iij s iiij d 

15 A clensyn Cyve [cleansing sieve] and a clensyn  

   Stole [stool] a funell with iiij geistes [joists] 
 

iij s iiij d 

 A weshing fatt [vat] with a wele baro  [wheelbarrow] ij s 

 a blacke horse [presumably for turning the mill] x s 

 Summa xij li vj s viij d 
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20 The myline house  

 one quarter Mesure ij s 

 one fanne  
 

iiij d 

rez Item a horse myline withe thappurtances  [unvalued] 

 iij quarters of bere Corne x s 

25 xxviij kymnelles  [kimnel a large wooden tub for brewing, 

kneading, and salting meat. MED et al.] 
xviii s viii d 

 Summa xxxj s  

   

 Over the solicyters stable and  

 stewardes loft  

 viij lode of haye                                                            lxiiij s         xlviij s 

   

30  In the haye barne  

 xxxvi lode of haye by estimate                                x li xvj s ix li 

 [In the left margin bracketing lines 7-31: ‘gates’.] 

 

 

32 Summa pagine  xxv li xvj s iiij d  
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TNA LR 2/112  Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 6v 
 

Line  Amount 

1 In the Slaughterhouse  

 ij dd of felles [two dozen skins] one axe and a clever x s 

[Felles: The skin or hide of an animal along with the hair, wool, etc. OED.] 

   

 In the tolo [tallow] channdelers House  

 one furnes panne ij melting pannes  

5   xx stone of Taloo at v d the stone [1] viij s iiij d 

 

 In the woodyarde  

 xvj loode of powle wod [pole wood] at xx d  

   the lode and viij Lode of talwod  

   at ij s the lode xlij s viij d 

[Powle wod: wood from small or immature trees; sapling wood OED 1552] 

[Talwood: firewood, usually cut to a certain size. See OED.] 
 

 

10 In the Cole house  

 ij Bynnes ^of cole^ containing xiiij lode at vj s viij d  

   the lode iiij li xiij s iiij d 

 

 In the store house  

 viij quarters bay salt xxvj s viij d 

15 A hoigshed of vynygar x s 

 A hoigshed of vergeus x s 

[Vergeus: verjuice – the acid juice of sour fruit. OED.] 
 

 iij quarters of hoppes vj s 

 ij bushelles white salte xvj d 

 ij Candle haighes  [chests] [unvalued] 

[howtches, houtches: (chest, coffer OED although not this spelling variant, 

nor with the word ‘candle)),but ‘howtches’ on folio 30v, line 7.] 
 

20 Summa liiij s  
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 Carteware  

 A cart and iiij horse iiij li 

[Cartware: A team of horses. OED 1555] 
 

   

 on the ladys side xxx Lode of            appoyntid to the  

  Talwod at ijs the Lode                  Fermer for Ferme.. 
 

lx s 

[Fermer: A tax farmer – ‘One who undertakes the collection of taxes, revenues, etc., 

paying a fixed sum for the proceeds.’ OED.] 

 

 [Or: A collector of rents or taxes, a bailiff or steward in charge of a town or manor……] 

University of Michigan, MED.  It seems to be used in the latter sense of ‘steward’ in this 

document, referring to John Gates.] 

 

[Ferme: more commonly Farm – ‘A fixed yearly amount (whether in money or in kind) 

payable as rent, tax, or the like’.] 
 

 

25 In the storehouse in the chirchyerde  

rez  xx xij dowres ^of Cane stone^ by estymation [unvalued] 

[Cane Stone: in University of Michigan MED. Caen Stone, a lightish-yellow building-

stone found near Caen in Normandy; it is at first very soft, but hardens on exposure. 

‘Dowres’ is an unknown term. See also folio 31r, lines 3. 4 & 6 where the 

reading is ‘dores’, and note 3 on that folio.] 

 

27 Summa pagine   xiiij li viijs iiij d  

 

Notes: 

1. A note in the left margin reads ‘Rez (reservatus – reserved) the furnes pannes’ 

but the items are valued, unlike line 26 where the Caen stone is not valued. 

2. All the items are bracketed and marked ‘gates’. 

3. All totals are correct. 
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TNA LR 2/112  Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 7r 

 

Line  Amount 

1 In the Chaundry of the Ladies parte  

[Chaundry: ‘the place where candles, etc., were kept in a 

household - Chandlery’ (OED)] 
 

 Item solde to master gates all the  

   waxe ther for [1] xiij s iiij d 

 Item a Lampe of latten solde to the   

5   late Chaundeler of the same office for  iij s iiij d 

[Latten: a mixed metal of yellow colour, either identical with, 

or closely resembling, brass. OED.] 
 

 In the Ladies Cloyster  

 Item twooe Lavytories of ley metall  

rez   and a little Bell [unvalued] 

[Lavytories: ‘Originally: a bowl or other vessel for washing the hands or body. Later: a 

piece of furniture comprising such a bowl, as a washstand, vanity unit, etc.’ OED. Here 

it is more likely the first original sense.]   [Ley metal: type of pewter, known as "lay" or 

"ley" metal, was used for items that were not in contact with food or drink. MED] 

 

 One the masters side  

10 Item solde to master Gates xxxti   

   Lodes of wood for  lx s ‘appoynted to the 

Ferme for the Ferm[er]’ 

 [signed] Thomas pope (1)   

                 Wyllyam petre  

    Francis Cave  

15 Summa pagine xvj s viij d  

  [This is the total (16/8d) of the first two items. 

A note in the left margin reads ‘Gates’.] 

 

 

Note:  

1   It is interesting to note that Thomas Pope signed the accounts at this point for a 

sale of wood. Richardson 1961, p.72 notes that he was Treasurer of the Court of 

Augmentations until 1540, and only then Master of the Woods south of the Trent, 

until 1549. Perhaps Pope already knew of his forthcoming new appointment by 

November 1539 (after Lady Day 1539 (i.e. from 25 March 1540?).  
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 7v 
 

Line      Amount 

1 promptie denarnijo 

(ready cash) 

lxiiij li xij s  ij d[2] 

                                                   Auri  [gold]       iiij oz  

iij quarters[2] 

 [1]Summa Totalis Inventory   Argent deaurate [gilt] cccclvj oz[2] 

     De Syon predicte               Argent parcell   [parcel gilt]                                                            iiijxxx oz[2] 

5     Videlicet in                         Argent purus     [silver] iiijxxxvij oz[2 

                                                  ornamenta[3]                    reservate 

                                                                                  vendite 

 

[unvalued] 

8                                            Implemente [4]  vendite [unvalued] 

   

 

Notes: 

1. This brackets all the items listed. It therefore appears intended to be valuation 

for all the inventory but see notes 3-5. 

 

2. These quantities are carried forward to TNA E117/11/58, a document which 

summarises the inventories of Syon, St Albans and St Mary Spital.  

 

3. ‘Ornamenta’ comprise vestments and church furniture and are listed on folio 

2v, line 9 to folio 4r, where they are valued at £41-7s-0d.  TNA E117/11/58 

includes them as ‘Ornaments’ worth £38-7s-0d. For a discussion of this 

discrepancy see page 159.    

 

4. TNA E117/11/58 records these as ‘Implements’ (i.e. furniture) with a value of 

£64-19s-6d.   

 

5. TNA E117/11/58 also records an estimated 178 fodders of lead and bells,  

weighing 3,000 lbs, valued at £1,012 (c. £5mn. at current prices).            
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   TNA LR 2/112  Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 8r 

 

 

[This page is blank.] 

 

 

TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 8v 

 

[This page is blank.] 

 

 

TNA LR 2/112  Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 9r 

 

 

[This page is blank.] 

 

 dd 

TNA LR 2/112  Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 9v 

 

 

[This page is blank.] 

 

 

TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 10r 

Line  Amount 

1 Due by Master Gates for the goodes of  

    Syon to hym sold over & besydes xx li xxxviij li xviij d 

 

Note: This wording is scrawled at the bottom of an otherwise blank page. The 

amount of £38-1s-6d is not recognised from elsewhere.    
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 10v 

 

 

[This page is blank.] 

 

 

TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 11r 

 

Line  

1 The book of Penciones and 

2 Rewardes of the Religious persones 

  

  

  

  

  

 

Note: 

This is the only entry on this page. 

 

TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 11v 

 

 

[This page is blank.] 
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 12r 

 

Line  Amount 

1 The names of alle the nonnes ther  

 Agnes Jorden    Abbesse cc li 

 Margarett Wynsor prioresses  xvj li 

 Margarett Delle tresorer  x li xiii li vj s viij d 

5 Bregett Fitherbertt  [Sacristan] vj l xiij s iiij d 

 Bregott Belgravame [Bridget Belgrave, Chamberess] vj l xiij s iiij d 

 Johanne Stranguisse   vj l xiij s iiij d 

 Margarett Showldame [in left margin: ‘lady abbess’] 

[Not in Denham will of Abbess Agnes Jordan, 1546] 

vi li xiij s iiij d viij li 

 Elizabeth Strikelande viij li 

10 Elizabeth Strauange    [in left margin: ‘lady abbess’] 

[Not in Denham will of Abbess Agnes Jordan, 1546] 

viij li 

 Margarett Bowcer vj li xiij s iiij d 

 Dorothe Slighte+ vj li xiij s iiij d 

 Agnes Smyth vj li xiij s iiij d 

 Keteryne Somerfeld vj li 

15 Keteryne Brerton vj li 

 Elizabeth Ogle  vj li 

 Agnes Merett vj li 
[3] stet  Elizabeth Mountane vj li 

 Efamie Elamer vj li 

20 John [Joan] Russhe vj li 

 Alice Jaye       [in left margin: ‘lady abbess’] 

[She is not in Denham will of former Abbess, 1546] 

vj li 

 Margarett Conyars vj li 

 Anne Unkas Unkys vj li 

 Elizabeth Edwardes viij li 

25 John [Joan] Rudde vj l xiij s iiij d 

 Eliz Suzanne purphray  vj li 

 Alice lyster vj l xiij s iiij d 

28 clxv li vj s vj d [1]  examinatus  

Summa pagine lxx li  lxxv li [1]  examinatus 
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Notes: 

1. These totals are not understood. The page total amounts to £380-13s-4d, 

including the £200 for the abbess.  

 

2. All the names after Agnes Jorden are bracketed with the comment in the left 

margin, ‘lxx li after iij li the pere [each]’. 

 

3. Here is is written ‘lxxv li’ bracketed with ‘xlv li’and next to it the resulting 

total of ‘cxx li’. The meaning of these figures is not known. 

 

4. The page is poorly written and some names are difficult to decipher. 

 

5. Presumably those marked as ‘Lady Abbess’ were to go to Denham with 

Abbess Agnes Jordan 

 

6. Suzanne purphray was a niece of Susan Fettyplace. 
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 12v 
 

Line  Amount 

1 Elyner Feteplace  [*] xij li 

 Clement Tresham vj li xiij s iiij d 

 Rosse Pagett  vj li 

 Margarett Elerton  vj li 

5 Alice Elerton vj li 

 Margeret Covertt+        [in left margin: ‘lady abbess’]   vj li 

 John [Joan] Demie  Deyne vj li 

 Marye Demihame vj li 

 Marye Whetnall+ [*] vj li 

10 Farnelle Damiportte vj li xiij s iiij d 

 Dorothie Codryngton  [*] vj li 

 Anne Edwardes vj li 

 Elnore Pegge vj li  

 Katherine Palmer  [*]  vj li  

15 Bregett  Selyard +          [in left margin: ‘lady abbess’] x vj li xiij s iiij d 

 Elizabet Knottesford  [*]   vj li 

 Margarett Luxton (for Lupton) [in left margin: ‘to lady 

abbess’  Not in the will of the Abbess Agnes Jordan 1546.] 

vj li 

 Alice Bettemane vj li 

 Ursula fetiplace vj li 

20 Elizabeth Faixe vj li 

 Elizabeth Yattes vj li 

 Dorothe Beteman vj li 

 Adrye Deleye  [*] vj li  

 Margerett Manyngton        [in left margin: ‘stet’] vj li  

25 Anne Daunce vj li  

 Marye Nevelle+               [in left margin: ‘lady abbess’] vj li  

27 lxxviij li [2]               Summa Pagine  cx li vjs vj d [2]  

 

Notes: 

1. In the right and left margins all the names (25) after Elyner Fetyeplace are 

bracketed. In the left margin a deleted comment is written: ‘lxvij li after iij li a 

pere[each]’. A similar undeleted comment is written above reading: ‘lx li after 

iij li the pere’. Five names have been added later in a different hand between 

the lines plus that of Elener Feteplace at the top, so the latter comment may 

have been made first since £3 x 20 = £60. The six added names are included on 
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folio 13r amongst the ‘obstinate’ sisters and are marked [*] above and also on 

folio 13r. They were presumably soon persuaded to submit. 

 

2. These sums are not understood as the page total comes to £164 

 

 

3. The page is poorly written and some names are difficult to decipher. 

 

 

4. [+] mentioned as being at Denham in the 1546 will of former Abbess Agnes 

Jordan. 
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 13r 

 

Line  Amount 

1                           Agnes Merett  

                           Dorothe Codrington  [*]  

                           Marye Whotnall  [*]  

                           Elyn[or] Fetteplace  [*]  

5                           Ursula Fetteplace  

 Obstinate           Elizabeth Knottesforde  [*]  

                            Keterine Palmer  [*]  

                           Margrett Mannington  

 .                         Adrye Delle Deley  [*]  

10                            Zusanne purfray  

   

 of The Inventory         

                              moneys paid to              xv li  

                                   v  nonnys                  

   

 Laye Susters  

15        Alice pultow                                     Liij s iiij d  

        Alice Senosse                                   Liij s iiij d  
[1]        Elizabeth Crucheley                         liij s iiij d x li xiiij s iiijd 

        Margery Walters                              liij s iiij d  

   

 The names of the Religious men  

20                        John Howell   

                        Davyd Curson                                  xv li  

                        Richard Whitford                             viij li  
[2]  Prestes          John Grene                                       viij li  

                        Antonye Sutton                               viij li   

25                        John Stewkin                    vi li xiij s iiij d lxv li xiij s iiij d 

   

   

28                        John Howell Howelle      vi li xiij s iiij d  

   

 Summa pagine cxxix li vj s viij d [3]  
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Notes: 

1. In the left margin against lines 15-18 is, ‘viij li after xl s the pere [each]’.  

 

2. In the left margin the names on lines 20-28 are bracketed with a comment 

starting ‘xxj li vj s after iiij wekes[?] the pere’. 

 

 

3. This sum is written at the bottom left of the page opposite lines 26-28. It 

cannot be agreed, although the two sub-totals are correct. 

 

 

4. The whole page has the appearance of having been written in haste. 

 

 

5. [*] See folio 12v, note 1. Elynor Fetteplace presumably had a higher status than 

‘nun’ as her pension was double that of most of the sisters.   

 

 

6. [+] mentioned as being at Denham in the 1546 will of former Abbess Agnes 

Jordan.
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 13v 
 

 

Line  Amount 

 Prest being called Deacons[1]  

1 Thomas Pollard vj li xiij s iiij d   

 John Myllett vj li xiij s iiij d   
[2] Thomas Preoyes vj li xiij s iiij d   

 John Selbye vj li xiij s iiij d   

5 Laye brotheres  

 Jamyes Welbye Wellye liij s iiij d          
[3] John barttelett liij s iiij d           
[4] John Massey+ liij s iiij d           

 William Cyrlington liij s iiij d           

10 Richard Browne liij s iiij d           

 Summa pagina  [5]  xvij li vj s viij d 

 ... ... ... Abbess   ccciiijxxxj li   ciiijxxxj li [5]  

   

  ... ... these Religious pers[ones] ... ...  

  the persons payd ... quarters & the First payment  

15   ... 6  ... at ... ... ... ... ...  

  xxxjo   

 ... ... of rewardes of the  

   Religious persones                             clxvij li [5]  

 Total of the Rewardes   

20   to Religious persones ciiijxxxix li xiiij s iiij d 

 And to Servants  

   of household lj li viij s iiij d 

23 Summa totalis    cclj li xx d  [6]  

 

Notes: 

1. This wording is in the left margin opposite the four names. 

 

2. Also against these names in the left margin is written ‘x li xiii s iiij d’ on one 

line with ‘v li vj s [vii]j d’ below, and below that ‘after l[ii]j s [iii]j d the pere’ [4 

x £2-13s-4d = £10-13s-4., and half this sum is £5-6s-8d]. 
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3. These five names are bracketed to the left with the words ‘lay Brothers’. 

 

4. Also against these names in the left margin is ‘vj l xiii s iiij d after xxvj s viij d 

the pere’ [5 x £1-6s-8d = £6-13s-4d]. Below this is written xiij s iiijd. 

 

5. These sums are unrecognised. 

 

6. This total of £251-1s-8d is the sum of lines 20 & 22. 

 

7. It is assumed that many of the unexplained comments on folios 12r -13v relate 

to the calculation of lump sum payments made to the religious before the start 

of their regular quarterly payments at Christmas 1539. 

 

8. This page shows three different hands. Some of the script marked ‘…’ is so 

poorly written as to be indecipherable. 
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 14r 

 

Line  Amount 

   

 [Blank page except for these two amounts hard up against the 

left margin.] 

 

   

1 xxvj li xiij s iiij d [1]  

   

2. [xiij] li vj s v[ii]j d [2]  

   

   

 

Notes: 

1. This sum is the total for the priests from the previous folio which would not fit 

on that page. It is written opposite folio 13v, line 3. The sum is correct. 

  

2.  This sum is the total for the lay brothers from the previous folio which would 

not fit on that page. It is written opposite folio 13v, line 8. The sum is barely 

decipherable and has been partly conjectured.    
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 14v 

 

 

[This page is blank.] 

 

 

 

TNA LR 2/112  Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 15r 
 

Line  

  

1. Mary Watnall   + 

 Ursula Petifar +  [3]     

 Dorathyr Cuddryngton  + 

 Brygatt Salyarde 

5 Kateryn Palmer Palm[er]  + 

 Alyc Bettemy 

 Elizabeth Knotteforde  + 

8 Susan Purfree   + 

  

 

Notes: 

1. There are no other entries on this page.  

 

2. The names are poorly written and difficult to decipher.  

 

 

3. This name does not occur elsewhere, although Ursula Fetteplace does. 

 

 

4. The reason for this list of names is unclear.  However, it may be significant 

that six of the eight sisters listed here (marked +). Are among those previously 

identified as obstinate (See Folio 13r, lines 1-10. 
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 15v 

 

 

[This page is blank.] 

 

 

TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 16r 
 

 

Line  Amount 

 1 The Vestery Stuffe  

                                             Furstye a pryst Deacon and       

                                               subdeacon of blewe tyssue  

  reservyd for the Kyng         with ij  I Copes of the same sorte                    [unvalued] 

5                                              Item ij Copes of old cloth   

                                                gold very olde   [unvalued] 

Lines 1-4 above seem to list a matching set of blue vestments for a priest, deacon and 

sub-deacon for solemn high mass. 

 ^Item to one cope of blue bawdken solde  

    to mistress g.......^ xl s 

 [Bawdken/bawdekyne: a rich embroidered stuff, 

   originally made with warp of gold thread and 

   woof of silk; later, with wider application, rich 

   brocade, rich shot silk. OED.] 

 

 Item one olde cope of crymson  

10   velvett embroydred with  

   Floures [unvalued] 

 Item a pryst deacon and    

   subdeacon of the same sorte [unvalued] 

 Item viij under Frontes & upper    

15   Fronntes for an alter of   

   blewe velvett [unvalued 

 Item iij Similler fronntes for   

18   alters of olde blewe bawdekyne [see above, line 7] [unvalued] 
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TNA LR 2/112  Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 16v 
 

 

 

Line  Amount 

1 Item iij other similler fruntes  

   for alters of Rede and  

   blewe bawdekyn  [unvalued] 

 Item a pryst deacon and  

5   subdeacon of olde Rede   

   Tyssue [unvalued] 

 Item a frounte of an alter    

   of the same sorte [unvalued] 

 Item vj syngle vestmentes    

10   called Cotiduenes of sundry  [quotidian]  

   sortes [unvalued] 

 Item viij frontes [see above, line 1] of white    

   damaske Redde velvet.  

   enbroydred [unvalued] 

15 Item a pryst deacon and   

   subdeacon of olde purple   

   velevtt called cotiduenes   [quotidian, as above]  

   imbroydred with IHS [Jesus]  & Maria [unvalued] 

 Item iiij single vestmentes   

20   of blewe velvet imbroydred    

   with Ihus [Jesus] & floures [unvalued] 

 Item iij deske clothes of blewe     

   satten of brydges   

24   wherof one of them ys Redde    

 

[unvalued] 
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 17r 

 

Line  Amount 

1 Item iiij candelstykes of sylver ^for an alter^   

   gilt poz [pondus – weight in Troy ounces] [unvalued] 

 Item ij smaller Sensors of sylver   

  which with one Shipper for  

5  frankensence which poz [unvalued] 

 Item iij similler frontes of redde  

    velv [unvalued] 

   

 In the Ladyes Quyr  

 Item ij great latten  

10   candelstykes. A laten  

   Lampe [unvalued] 

 Item a Table for an    

   alter of wood gilt [unvalued] 

 Item ij folding cheyres  

15   of Lether [unvalued] 

 

TNA LR 2/112  Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 17v 

Line  Amount 

1 In the parlor  

 Item iiij Tables of    

   weynescott  and a    

   Long table with a    

5   forme [unvalued] 

 Item a smalle coberde [unvalued] 

   

 In the Treasorey  

 Item ij Tables with ij grene  

   clothes of wollen cloth [unvalued] 

10 Item ij coberdes one coberde  

   of weynescott  [unvalued] 
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 18r 

Line  Amount 

1 Item sold to Thomas Kytson mildayne    

   a suyt of vestmentes   

   Deacon & subdeacon of   

   Redde bawdekyn                                                                  vij s iij li 

[Bawdekyne: see Folio 16r, line 7.] 

5 Item a cope of olde Redde      

   Velvett a pryst deacon &      

   Subdeacon of blewe velvett  

   sold to humfrey Bouster                                    sold Fore cvj s viij d 

 Item sold to Edgar     

10   ij alter clothes of olde blewe  

   velvett imbroydred                                            sold Fore xxvj s viij d 

 Item sold to master Kytson vj    

   alter clothes of the same sort                             sold Fore lx s  

 Item for ij alter clothes of Redde   

15   velvett & damask ^with ij lytell curteynds^      

   to Master Sulyard ^& George webbe^              sold Fore xx s 

 Item to Thomas Brooke    

   ij fote clothes xiij s iiij d  

   & iij deske clothes of satten  

20   of brydges & iij olde cusshoins                         sold Fore xxiij s iiij d 

[Satten of Brydges/Satin of Bruges: applied to certain fabrics resembling 

  satin, but composed wholly or in part of other materials than silk. OED.] 

21 Pagine    xj li xvj s viij d  

 

Note: 

The page total is written as £11-16s-8d in lighter ink as though written later, 

but it should total £14-16s-8d. The first item ‘Redde bawdekyn’ at line 4 

above, amended to £3.00, has obviously been omitted from the addition.
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 18v 

Line  Amount 

1 Item an upper frunte for an  

   alter of olde Redde velvett     

   solde to Sir Thomas Kytson [1]                           sold Fore 
 

x s  

 Item sold to Mistress Wyndesore a   

5   single vestment                                                   sold Fore 
 

x s 

 Item sold to Mistress Bromefeld   

   iij alter clothes of Damask                                 sold Fore 
 

xl s 

 Item iiij bokrames of curteynes                          sold Fore 
 

 x s 

 Item an alter cloth of olde   

10   blewe damask embroydred   

   with Ihus [Jesus] sold to master Bouser                         xx s  xxiij s iiijd 

[The above item seems to be the same as in the Will of Agnes Jordan, 9 Feb 1546: ‘Item, 

I give and bequethe to sister Margaret Covert …. an alterclothe and hanging of blew 

damaske, embrothered with IHUS, the front belonging to the same……’]. Perhaps 

passed on to the Abbess by Master Bouser. 
 

 Item ij Lancetteles & iij formes  

Lancetteles: probably  a mishearing of ‘long settles’. See folio 3v, line 25. 

   sold to Bygges                                                     sold Fore 
 

 xv s 

 Item a pryst deacon & Subdeacon   

15   of olde Redde velvett sold to master     

   Barmeston 
 

iiij li 

 Item sold to Aleyn one of the   

   Chappell a Settell                                               sold Fore 
 

v s 

 Item sold to master Mynne ij   

20  alters [cloths omitted] of Damask                      sold Fore 
 

xxvj s  viij d 

 Item sold to master Spilman one    

   alter cloth of the same  

   sort   
                                                                                  

xiij s iiij d 

 Item a ... ... for curteyns    

25   sold                                                                       sold Fore 
 

iiij s viij d 

 Item sold to welbeck ij Formes [2]                        sold Fore 
 

viii d 

27 Summa xj li xviij s viij d [3]  
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Notes: 

1. Sir Thomas Kitson (1485-1540) was a wealthy merchant adventurer of 

London and Master of the Mercers’ Company (1534-5).  

 

2. This item is written in a lighter ink and squeezed into the bottom of the 

page, as though written later.  

 

3. The addition is correct. 
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 19r 

Line  Amount 

1 Item sold to master Gates ij    

   alter clothes of blewe velvett    

   & an alter of blewe  

   Damask                                                                  sold [Fore] 
 

xxx s 

5 Item for a foote cloth to   

   master Gates                                                           sold [Fore] 
 

xx s 

 Item solde to Aleyn [1] gilt bordes                          sold Fore 
 

xx d 

 Item to Doctor Cave for ij    

  alter clothes of blewe     

10   Damask                                                                    sold Fore xiij s iiijd 

[Doctor Cave: Perhaps Francis Cave (1502-1583) who was a Doctor at Law, and helped 

Cromwell suppress religious houses in Leicestershire. MP by 1544.] 
 

 Item solde to master wyndesore &   

   Christofer Campyon vj alter  

   clothes complete at x s the    

   pere [each]above                                                    sold Fore 
 

lx s 

15 Item a frount of olde    

   blewe velvett with the lynnen  

    & candelstykes                                                      sold Fore 
 

xxxiij s iiij d 

 Item sold vj ^curteyn^ clothes of bockrame        sold Fore 
 

iiij s 

 Item solde to master Brooke    

 20   iij cusshends [cushions] of Tapestry                    sold Fore 
 

ij s viij d 

 Item to plankeney for iiij settelles  

   of waynescott & curteynes    

   of old bokerame in  

   the Nunnes [q]uyre                                              sold Fore 
 

xv s 

25 Item ij candelstykes & a lampe   

 of Latten sold to Robert Owen                             sold Fore xiij iij d 
 

27 ix li iij s iiij d [2]  

Notes:   

1. There are several Aleyns associated with Syon, including a T. Aleyn, as 

nonor of a book to Syon Library. See: Registrum K57, Gillespie (2001). 

 

2. The page total is correct.
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 19v 
 

 

Line  Amount 

1 Item to John Fulmer for ij lytel  

   Candelstykes of latten                                        sold Fore viij d 

 Item to Bromeley for Curteynes ^of bokerame^     

   & formes in the ladyes Quyre  

5   with the curteynes of the alter                          sold Fore iij s iiij d 

 [Bokerame: see folios 18v, line 8 & 19r, line 18.]  

 Item sold to master Spilman  

   ij alter hangynges of Tyssue                              sold Fore xxvj s viij d 

 Item to John Fulmer a lytell   

   coffer in the quyre of      

10   the Ladyes                                                                        sold xij d 

 Item ij to Welbecke for     

   vij lytell candelstykes                                                      sold ij s iiij d 

 Item payed sold to master Cave John  

   Eliott ij payre of Candelstykes of     

15   Latten                                                                                 sold 

[Latten: as line 2 above.] 

xiij s iiij d 

 

 Item to master Mynne [1]     

   a grene cloth & ij cusshens                                sold Fore iij s iiij d 

 Item sold to Anthony Dunryche    

   iiij vestmentes of  diverse sortes                        sold Fore xx s 

[An ‘Ant[hony] Dunryche’ was the recipient of four annuities from the Court of 

Augmentations, 29 September 1543 – next to the name of John Fulmer (q.v.) 

https://www.british-history.ac.uk/letters-papers-hen8/vol18/no2/pp115-143 ] 

20 Item for a vestment                                              sold Fore iiij s viij d 

 Item for a stole [stool, and at line 25] sold to John [Fulmer?]   

                                                                                             sold                         

 

  viij d 

 Item to John Fulmer a cobord     

   & ij footepaces for                                                           sold xx d 

 Item to William Laurence for viij                  

25  formes stoles & lecturnes  & one lecturnes  

26  wood candlestyke                                                            sold 

[On folio 4r, line23 the amount is xvj d.] 

viij d 

 

https://www.british-history.ac.uk/letters-papers-hen8/vol18/no2/pp115-143
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Notes: 

1. Perhaps Nicholas Mynne of London, royal auditor.  

 

2. On this folio there is no page total (£3-18s-4d) as it is included in the total for 

folio 20r.  

 

 

 

TNA LR 2/112  Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 20r 

 

Line  Amount 

1 Item ij tables payntid one of the         

   Crucifixion and an other of our   

   Lady sold to Aleyn of the   

   Chappell 
 

xx s. 

5 Item sold to Nicholas     

   Mynne a borde of     

   Weynescott 
 

v s. 

 Item sold to master Thomas     

   Wood a yoyned  [joined] Coffer v s. 

[Yoned coffer: see folio 4r, line 28.] 

10 Summa   ciij s. iiij d.  

 

Notes: 

1     Items on lines 1 and 5 have undecipherable notes beside them in the left 

       margin. 

 

2     The page total shown of £5-3s-4d includes £1-10s -0d for the three items  

       above and £3-18s-4d from folio 19v, but there is a discrepancy of 5s. in 

       the figures. 
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 20v 

 

Line  Amount 

1 Master Morice [1]  Chamber  

 First the hangynges of the            

   same chamber of  Steyned cloth     

   Preysed [apprised] & sold for v s 

5 Item the Teastor  [Tester] of the same     

   Steyned cloth  

[Stained cloth: ornamented with pictures or designs in colour. OED.] 

 Item a Fetherbedde a mattras   

   a bolster a payre of  

   blankettes a cuverlett of      

10   olde Imagery & a pillowe 
 

xvj s viij d 

 Item a Table & a payre    

   of Trestylles viij d 

 Item a lytell oyster bord xx d 

[Oyster board: mediaeval term for a table used for opening and preparing  

oysters.  OED   Oysters were a common food, rather than a delicacy, and  

ranked as fish as opposed to meat, for fasting purposes.] 

 Item a mattras a couverlett a     

15   payre of Shetes & a payre     

   of blankettes vj s viij d 

 
 

17 

 

Summa  xxx s viij d [2] 

 

 

Notes: 

1. A ‘John Moryce’ was receiver at Syon. See, ‘Letters and Papers, Foreign and 

Domestic, Henry VIII, Volume 17, 1542 (1900), pp.126-153, April 1542, 21-25' 

 

2.  The page total of £1-10-8 is correct. 
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 21r 

 

Line  Amount 

1 Master Mynnes Chamber  

 Item the hangynges of the same    

   chamber of Steyned cloth   viii d 

 Item the Teaster of the bedd of   

5   Steyned w cloth with the ^curteynes^ xij d 

[Tester: bedhead. See folios 4xr, line 8 & 20v, line 5.] 

[Steyned cloth: see folio 20v, lines 3 and 6.] 

 Item ij Fetherbeddes  ij bolsters  ij  

   pillows iij blankettes iij   

   payrez of Shetes  ij Coverlettes  xx s 

 Item ij Settelles iij Frames an    

10   olde cubborde  and a Table with a payre of       

   Trestylles  xij d 

 Item a fyreforke & a fyre     

   shovell viij d 

[‘Fire fork’ is in OED from 1356. Also ‘fire shovel’ from 1422.] 

 Item a Counter [?] table   
 

[unvalued] 

15 Summa  xxiij s iiij d [1]  

 

Notes: 

1. The total of £1-3-4 is correct.  

 

2. The right margin also brackets the entries with the text ‘sold fore  

             xxiij s. iiij d.’ 
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 21v 
 

Line  Amount 

1 The Stewardes Chamber  

 Item the hangynges of the    

   Chamber of olde grene saye iij s iiij d 

[Saye: see folio 4xr, line 10.] 

 Item ii fetherbedds ij bolsters a   

5   mattres one pillowe a    

   payre of fa a payre of   

   Shetes a ceveryng a virdure  

   & teaster of dornixe with  

   the curteynes Xxiij s [iiij d] 

[Virdure: verdure - a rich tapestry ornamented with representations of trees or other 

vegetation. OED.] 

[Dornixe: dornick - applied to certain fabrics originally manufactured in Tournai, and 

to their imitations or substitutes; a silk, worsted, woollen, or partly woollen fabric, used 

for hangings, carpets, vestments, etc. OED.] 

10 Item a Table with a payre of   

   Tressylles & a carpett [unvalued] 

 Item an olde cubberd and a    

13   ij Formes viij d 

[Formes: see folio 3v, line 25.]  

 

Note:  There is no total for the page. 

 

TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 22r 

Line  Amount 

1 Redy Money  

2 found in the treasurers  

3   Handes lxiiij li xii s ij d 

 

Note: There is no other entry on this page 
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 22v 

  

 

[This page is blank.] 

 

 

TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 23r 

 

[This page is blank.] 

 

 

TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 23v 

 

 

[This page is blank.] 

 

 

TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 24r 

 

 

[This page is blank.] 

 

 

TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 24v 
 

 

[This page is blank.] 

 

 

TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 25r 

 

 

[This page is blank.] 
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 25v 

 

[This page is blank.] 

 

 

TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 26r 

 

 

[This page is blank.] 

 

 

 

TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory folio 26v 

 

Line [Inverted at base of page] 

1 Brygitt Fitzhirbert 

 

“Bridget Fytezharbert, sacristan, 8l. changed to 10l. with the signature of Sir Ric. 

Riche in the margin.” 

From: 'Henry VIII: April 1542, 21-25', Letters and Papers, Foreign and Domestic, 

Henry VIII, Volume 17: 1542 (1900), pp.126-153. URL: http://www.british-

history.ac.uk/report.aspx?compid=76649   
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory Folio 27r  

Line 

 

 

1 Agnes Jurden Abbas 

 Margarett Wyndesor p[ri]oress  [Marg. Wyndesore in pensions 1542]  

 Margarett  Shuldehime 
 

 Jaine Strangewysse  [Joan Strangways in pensions 1542] 

5 Elizabeth  Strycklan  [Eliz. Strykland in pensions 1542]  

 Elizabeth Straung  [Eliz. Straunge in pensions 1542] 

 Kateryne  Somerfeld   [Kath. Somerfelde in pensions 1542]  

 Kateryne Brerton  [Kath. Bryerton in pensions 1542] 

 Elizabeth Ogle   [Eliz. Ogle in pensions 1542] 

10 Elizabeth  Mounteyn  [Eliz. Mounteyn in pensions 1542]  

 Effyme Eland    [Effamye Elande in pensions 1542)]  

 [Both the first name and the surname above occur in the parish register of Boston 

in Norfolk in 1599, though in different families.  Effym seems to be a variant of 

‘Epiphania’ and is still extant. 

https://archive.org/stream/parishregisterso02bost/parishregisterso02bost_djvu.txt] 

 John [Joan] Russhe  [Joan Russe in pensions 1542]  

 Alice Jaye   [Alice Jaye in pensions 1542]  

 Margarett Conyers 

15 Anne Onxie  [Anne Unkys]  

 Elizabeth Edwardes 

 Johanne Jude  [Joan Judd in pensions] 

 Margarett  Bis  Bouser  [Marg. Bowcher, Bourchier in pensions 1541 and 1542] 

 Agnes Smyth 

20 Brygitt  Bengrave  [in pensions as ‘Belgrave’ 1542]  

 Clemes Stressame  [Clementia Tresham in pensions, amongst other variants]  

 Alic Lyster   [Alice Lyster in pensions in 1542] 

23 Rose Pachett  [Rose Pachet in pensions 1542]  
 

 

Note: The reason for this additional abbreviated list is unclear. 

https://archive.org/stream/parishregisterso02bost/parishregisterso02bost_djvu.txt
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory Folio 27v 

 

 

[This page is blank.] 
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory Folio 28r. 
 

Line  Amount 

1          An inventory taken the xxviij th Daye of   

 Novembre of suiche houshold stuff  

 as was found fownde remeynyng in the monastery  

 of Syon at the dissolution of the same  

5 as hereafter ensewethe [ensues]  

   

 examinatus In the bake house  

 First tow grete mulding bordes with    

   trestles to the same appertenyng at iiij s 

 Item one mulding table at vj d 

10 Item tow grete kneding troughes at vj s 

 Item a pele [oven shovel] ij d 

 Summa  x s viij d  

   

 examinatus In the mylne house [4]  

 First one quarter mesure at  ij s 

15 Item one fanne [winnowing fan] iiij d 

rez Item a horse mylne withe necessaries   

   therunto belonging [2]   xiij s iiij d 

[Horse mylne: a mill driven by a horse. 1559. OED.] 

 Item iij q[uarters] of bere Corne at  x s 

[Beer-corn: grain used for brewing. 1594. OED.] 

[Kimnel and variants: a tub used for brewing, kneading, salting meat, and other 

household purposes. OED.]  

 Item xxviij kymnelles at viij d [the p]ece xviijs viij d 

20 examinatus Summa xxxi s  

 

 In the brewhouse  

 First one lode of corn viij li 

 Item one keler  xx s 

[Keler: A vessel for cooling liquids (OED), although the OED does not show this 

particular variant] 
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 Item a meschefat x s 

[Meschefat: a vat (fat) or tub in which malt is mashed. OED.] 

25 Item iiij yelde Fattes wt one taberd  

   of lede  xxx s 

[Yield vats, taberd: see Folio 6r, lines 11 &12. A type of vat, and a cistern.] 

 Item xvj Stands at vj d the pece viij s 

 Item x kylderlyns iij s iiij d 

[Kilderkin: A cask for liquids, fish, etc. of a definite capacity (half a barrel). By the 

statute of 1531–2, the kilderkin for beer had to contain 18 gallons, that for ale 16 

gallons. OED]. 
 

 Item a clensyn Syve  [cleansing sieve]  

30   a clensyn Stowle  a funnel withe  

   iiij geistes iij s iiij d 

[For Cyve, Stowle, Geistes [Sieve, Stool, Joists]: See folio 6r, lines 15 &16.] 

 Item a westhing [washing?] fatt withe a wele  

   baroo ii s 

[Wele baroo: a wheelbarrow.] 

 Item one blacke horse x s 

35 Summa pagine    xij li vi s viij d  

36      Summa pagine    xiiij li  viij s iiij d  

 

Notes: 

1. In the left margin ‘Master Gates’ is written three times by the side of each 

location.  

 

2. In the left margin against lines 16 & 17 the word ‘Rez’ appears against the 

entry and the value has been deleted. ‘Rez’ is perhaps ‘reservatus’ meaning 

reserved for someone 

 

3. All totals are correct. 

 

4. Mylne or milling house is not in OED. Mill House is given as: A building in 

which milling or grinding is carried on; a building (esp. a dwelling house) 

adjoining a mill.  
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory Folio 28v 

 

Line  Amount 

1 examinatus Over the soliciters Stable  

andthe Stewardes lofte 

 

 viij lodes of haye at vj s the lode lxiiij s xlviij s 

 

 examinatus In the haye barne  

5 xxxvj lodes by estimation at vj s the lode x li xvj s 

 

 examinatus In the slaughter  

 House  

  ij dozen felles one axe and a clever x s 

 

 examinatus In the Talo [tallow] Chandelers  

10 House  

[Talo: Tallow, made from animal fats, as opposed to the wax from bees for use in the 

church. See OED references.] 
  

rez one furnes panne  tow molt - ^melting^ pannes   

   and xx Stone of  Talo at v d the  

   stone viij s iiij d 

 [Furnes panne: a furnace pan. Not in OED, but for same see Tudor Wills Proved in 

Bristol, 1546-1603, p.88, No 178. For ‘melting pan’ see OED.] 

[20 stone is about 127 kilos.]  
 

 examinatus In the wodyerde  

15 xvj lodes of powle wodd by estymation   

   at xx d the lode and viij lode of talwood  

   at ij s the lode  in all  xlij s viij d 

[Powle wode: wood from ‘poles’ - small or immature trees; sapling wood. OED 1552.] 

[Talwood: firewood, usually cut to a certain size. See OED.] 
 

 examinatus In the Cole house  

 tow bynnes of Cole every bynne containing   

20   vii lode at vi s viij d the lode iiij li xiij s iiij d 

 

 examinatus In the Kychyn  

 xiiij pannes grete and smale withe   
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   handles of Iron xlv s 

 Item iij grete brasse pottes at vij s vj d  

25   the peire one with a nother 
 

xxij s vi d 

[OED suggests ‘peire’ can mean ‘peer’ when used as an adjective …. in the sense of 

‘equal’. This appears to be the case here, as three pots each @ 7s 6d total the 22s 6d 

shown].  
    

 Item a Chafer and a colander 
 

iij s iiij d 

[Chafer (a) A vessel for heating water, a saucepan; (b) a portable grate, a chafing-dish. 

OED.] 

 

 Item tow Scomers and ij potlydes [pot lids] of  

   brasse xij d 

[Scomer: a scummer or shallow ladle.] 
 

 Item a payre of Doble [double] rackes xl s 

30 Item iij dripping pannes and iii friing  

   pannes ix s 

 Item iij pottes [2] gyvyn to thre gromes[grooms] of  

   the kychyn by my lady abbes as  

   thay saye valuyd at vj s viij d 
 

vi s viii d 

[Why the above entry has been deleted from line 32 ‘iij pottes’ to line 34 is unclear.]   
 

35 Item a payre of geonyng Rackes 
 

vj s viij d 

[Geonyng: probably ‘joining’. See folio 5v, line 18 and note.]  
 

 Item iiij gyrd Irons  x s 

[OED shows ‘gyrd’ as being a northern version of ‘grid’ in ‘grid irons’.]  
 

  [3]  vij li iiij s ij d 

 

39 

xxviij li ij s vj d  

Summa pagine   xxviij li xvij s vj d [4] 

 

 

 

Notes: 

1. Lines 3-8 and 11-36 are bracketed with the name ‘Gates’ in the left margin 

(i.e. all the items on the page) except for the underlined items on line 11 which 

have ‘Rez’ marked in the margin against them, and which have been omitted 

from the material obtained by Gates shown on folio 33r, line 39. Underneath 

the word ‘Rez’ is written ‘Remayning’, which has been scored through. 
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2. ‘Alt’ is written immediately above ‘gyven’, but the reason is not clear. 

 

3. This undescribed scored through sum of £7 4s 2d is a sub-total for the 

kitchen. 

 

4. The page total on line 39 of £28 17s 6d is a wrong addition and 

the correct sum for the page of £28 2s 6d is shown on line 38 in the left 

margin. 
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory Folio 29r 
 

Line  Amount 

1 

[...?] 

In the Kychyn  

 A long tryvet withe viij fytt [i.e. feet] xx s xiij s iiij d 

 Item tow lytle tryvettes iij s iiij d 

 Item xv grete Spittes rownde and  

5   square                                                                  v li iij li vj s viij d 

 Item three iij square smale spittes smale   

   and vi spits spittes for byrdes ix s 

 Item iiij watering fattes [vats] 
 

vj s viij d 

[‘Watering vats’ are not in the OED or MED.] 
 

 Item Item iiij flaskes viij d 

10 Item a bredd grate [bread grater. OED.] vj d 

 Item tow bowling [boiling? ] pannes set withe  

   loede remeyning xx s 

 Item two paire of mustard quernes 
 

ij s 

[1632,  in G. R. Batho Household Papers H. Percy (1962) 124.  

‘A paire of muster quernes.’]  – a pair of mustard quernes (for grinding). 
 

 Item xvij platters   iii  disthes  and iij  

15   sawcers xij s 

rez Item iiij Morters ^fyxed in the grownd^  ix pestelles vj s  j d 

                          Summa   vj li   ij s   ij d  

rez examinatus In the fresthe fysche  

 house remenying  

20 tow sestrons of lede to kepe fresthe  

[Sestron: a cistern. See folio 5v, line 31] 
 

   fysthe in by estimatyon at x li 

   

rez examinatus in the hawle  

 [Hawle: hall – OED attests this variant.]  

 

 

 The hawle felyd a bowte [filled about] with  

   weynescott playn iij Screnes annexed  
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25 

rez 

  to the same tow tables ij formes and  

   tow bensshes [benches] a grene payntyd table  

   iij trestles a geonyng [joining] forme and a   

   Cubboard standing  [unvalued] 

[Geonyng: probably ‘joining’. See folio 5v, line 18 and note.] 
 

 examinatus in the botrye [buttery] [1]  

30 v saltes of pewter x d 

 Item ij Chestes and a table ii s viij d 

 Item a bynne and a nalmary [2]  

    thereunto annexid [unvalued] 

 Item a chafing disthe [3] and an  

35   egg Disthe [dish] xij d 

 Summa    iiij s vj d   iij s vi d  

 [i.e. the sum of lines 30 & 31.]  

37 vi li v s viij d   

 Summa pagine   vi li vi s viij d 

 

[The £6 6s 8d total to the right is overstated....The £6 5s 8d page total to the left is 

correct.] 

 

Notes: 

1. Buttery: A storeroom for provisions, esp. ale and other alcoholic drinks; 

a pantry, a larder. 

 

2. ‘Nalmary’ – apparently a variant of ‘an Aumbry’: A place for storing or 

safekeeping; a pantry or butlery; a safe for food. MED.  

 

3. Chafing dish: A vessel to hold burning charcoal or other fuel, for heating  

anything placed upon it; a portable grate. OED, q.v. for variant spellings. 

 

4. Entries for the Kitchen are bracketed in the left margin with the name ‘Gates’, 

except those on lines 14-15 with deletions which have the single word  ‘Rez’ 

beside them. 

 

5. Entries for the Buttery have ‘Remayning Gates’ bracketed against them in the 

left margin. 
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6. The Fresh Fish House and Hall have ‘Rez’ (reservatus) marked against them 

in the left margin and entries are unvalued or deleted. 

 

7. An undeciphered word is in the left margin of line 1, perhaps an audit mark 

as this is the only location on the page without one. 
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory Folio 29v 

 

Line  Amount 

1 examinatus In the Bowtlores [Butler’s] thair Chaumbre   

[Butler:...’ a (male) head servant, esp. in a large household, whose chief responsibilities 

include managing the wine cellar and dining arrangements, supervising other servants, 

and greeting visitors’.OED.]  
 

 xj table clothes whereof one dioper  x s 

 Item iij towelles and iij Cubberde  

   Clothes at ij s 

5 Item vij Rowlers   
 

x d 

[For possible soap making at Syon, see Adams and Forbes Syon Abbey Herbal, p.229, 

Image 94 left, Folio 89v, Lines 3-27.  The recipe is about 80 lbs or 36 kilos at a time – 

probably enough for around 1lb (say 500gm) for each of the community.]  
 

 Item fyve payre of shetes vj s viij d 

 Item a bedsted  a fetherbed  a matres   

   and a kevering vj s viij d 

[Kevering: see folio 4xv, line 4.] 
 

 Summa   xxvj s ij d  

 

10 examinatus In the Kinges Chaumbre  

 A grete bedsted and a Tryndle bedd [2] ij s viij d 

 Item a fether bedd with a bolster [2] iiij li  

 Item a payre of fustyan blanketes 
 

iij s iiij d 

[Fustyan: formerly, a kind of coarse cloth made of cotton and flax. OED.]  
 

 Item a paire of Schetes ij s viij d 

15 Item a nolde [an old] kevering lynyd [lined] with  

   Canves  [canvas] 
 

vj s viij d 

[Kevering: see folio 4xv, line 4.].  
 

 Item the Celer tester and doble  

   valaunce with Curtens of dorneke 
 

v s 

[For Valaunce, Tester, Celer, Dorneke: see folio 4xr, lines 8&9.] 
 

 Item the hanginges of blew saye olde 
 

viij d 

20 Item a table a payre of trestles   
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   iiij formes one Schare [chair] with a wquissin (sic)  

 and one cubborde standing v s 

[Formes: see folio 3v, line 25.]  [Wquissin:cushion.. OED lists c.70 different spellings.]  
 

 Summa   v li vj s  

 

 examinatus In the Inner Chaumbre  

25 A bedsted standing a tryndle bedd ij s 

 Item a matres  a fetherbed  a bolster  a payre  

   iij Shetes mij keveringes and a cubbord   

  Withe the tester and hanginges   

   payntyd [painted] xv s 

[Tester: bedhead. See folio 4xr, line 8.] 

30 Summa xvij s 

 examinatus In the Chamber nexte to the kyngs  

 A standing bedd a tryndle bedd  

   a fetherbed a bolster a payre  

   of blanketes a payre of Schetes  

35   a Cubbord with a kevering and  

   tester xvj s viij d 

37 Summa pagine       viij li v s x d  

 

Notes: 

1. All four locations have ‘Gates’ written in the left margin. 

 

2. The King’s ‘grete bedsted’ is valued at only at 2s 8d, while a presumably 

smaller ‘fether bedd with a bolster’ is shown at £4. The subtotal and page 

totals agree with that value. Further, folio 34r (the Gates purchases) replicates 

these amounts. Folio 4xr initially showed a valuation of £4, which was altered 

to £2. The subtotal was also amended to reflect this change. The page total 

incorporates the change but is unaltered showing it was computed later. Of 

the three sets of lists in the Inventory, only the first was amended. Did Master 

Gates end up paying too much and why was the King’s bed so undervalued? 

 

3. All totals are correct. 
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory Folio 30r  

 

Line  Amount 

1 examinatus  In the Lyon [1] Chamber  

 A standyng bed a tryndle bed^stede^ a  

   featherbed ij bolsters a matre  

   A payre of Blanketes a paire of   

5   Schetes  a keverled with hanginges  

   payntyd [painted] xiij s iiij d 

[The following five lines are thickly crossed out but partly legible, as below. They 

suggest entries similar to those for the furniture in other chambers.]   
 

 In the Chaumbre under the  

 ... ...  

 A standinge bedd ^with^ a matres a nolde [an old]  

10   fetherbed a bolster and blanket  

   an olde kevering the hanginges olde xiij s iiij d 

 

 examinatus In the the parler in the wom[n]s house  

 Tow Tables whereof one dioper foldyd  

   withe formes to the same   two p... tables vj s viij d 

15 a  Cubbord withe hanginges payntyd  

   withe Images xiij s iiij d 

 

 examinatus In my lady Kyngstons Chaumbre  

 A standing bedsted na tryndle bedd    ij s 

 ij  fetherbedes  and tow bolsters xxvj s viij d 

20 A blanket vj d 

 Towe keveringes vj s  viij d 

 One cubborde withe a Carpit ij s 

 The sperver of Canvas and hanginges  

   of olde Saye vj s viij d 

 

25 In the Chaumbre at the stay[r]s fote 

 [foot of the stairs] 

 

 A bedsted ij one fetherbedd a bolster  a keve  

   ring  lynyd [lined] with Cannves  
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 on the maisters syde  

 

rez examinatus xxx lode of wood at ij s the lode  
 

 

30 

[...?] 

       Item tow lode of baruey [barley ?] at  iij li   ij li viij s 

rez Two long lathers [ladders. OED.] at x s 

32 Summa pagine    vi li  vii s  x d 

 

 

 [This sum is 3s 4d overstated.]  

 

Notes: 

 

1. 5 Jan. 1558 Grant to Katherine, abbess of the monastery of St. Saviour and SS. 

Mary Virgin and Bridget of Syon, …. a tenement or hospice called ‘ le lyon ' 

Calendar of Patent Rolls.  (N.B. Hospice is 1818 in OED, and not in MED)  

https://dcms.lds.org/delivery/DeliveryManagerServlet?dps_pid=IE47231 

 

2. The name ‘Gates’ appears in the left margin at all locations where there is a 

valuation except as follows: a) it is deleted against the erased lines 7-11; and 

b) it appears against line 19 which is in the middle of the two locations on 

lines 12-24, and is presumably meant to include both. This is reasonable as 

these items appear in the list of those allocated to Master Gates on folio 34v.  

 

3. Line 31 with the deleted 10s value has ‘Rez’ against it, but there is no 

indication for whom it was reserved.  

 

4. A new initial appears in the left margin alongside line 30, but it has not been 

identified. 

  

https://dcms.lds.org/delivery/DeliveryManagerServlet?dps_pid=IE47231
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory Folio  30v 
 

Line  Amount 

1 

 

examinatus In the stor hows  

 viij quarters bay salt xxvj s viij d 

[Bay Salt: salt, obtained in large crystals by slow evaporation;  originally, from sea-

water by the sun's heat. OED.]   
 

 Item a hoggeshedd of vynager x s 

Gates Item a hoggeshedd of verges [verjuice] x s 

5 Item iij quarters of hopes 
 

vj s 

[Quarter: a measure of capacity for grain, coal, etc., varying greatly according to 

locality and the commodity measured. OED.]  
 

 Item ij busshels of whyt salt xvj d 

7 

rez 

Item ij Candll howtches  [unvalued] 

[Howtches: chest, coffer, OED, although not this spelling variant.] 
 

     Summa     liiij s  

                         Summa totalis    iijxxvij li xj s ij d  

[This sum of  £67-11-2d must relate to several pages, but the sum is not recognised.]  
 

10  examinatus Cattall [Cattle]  

 Item a cart and iiii horsse iiij li 

 

 examinatus one [sic] the Ladys Syde  

 Item xxx ti [30] Lodes of Tallewood at  

14    ijs the lode 

 

lx s 

 

Note: 

1. The name ‘Gates’ appears twice in the left hand margin bracketing all items, 

except for the unvalued items on line 7 which have ‘Rez’ marked against them 

in the left margin. 
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory Folio 31r 

 

Line  Amount 

1 examinatus Item in the Storehousse in the  

 churche syde  

 examinatus Item dyverse & sundry dores  

     of cane [Caen] stones remaynying xx ti dores  

5     in the Storehousse  by the  

rez     estimacion xx ti dores  [1]               xij xx  ti  dores [unvalued] 

 

 examinatus  In the Chaundry of the ladyes quarter  

[Chaundry: the place where candles, etc., were kept in a household; Chandlery.] 

 

 examinatus  Item all the wax ther sold ... ...  

       to master Gates for  xiij s iv d 

10 Item sold a lampe of Latten                 solde Fore 
 

iij s iiij d 

[Latten: A type of brass. See folio 7r, line 4.] 

 

 Item sold the ^tallowe^ Candell in the said office [unvalued] 

 

 examinatus Item the Ladys Cloyster  

 [2] examinatus Item ij Lavytoryes of Latten  
 

[unvalued] 

[Folio 7r, line 7 has ‘Item twooe Lavytories of ley metal’ q.v.] 
 

 Item a lytell Bell[3]  in the   

15   Cloyster ...  [unvalued] 

 

Notes: 

1. The right margin shows the note, ‘assigned Remayning to the kinges use.’ 

Accounts for (probably 1518) (TNA SC 6/HENRYVIII/2326) refer to '..the 

masunry of dyverse dorres & wyndowes & watertabelyng wyth Freston sett 

in the seyd Brekewalles..’ ‘Dorres’ are therefore perhaps blocks of stone ready 

to be incorporated into the frames of stone doorways. 

 

2. A note partly hidden in the left binding appears to read, ‘[r]eserved to [the] 

kynges use’. 
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3. There was a bell at the entry to the chapel, which is mentioned in the will of 

Abbess Agnes Jordan. (Lathbury, The History of Denham, 1904, p.376.) 

 

4.  The page shows evidence of having been written at speed and this word is 

illegible.   

 

 

TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory Folio 31v 

 

 

[This page is blank.] 

 

 

 

TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory Folio 32r 

 

 

[This page is blank.] 

 

 

 

TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory Folio 32v 

 

 

[This page is blank.] 
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory Folio 33r 
 

Line  Amount 

1 Thos parsels Folowinge be appouyntyd ^been sold^ [1]  

    by the Kinges Commyssyoners to master Gates  

    Gates [2]  at the dissolucion of the late  

     Monastry of Syon  

5                              That is to saye  

 

 examinatus In the Bakehouse  

 Furste two ij grete mouldingbordes with trestels to the  

   same apperteynynge  at iiij s 

 Item one mouldinge table vj d 

10 Item ij grete knedinge trowghes at  vj s 

 Item a peler ij d 

[Peler: an oven shovel for bread. See folio 6r, line 5.] 

 Summa   x s viij d  

 

 examinatus In the mylnehouse  

 Furste one quarter measure & one Fanne at ij s iiij d 

15 Item iij quarters of Berecorne at   x s 

[Beer-corn: grain used for brewing. OED 1594.] 

 Item xxviij kynnels at viij d the pece xxviij  [kimnel a large 

wooden tub for brewing, kneading, and salting meat. MED 

et al.] 

xvij s viij d 

xviij s viij d 

  Summa   xxxj s   

 

 examinatus In the Brewhouse  

 Furste one lede of Corperr [Copper] at viij li 

[Lede: perhaps a cauldron or kettle [orig. one made of lead]. MED.] 

20 Item one keler xx s 

 Item a messhefat x s 

 Item iiij yelde fattes with one taberd of lede xxx s 

[Yield Vats, Taberd:see Folio 6r, lines 11 & 12, and Folio 28r. lines 25 & 26  for 

similar entries.] 
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 Item xvj Stondes at vj d the pece viij s 

[Stondes: An open tub; a barrel set on end. OED.] 

 Item x kyllerkins [see below] iij s iiij d 

25 Item a Clensyn Syve a Clensinge Stowle   

   a funnel wth with iiij geystes iij s iiij d 

[Keler, kyllerkins, stowle, geystes: See Folio 6r, lines 10 to 16.] 

 Item a wesshinge Fatte [vat] with a whelebarowe ij s 

 Item one Blakke Horse x s 

 Summa   xij li vj s viij d  

 

30 examinatus Over the solycyters Chamber  

 stable & the Stewardes lofte  

 Furste viij lodes of heye at vj s the lode                         

lxiiij s 

xlviij s 

 

 examinatus In the heye Barne  

 Furste xxxvj lodes of heye at vj s viij d the  x li  xvj s 

35   lode  

 

 examinatus  In the Slaughter house  

 Furste ij doosen [dozen] of felles one axe & a clever x s 

[Felles: skins, hides OED. 1485.] 

 

 examinatus In the Tallowe channdellors housse  

 Item xx ti  [twenty]  Stone of Tallowe viij s iiij d 

[One stone is 14lbs, so 280lbs, or 127 kilos.] 

40 xxviij li x s viij d 

 

[This is the total for the page and is correct.] 

 

 

 

Note: 

1. ‘been sold’ and lines 3-5, 11 and 37-39 and all alterations have been inserted 

by a later hand. 
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory Folio 33v       

Line  Amount 

1 In the Talowe Chandelers house Woodyarde  

 Furste xvj lode of poule wood at xx d the lode      

   & viij lode of Talwood at ij s the lode in all xlij s viij d 

 examinatus In the Cole house  

5 Furste ij bynnes of Coles [1] every  

 Conteynynge vij xiiij lode     

   at vj s viij d the loode  [2]   iiij li xiij s iiij d 

 

 examinatus In the Kychyn  

 Furste xiiij pannes ^of brasse^ grete & Small wyth  

10   handels of Iron xlv s 

 Item iij grete Brasse pottes at vij s vj d the       

   pece one with an other       xxij s vj d 

 Item a Chafer & a Colender iij s iiij d 

 Item ij Skomers & ij potlyddes of Brasse xij d 

15 Item a payer of Doble Rackes xl s 

 Item ij Dryppinge pannes & iij fryinge     

   pannes ix s 

  Item iij pottes of brasse vj s viij d 

 Item a payer of geonyng Rackes vj s viij d 

20 Item iiij gredyorns x s 

 Item a longe tryvet with viij fete xiij s iiij d 

 Item ij lyttle tryvettes iij s iiij d 

 Item xv grete spyttes ronnde & squre square iij li vj s viij d 

 Item iij spyttes square & vj spyttes for Byrdes ix s 

25 Item iiij wateringe  Fattes vj s viij d 

 Item iiij Flaskettes viij d 

 

 Item a Brede grate [bread grater. OED.] xvj d  vj d 
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Notes: 

1. It is unclear if this was charcoal or fossil coal.  Syon, being on the Thames, 

could have had relatively easy deliveries of both kinds. Nearby Croydon (on 

the River Wandle) was a major source of charcoal from the Wealden Forest, so 

that charcoal seems more likely.  

 

2. The alteration (in a different hand) was unnecessary and unwittingly makes 

the calculation appear incorrect.   

 

3. The revised sub total is correct, although it is not clear why the original total 

is so different. 

 

4. This is the page total which is noted on the left hand side and which is correct. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Item ij Boylynge pannes xx s 

 Item ij payer of mustard quernes ij s 

30 Summa vj li ij s ij d  xiij li vj s iiij d [3]  

 

 examinatus In the Boterye  

 Furste fyve saltes of pewter x d 

 Item ij Chestes & a table ij s viij d 

 Item a Chafingdysshe and an egge dysshe xij d 

35  Summa iiij s vi d iij s vj d  

36 xx li vs x d [4]  
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory Folio 34r 

 

Line  Amount 

1 examinatus In the Butlers Chamber  

 Furste xj Table Clothes whereof one dyaper 
 

x s 

 Item iij Towelles & iij Cobberd Clothes at ij s 

 Item vij Roulers x d 

5 Item x payer of Shyetes vj s viij d 

 Item a bedsted a fetherbed a materes &  

   a keveringe at vj s viij d 

 Summa xxvj s ij d  

 

 examinatus In the kinges Chamber  

10 Furste a grete bedsted & a Tryndell bed ijs viij d 

 Item a Fetherbed with a bolster iiij li 

 Item a payer of Fustyan  Blankettes iij s iiij d 

 Item a payer of Shetes ij s viij d 

 Item an olde Coveringe lynyd with Canves vj s viij d 

15 Item the Celer tester & Doble valannce with   

   Curteyns of dornekes v s 

 Item the hanginges of olde ^blewe^ Saye viij s 

 Item the table a payer of trestelles iiij formes   

    one Chayre & one Coberd standinge v s 

20 Summa   v li vj s  

 

 examinatus In the Inner Chamber  

 A bed^sted^ standinge ^&^ a trundell bedd at ij s 

 Item a matteres a Fetherbed a bolster   

   iij shetes ij keveringes & a cubberd with the   

25   Tester & hanginges paynityd xv s 

 Summa xvij s  
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Notes: 

 

1. ‘5 Jan. 1558 Grant to Katherine, abbess of the monastery of St. Saviour and SS. 

Mary Virgin and Bridget of Syon, …. a tenement or hospice called ‘ le lyon. '   

Phillip & Mary Calendar of Patent Rolls 1558. 

‘https://dcms.lds.org/delivery/DeliveryManagerServlet?dps_pid=IE47231   

 

2. The page total is shown in the left margin and is correct. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 examinatus In the chamber nexte the kinges  

 A standinge bedd a trindell bed a fetherbed  

   a bolster a payer of Blankettes a payer   

30   of Shetes a Cubberd & a tester xvj s viij d 

 

 examinatus  In the Lyon Chamber [1]  

 a standinge bedde a trindell bedde a    

   Fetherbed ij bolsters a matteres a payer     

   of Blankettes a payer of shetes a koverlet    

35   with hanginges paynityd xiij s iiij d 

36 viij li xix s ij d  [2]  

https://dcms.lds.org/delivery/DeliveryManagerServlet?dps_pid=IE47231
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TNA LR 2/112 Syon Abbey 1539 Inventory Folio 34v 

Line  Amount 

1 examinatus In my lady kingestons chamber  

 a standinge bed a trindell bed ij s 

 Item a Fetherbedde & ij bolsters xxvj s viij d 

 a blanket & ij koveringes vij s ij d 

5 Item one cobberd with a carpet ij s 

 The sperver & ha[n]gyinges  
 

vj s viij d 

[Sperver: Sparver – a canopy for a bed. OED.]  
 

  

Summa   lvij s xd [1] 
 

 

 xliiij vjd  

 

 examinatus One the maystere syde    

 10 Furste xxx ti lode of wood at ijs the lode  iij li lx s 

 

 examinatus In the Storehouse  

 Furste viij quarters of baye salte xxvj s viij d 

 Item a hoggeshed of vynager x s 

 Item h[stet] a hoggeshed of vargesshe x s 

15 Item iij quarters of hoppes vj s 

 Item ij busshelles of whyte salte xvj d 

 
 

Summa     liiij s 
 

 

 examinatus In the parlor in the womanes hou[se]  

 Item ij Tables whereof one   

20  foldyd with formes to the same a  

  C[ub]borde with hangynges paynted  

  With Imagery xvjs viij d 
 

 
 

Item a cart & iiij horsses   
examinatus 

iiij li 
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 Item one the Ladys syde xxx ti [thirty]     

25 
   

lode of wood 

examinatus 

lx s 

 Item the waxe in the Ladys  

 Chaindry examinatus 

iij s iiij d 

 

  xv li xviij s vj d[2]    

29  

Summa totalis lxxiij li xiiij s ij d[3] 

 

 

Notes: 

 

1. This sum, £2-17s-10d, added by a different hand for an unexplained reason is 

overstated by 13s-4d. The correct sum of £2-4-6d is noted in the left margin. 

 

2. £15-18s-6d in the left margin, although not described, is the page total. 

 

3. This total of £73-14s-2d is the sum of folios 33r-34v representing the amount 

sold to Master Gates.  
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Appendix III 

TNA LR2/112 Syon Inventory Financial Summary 
 

This table summarises the total values shown for each page (converted from £sd into decimal 

currency). Although the document does not make it explicit, it does reveal four lists shown 
below as A-D. List A appears to show the final amounts realised from the sale of Abbey 

goods. List B comprises the ‘Book of Pensions’ showing the individual payments to the sisters 

and brothers. List C appears to be an initial valuation of the goods, perhaps as they were first 
listed. List A replicates list C except that it omits items that were not sold and marks down 

others in price by a total of £12.97. List D summarises everything sold to John Gates as the 

post-dissolution keeper of Syon. 
 
Folio Location Amount Amount Notes 

 [List A]    

1r  Introductory page  - £67. 1s.0d at 

bottom of page. 

1v Blank  -  

2r       Ready money 

Ornaments 

Gold & silver plate 

 £64. 12s. 2d. 

- 

Per E 117/11/58 

 

Weighed but not 

valued.  

2v 

 

Silver vessels 

Vestments for the king 

Other vestments 

 

 

- 

- 

     £6. 13s. 4d. 

Weighed but not 

valued. 

Not valued. 

No page total. 

3r Fabrics & vestments      £17.  6s. 8d. No page total. 

3v Fabrics & vestments      £11. 18s. 8d.  

 Total  Fabrics & 

vestments 

     £35. 18s. 8d.  

4r Necessaries in the church     15s. 0d.  

 Necessaries in the church 

(contd.) 

        £4. 13s. 4d.  

       Total Ornaments        £41.  7s. 0d. E 117/11/58 has  

£38. 7s. 0d148 

4v Blank    

4xr Implements 

King’s Chamber 

Inner Chamber 

Chamber next the King’s 

 

  £3. 6s .0d. 

17s. 0d. 

 

16s. 8d. 

 

 

 

 

 £4. 19s. 8d. 

 

 

 

 

4xv 

 

Lyon chamber. 
Parlour in the Women’s 

chamber. 

Lady Kingston’s chamber. 

 

Hall 

 

Buttery 

- 

 

             6s. 8d. 

         £2. 4s .6d. 

- 

             3s. 6d. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 £2. 14s. 8d. 

Place & 13s. 

4d.deleted . 

 

Folio reads 

£2.17s.10d. 

including the 

above 13s.4d 
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148 The £3.00 difference possibly relates to vestments shown on fo. 18r., lines 1-4 (List C) originally being sold 

to Thomas Kitson for £7.00. Later ‘Kitson’ has been changed to ‘Mildmayne’ and the value reduced to £3.00 
but the item has been omitted from the page total. It is reproduced in List A on fo. 3v., lines 21-22 as having 
been sold to Sir Thomas Kitson for £3.00, but the entry has been squeezed in later. 

 
149 This difference of £1. 13s. 4d. is presumably because E117/11/58 includes the deleted 13s 4d. in folio 4xr 
(which is also included in Lists C and D) and the mis-added £1.0s.0d. in folio 5r. 

Total omits 13s. 4d 

above. 

 

     

     

     

     

5r 

 

 

Butler’s chamber  

Master Morice’s chamber 

Master Mynne’s chamber 

  £1. 6s.2d. 

      10s..8d. 

  £1. 3s. 4d. 

 

 

    £3.  0s.2d. 

 

 

Items should add 

to £1.10s 8d 

 

5v Steward’s chamber   

Kitchen 

  £1. 7s. 4d. 

£10. 3s. 0d. 

 

 £11. 10s. 4d. 

 

Kitchen 10d. 

overstated. 

6r Bakehouse  

Brewhouse  

Milling house,  

Over Solicitor’s stable & 

Steward’s loft   

Hay barn   

       10s. 8d. 

£12.  6s. 8d 

  £1. 11s. 0d. 

 

  £2.  8s. 0d. 

   £9.  0.  0d. 

 

 

 

 

 

£25. 16s. 4d. 

 

6v Slaughterhouse 

Tallow chandler’s house 

Woodyard 

Coal house 

Store house 

Cartware 

On the Ladies’ side 

Storehouse in churchyard 

       10s. 0d. 

          8s. 4d. 

   £2.  2s. 8d. 

  £4. 13s. 4d. 

  £2. 14s  0d 

  £4.   0s. 0d. 

          - 

          -   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  £14.  8s. 4d. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Place and wood 

(£2) deleted. 

Unvalued stone in 

storehouse 

7r 

 

 

Ladies’ chandlery  

Ladies’ cloister 

Masters’ side 

        16s 8d. 

            - 

            -         

         

 

 

         16s 8d. 

 

 

Unvalued 

metalwork 

Unvalued wood 

for the farm. 

        

Total Implements 

 

  

   £63.  6s. 2d  

 

 

 

Per E 117/11/58 has  

£64. 19. 6d149 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total List A 

 

 

 

 

 

 

£169.  5s.  4d. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7v Ready money repeated 

 

   £64. 12s. 2d. 

 

These items 
already included  
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   on folios 2r.-7r 

8r-9v Blank    

10r Records £20= paid by 

Master Gates and  

£38. 1s. 6d. owing by him 

for goods sold to him. 

 

   

10v Blank    

     

     

 
[List B] 

   

11r Start of ‘Book of Pensions’    

11v Blank    

 

 

It was not 

possible to 

reconcile 

or agree 

any of the 

totals 

shown on 

folios 12r -

14r. 

12r Sisters’ pensions   

12v Sisters’ pensions cont.   

13r Brothers’ and Sisters’ 

pensions 

  

 Rewards to religious 

persons and household 

servants  

  

14r Total of Brothers’ 

pensions 

  

14v Blank    

15r Names of some sisters    

15v Blank    

 [List C] 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

16r The Vestry Stuff       £2. 0s. 0d. One item omitted 

from total and 

six items 

unvalued. 

unvalued 

16v The Vestry Stuff 

(continued) 

  Eight fabric items 

unvalued. 

17r -do- & the Ladies’ choir   Six items 

unvalued. 

17v Parlour & Treasury   Four items 

unvalued. 

18r Location unspecified    £11. 16s  8d.  Incl. £3.00 not in 

page total. 

 18v Location unspecified    £11. 18s. 8d. Mainly church 

fabrics. 

19r Location unspecified     £9. 3s. 4d. Mainly church 

fabrics. 

19v Location unspecified     Page total £3. 18s. 
4d. added to fo. 
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20r. The total for 
fos. 19v and 20r 
actually adds to 
£5. 8s.  4d. 

 

20r Location unspecified 

 

   £5. 3s. 4d.  

 Total vestments &     

fabrics 

 

 £38.  2s. 0d. 

 

 

20v Master Morice’s chamber   £1. 10s. 8d.  

21r Master Mynnes’s 

chamber 

   

 £1.   3s. 4d. 

 

21v Steward’s chamber   £1.   7s. 4d.  

22r In the Treasurer’s hands  £64. 12s. 2d.  

22v-26r Blank     

26v Bridget Fitzherbert’s 

name  

   

27r Names of  23 sisters    

27v Blank    

28r 

 

Bake house  

Milling house  

Brew house 

   10s. 8d. 

   £1.11s. 0d. 

 £12.  6s  8d. 

 

   

 

 £14. 8s. 4d. 

 

 

28v Over stable & lofts  

Hay barn  

Slaughter house  

Tallow chandler’s     

house 

Woodyard  

Coal house  

Kitchen   

     £2.  8s. 0d. 

  £10. 16s. 0d. 

          10s. 0d. 

 

            8s. 4d. 

      £2.  2s. 8d. 

     £4. 13s. 4d. 

      £7.   4s. 2d 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

£28. 2s. 6d. 

 

 

29r Kitchen (contd)  

Hall  

Fresh fish house 

Buttery 

      £6.  2s. 2d. 

- 

- 

             3s. 6d 

   

 

  £6. 5s.  8d. 

 

£10 for lead 

cisterns deleted. 

Furniture 

unvalued. 

29v Butler’s chamber 

King’s chamber  

Inner chamber 

Chamber next the King’s 

       £1. 6s. 2d. 

       £5. 6s. 0d. 

           17s. 0d. 

           16s  8d. 

 

 

 

  £8. 5s. 10d. 

 

 

 

 

30r Lyon chamber 

Parlour in Women’s 

house 

Lady Kingston’s chamber 

Chamber at foot of stairs 

On the Master’s side 

           13s. 4d. 

 

6s. 8d. 

        £2. 4s. 6d. 

                - 

        £3. 0s. 0d. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   £6, 4s.  0d 

 

 

 

 

 

Page total  £6. 7s. 

10d.. 
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150 This total is 3s.4d.less than the sum of folios 28r to 31r (£73.17s 6d.) because a ‘lampe of latten’ valued at 

3s.4d. and included in the Chandlery in the ladies Quarter on fo. 31r, l.10 is omitted. 
 

30v Store house 

Cattle 

On the Ladies’ side 

£2. 14s. 0d 

 £4.  0s. 0d. 

£3.  0s. 0d 

 

 

£9. 14s. 0d 

  

 

 

Cart and four 

horses. 

 

31r 

 

 

 

 
31v-32v 

Storehouse in the 

churchyard 

Chandlery Ladies’ quarter 

Ladies’ cloister  

 

Blank 

 

- 

     16s. 8d. 

- 

 

 

 

 

          16s. 8d. 

 

 

Assigned to the 

King. 

 

Items unvalued. 

     

 Total List C          £183. 13s. 0d.  

 [List D]    

33r Sold to Master Gates: 

   Bakehouse 

   Milling house 

   Brewhouse 

   Over solicitor’s stable & 

steward’s loft 

   Hay barn 

   Slaughter house 

   Tallow chandler’s house 

 

       10s. 8d. 

  £1. 11s. 0d 

 £12.  6s. 8d. 

 

   £2,  8s. 0d 

£10. 16s. 0d. 

        10s  0d. 

         8s. 4d. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

£28. 10s. 8d 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

33v    Woodyard 

   Coal house 

   Kitchen 

   Buttery 

 £2.  2s   8d. 

 £4. 13s. 4d. 

        £13.   6s  4d 

         3s. 6d. 

 

 

 

        £20.  5s 10d 

 

34r    Butler’s chamber 

   King’s chamber 

   Inner chamber 

   Chamber next the King 

   Lyon chamber 

  £1. 6s.  2d. 

   £5.  6s  0d. 

        17s. 0d. 

        16s. 8d. 

        13s  4d.      

 

 

 

 

 

  £8. 19s. 2d. 

 

34v    Lady Kingston’s 

chamber 

   On the Masters’ side 

   Storehouse 

   Womens’Parlour  

   Cart and two horses 

   On the Ladies’ side  

   Ladies’ chandlery 

Total List D 

 

 £2.  4s. 6d. 

£3 . 0s. 0d. 

 £2. 14s. 0d. 

        6s. 8d. 

  £4.  0s. 0d. 

   £3.  0s. 0d. 

       13s. 4d. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

£15. 18s. 6d. 

       £73. 14s. 2d.150 

==== 

 

 

Timber 

 

 

 

 

Timber 
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Appendix IV 

Summary Inventory for Syon, St Mary Spital & St Albans 

(TNA E 117/11/58) 

 

This document is of relevance to the Syon inventory (TNA LR 2/112) for several 

reasons. 

1. It interprets the rather complex TNA LR 2/112 document. 

2. It summarises the inventories of the three houses and gives values for them. It 

makes no attempt, however, to arrive at a total valuatioin. For instance, it shows 

the lead and bells for all three houses as two lump sums.  

3. A notable omission for all three houses is any mention of the libraries or books. 

4. The document includes weights for both lead and bells at Syon. These details do 

not appear in the Syon inventory. 

5. The document includes other information not included in the Syon inventory, 

such as amounts still outstanding from dissolution proceeds, payments to 

creditors at the dissolution date, the Commissioners costs, including carriage of 

plate to the Tower of London, and money held by the Receiver (presumably from 

sale proceeds). This is distinguished from the ‘ready money’ found at Syon, 

which is identical in both documents. 

6. It reinforces the view indicated in the Syon inventory that monastic buildings 

were not immediately destroyed. Indeed, it specifically states that none of the 

‘edifices and buildings’ were removed or sold. Also none of the iron, glass and 

stone was disposed of. The amount of lead was arrived at ‘by estimation’. A 

weight was, however, given for the six bells, perhaps indicating they were 

removed so that they would never ring again. 

7. The other artefacts removed from Syon are classified as plate, ready money, 

ornaments of the church, and implements of household. The plate is further 

analysed as gold, gilt, parcel-gilt (gilded on one side) and white (silver). 

8. A comparison between the Syon inventory and E 117/11/58 shows:  

 TNA LR 2/112  (Syon) E 117/11/58  

Gold    4.75 ozs 4.75 ozs 

Gilt 456 ozs 456 ozs 

Parcel-gilt 90 ozs 90 ozs 

White 97 ozs 97 ozs 

Ready money £64.12s.2d. £64.12s.2d. 
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Ornaments of the 

church  

 

£41.7s.0d. 

 

£38.7s.0d. 

Implements of 

household 

 

£63.6s.2d. 

 

£64.19s.6d 

Wages and rewards £251.1s.8d. £251.0s.10d.151 

Debts due not shown £620.00 

Lead  not shown 178 fodders 

Bells not shown 3,000 lbs 

 

‘Ornaments of the church’ include vestments, altar cloths, fabrics, candle sticks 

and furniture (see note 1 of Appendix II for a possible explanation of the 

difference in value between the two documents). It is the possible that the £3 is 

included in E 117/11/58 as one of the debts due. ‘Implements of household’ 

comprise valuations for other rooms and locations visited (see note 2 of 

Appendix II for a reconciliation of the two different amounts). ‘Wages and 

rewards’ comprise £199.13s.4d. paid to the sisters and brothers of the community 

and £51.8s.4d. paid to the household servants. 

9. The document shows that Syon compares more closely to the priory of St Mary 

Spital than to the more lavish St Albans. 

10. One puzzling feature is why the document lists the three houses that it does. As 

the first paragraph of Appendix II explains, the Syon inventory was originally 

bound with the inventories of St Bartholomew the Great and St Mary Spital. Yet 

here St Albans takes the place of St Bartholomew the Great. There is no evidence 

to show why this should be so and one can only speculate.  

 

Stuart Forbes 

  

 
151 TNA LR 2/112 shows the pence as ‘xx d.’ wheresa E 117/11/58 shows ‘x d.’ 
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Appendix V 

Syon Abbey Organisational Chart:  

 

 

Source: Women in Power: administrative structure and financial change at Syon 

Abbey 1440-1539, Claire Clement, Cambridge University, 2008. 

(Full text available from the British Library Dissertations ETHOS website)  
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Appendix VI 

The Syon Abbey Communities: 1539, 1545 and 1557 

 

November 1539 

Source: TNA LR 2/112, 

Syon Abbey Inventory, 

folios 12r to 13v 

 

February 1545 

Source: Will of Last 

Abbess, Agnes Jordan, 

reproduced in Lathbury, 

The History of Denham, 

1904, p.376. 

 

1557 

Source: Patent Rolls:         

3 and 4 Philip and Mary, 

Part III. 291, 1557. 

The names of alle the 

nonnes ther 

 

  

Agnes Jorden    Abbesse Denham  

Margarett Wynsor 

prioresses  

  

Margarett Delle 

 tresorer 

 Syon Abbey Re-founded 

Bregett Fitherbertt  

[Sacristan] 

  

Bregot Belgravame,  

[Bridget Belgrave, 

Chambresse] 

  

Johanne Stranguisse     

Margarett Showldame  Denham? Not in Will  

Elizabeth Strikelande   

Elizabeth Strauange       

Margarett Bowcer   

Dorothe Slighte Denham Syon Abbey Re-founded 

Agnes Smyth   

Keteryne Somerfeld   

Keteryne Brerton   

Elizabeth Ogle    

Agnes Merett  Syon Abbey Re-founded 

stet  Elizabeth 

Mountane 

  

Efamie Elamer   

John [Joan] Russhe  Syon Abbey Re-founded+ 

Alice Jaye   

Margarett Conyars   
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November 1539 

Source: TNA LR 2/112, 

Syon Abbey Inventory, 

folios 12r to 13v 

 

February 1545 

Source: Will of Last 

Abbess, Agnes Jordan, 

reproduced in Lathbury, 

The History of Denham, 

1904, p.376. 

 

1557 

Source: Patent Rolls:         

3 and 4 Philip and Mary, 

Part III. 291, 1557. 

Anne Unkas Unkys  Syon Abbey Re-founded 

Elizabeth Edwardes   

John [Joan] Rudde   

Eliz Suzanne purphray   

Alice lyster   

Elyner Feteplace   Syon Abbey Re-founded 

Clement Tresham  Syon Abbey Re-founded 

Rosse Pagett   Syon Abbey Re-founded 

Margarett Elerton   

Alice Elerton  Syon Abbey Re-founded 

Margeret Covertt       Denham  

John [Joan]  Demie  

Deyne+  

 Syon Abbey Re-founded 

Marye Demihame   

Marye Whetnall+ Denham Syon Abbey Re-founded 

Farnelle Damiportte   

Dorothie Codryngton   Syon Abbey Re-founded 

Anne Edwardes   

Elnore Pegge   

Katherine Palmer  Syon Abbey Re-founded 

Bregett  Selyard        Denham  

Elizabet Knottesford    Syon Abbey Re-founded 

Margarett Luxton Denham?  Not in Will  

Alice Bettemane   

Ursula fetiplace  Syon Abbey Re-founded 

Elizabeth Faixe+  Syon Abbey Re-founded 

Elizabeth Yattes  Syon Abbey Re-founded 

Dorothe Beteman   

Adrye (Andrea) Deleye  Syon Abbey Re-founded 

Margerett Manyngton  

‘stet’ 

 Syon Abbey Re-founded 

Anne Daunce / Dauncey  Syon Abbey Re-founded 

Marye Nevelle+              Denham Syon Abbey Re-founded+ 
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November 1539 

Source: TNA LR 2/112, 

Syon Abbey Inventory, 

folios 12r to 13v 

 

February 1545 

Source: Will of Last 

Abbess, Agnes Jordan, 

reproduced in Lathbury, 

The History of Denham, 

1904, p.376. 

 

1557 

Source: Patent Rolls:         

3 and 4 Philip and Mary, 

Part III. 291, 1557. 

 

 

Laye Susters    

Alice pultow                                        

Alice Senosse                                      

Elizabeth Crucheley                            

Margery Walters               
   

  

The names of the 

Religious men: Prestes 

  

John Howell    

Davyd Curson                                      

 Richard Whitford                                 

John Breme                                         John Grene? 

Syon Abbey Re-founded 

Antonye Sutton                                 

  

  

John Stewkin                       Syon Abbey Re-founded 

Richard Lache                      

Antony Lyttelton              Denham Syon Abbey Re-founded 

John Howell / Howelle         

 

  

Prest being called 

Deacons 

  

Thomas Pollard   

John Myllett   

Thomas Preoyes   

John Selbye   

Laye brotheres   

Jamyes Welbye Wellye   

John barttelett   
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November 1539 

Source: TNA LR 2/112, 

Syon Abbey Inventory, 

folios 12r to 13v 

 

February 1545 

Source: Will of Last 

Abbess, Agnes Jordan, 

reproduced in Lathbury, 

The History of Denham, 

1904, p.376. 

 

1557 

Source: Patent Rolls:         

3 and 4 Philip and Mary, 

Part III. 291, 1557. 

John Marsey+{as 

‘Massey’ in Abbess’ will 

1546}’ 

Denham, as ‘Massey’ in 

Abbess’ will 1546. 

 

William Cyrlington   

Richard Browne   

 

+: buried at the re-founded Syon Abbey in 1557 and 1558, as follows in Appendix VII. 
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Appendix VII 

     

Burial of Sisters at the Re-founded Abbey, 1557-1558. 
 

Sepultura soror[um] prope muru[m]  Sepultura soror[um] prope gerras 

(Burial of sisters near to the wall)   (Burial of sisters near to the grill) 

 

Johanna dene sor. 1557 et    Elizabeth Fawxe sor q[uae] 

obiit 23 die Augusti.     obiit 28 die Augusti 1557. 

 

(Joan Dene, Sister 1557 and     (Elizabethe Fawxe, Sister, who 

died 23 August).     died 28 day of August 1557). 

 

Maria Nevel   sor. An[no]    Joha[n]na Russhe   soror    

do[mini] 1558 17 die (Dec) obi-   An[n]o do[mini] 1557 20 die de 

it hic in Syon.       cemb[ris] obit. 

 

(Mary Nevel, Sister,      (Joanna Russhe, Sister, AD 1557 20  

in AD 1558 17 day, (Dec) died    December died). 

here in Syon).152 

 

 

Source: British Library Copy (Add 22285) of the Syon Martiloge, folio 192 r. 

  

 
152 For details see also Gejrot, C., The Syon Martiloge, pp.203-227  in Syon Abbey and Its Books: Reading, 

Writing and Religion, C.1400-1700. JONES, EA, and WALSHAM, Alexandra (2010).   
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Appendix VIII 

List of Extant Inventories of Dissolved Religious Houses. 

 

 

B 

Bayham Abbey, Kent (suppressed 1525 by Cromwell). ‘Accounts of bailiffs, bedells 

etc for lands of Bayham abbey, of which Thomas Cromwell the receiver; with 

subsidiary documents, including list of fees’.  TNA E 36/154. 

Beauchief Abbey, Sheffield, Yorks: (2 Aug. 1536 ). Nottinghamshire Archives: 157 

DD/FJ11/1/8/1. 

Brewood Nunnery, Staffs.  TNA E315/172 (See also Hibbert (1910) for partial 

transcription). 

Bridlington, ER, Yorks. TNA E315/172. See WALCOTT,   E. C. (1871). Archaeologia, 

Volume 43,  pp.201-249, for copy. 

Bruisyard Abbey, Suffolk: Inventory of chattels, 22 Aug 1536, TNA SP 5/3/126. 

Burton College and Burton Abbey, Staffs. E 315/172/1 (see Hibbert (1910) and 

WALCOTT,   E. C. (1871). Archaeologia, Volume 43,  pp.201-249, for copy). 

Byland Abbey, N Yorks. TNA E315/172. See WALCOTT,   E. C. (1871). 

Archaeologia, Volume 43,  pp.201-249, for copy. 

C 

Abbey of Chatteris, Cambs.  Edward VI-Phil & Mary.  TNA E117/11/13 

Christ Church Oxford. TNA E315/172.  See WALCOTT,   E. C. (1871). Archaeologia, 

Volume 43,  pp.201-249, for copy. 

Cockersand Abbey, Lancs. Part of an inventory and valuation of the goods and 

plate of [Cockersand] Abbey.  [Hen. VIII.]   TNA DL 43/5/5. 

Combermere Abbey, Cheshire: 1539-40. TNA CR72/AppendixA/7. Account of 

revenues of Combermere [Abbey] at the dissolution. Includes note of lands in 

mortgage, pensions to Abbot and Convent, Inventory of moveables - bedding, pots 

etc.  Combermere Abbey: deeds (8) 13th-15th cent, …. particulars of revenues and 

possessions 1539-44, inventory c1539.  NRA 16683 Chester Arch Soc. CR63/2/151, 

CR72/1/1, CR72/5/1, 111-4, CR72/26/1, CR72/95. 

https://www.cambridge.org/core/search?filters%5BauthorTerms%5D=Mackenzie%20E.%20C.%20Walcott&eventCode=SE-AU
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/antiquaries-journal/past-title/archaeologia/information/3FE3FEE2AFD48FB8F10AB01F8CDD5A3E
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/archaeologia/volume/0FB1F2C5A3C90A739575751BA93DD214
https://www.cambridge.org/core/search?filters%5BauthorTerms%5D=Mackenzie%20E.%20C.%20Walcott&eventCode=SE-AU
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/antiquaries-journal/past-title/archaeologia/information/3FE3FEE2AFD48FB8F10AB01F8CDD5A3E
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/archaeologia/volume/0FB1F2C5A3C90A739575751BA93DD214
https://www.cambridge.org/core/search?filters%5BauthorTerms%5D=Mackenzie%20E.%20C.%20Walcott&eventCode=SE-AU
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/antiquaries-journal/past-title/archaeologia/information/3FE3FEE2AFD48FB8F10AB01F8CDD5A3E
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Croxden Abbey, Staffs. TNA E315/172.  See also Hibbert (1910) for transcription. 

D 

Dale Abbey, Derbyshire. TNA E315/172.  See WALCOTT,   E. C. (1871). 

Archaeologia, Volume 43,  pp.201-249, for copy.       

Darley Abbey, Derbyshire. TNA E315/172. See WALCOTT,   E. C. (1871). 

Archaeologia, Volume 43,  pp.201-249, for copy. 

Denny Abbey, Cambs: Letter from E Elryngton to the Commissioners for Church 

Goods touching lead of Denney Abbey, Cambs. 1556. TNA E 117/14/9. 

Dieulacres (Delacress) Abbey, Staffs TNA E315/172, (see also Hibbert (1910) for 

partial transcription).  See also WALCOTT,   E. C. (1871). Archaeologia, Volume 43,  

pp.201-249, for copy.      

Dover Priory, Kent. See WALCOTT,   E. C. (1871). Archaeologia, Volume 43,  pp. 

201-249, for copy. 

Dover Maison Dieu, Kent. See WALCOTT,   E. C. (1871). Archaeologia, Volume 43,  

pp.201-249, for copy. 

Durham: See WALCOTT, E. C. (1871). Archaeologia, Volume 43,  pp.201-249, for 

copy. 

F 

Fountains Abbey, Yorks: J. R. WALBRAN, and FOWLER J. T., ed. (1863) Memorials 

of the Abbey of St Mary of Fountains, 3 vols (Surtees Society, 42, 67, 130, 1863–1918), 

I, 254–59. 

G 

Grace Dieu Priory, Leics. [with Garenden, Ouston, Langley, and Kirkby Bellers] in 

Nichols's Leicestershire. The Inventory is at Volume 3, part 2, p.651, for 30th October 

1538.  Nichols’s sources are stated only as ‘First Fruits Office’. This is a very full 

transcription of apparently the whole Inventory.  Available at:  

https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=pst.000001252675;view=1up;seq=146;size=125 

Grey Friars, Lichfield, E 315/172/1, (see also Hibbert (1910) for partial transcription). 

Grey Friars, Stafford, E 315/172/1 (see also Hibbert (1910) for partial transcription). 

H 

Hempton Priory, Norfolk. See WALCOTT,   E. C. (1871). Archaeologia, Volume 43,  

pp.201-249, for copy. 
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Hulton Abbey, Staffs. E 315/172/1, (see also Hibbert (1910) for partial transcription). 

J 

Jervaulx Abbey, Yorks: ‘Bond entered into between J White of London and the 

Commissioners for Church Goods touching the bells of the late abbey of Jervaulx, 

Yorks’. 3 & 4 Phil & Mary.  E 117/14/117. 

L 

Lilleshall Abbey, Shrops. TNA E315/172.  See WALCOTT,  E. C. (1871). 

Archaeologia, Volume 43,  pp.201-249, for copy. 

Lincoln Cathedral: short but useful summary inventories in Dugdale, Monasticon, 

p.298 for 1536, again under Edward VI, and then in 1557. 

Little Marlow Priory, Bucks.  2 & 3 Phil & Mary Mar 8, TNA E 117/14/184.  

‘Certificate by J Smythe and others touching the lead and bells of the abbey of Little 

Marlow; …. touching the sale of bells of the priory there to one White of Reading, 

bellfounder, and of their resale to the parishioners of Heckfield, county 

Southampton [Hampshire], also touching the gift of the lead to the abbot of 

Westminster. ‘  

M 

Minster Abbey, Isle of Sheppey, Kent. See WALCOTT, E. C. (1871). Archaeologia, 

Volume 43,  pp.201-249, for copy. 

N 

Newsham Abbey, Lincs  TNA E 36/154. 

R 

Repton Church and Priory, Deryshire: 26 October 1538 in the Journal of the British 

Archaeological Association, Vol. VII, pp.278-283. Full transcription of BL Additional 

MSS. 6698, p. 538. 26 October 1538. 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/00681288.1851.11886978?needAccess=true 

Rievaulx Abbey, Yorks. Full Transcript in FERGUSSON P. and HARRISON, S. 

(1999); Rievaulx Abbey: Community, Architecture and Memory (New Haven and London 

1999).  Documents at Belvoir Castle. See also: WALCOTT,   E. C. (1871). 

Archaeologia, Volume 43,  pp.201-249, for copy. 

Roche Abbey, Yorks.  See WALCOTT,   E. C. (1871). Archaeologia, Volume 43,  pp. 

201-249, for copy. 
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Rocester Abbey, Staffs TNA E315/172 (see also Hibbert (1910) for partial 

transcription). 

S 

St Alban’s. Abbey, Herts.  See WALCOTT, E. C. (1871). Archaeologia, Volume 43,  

pp.201-249, for copy.    

St Augustine's Abbey, Canterbury (1539). Canterbury Cathedral Archives and 

Library, NRA 36305. 

St Martin’s, Newark. TNA E315/172.  See  WALCOTT,  E. C. (1871). Archaeologia, 

Volume 43,  pp.201-249, for copy. 

St Mary Spital, London 1539. TNA E117/11/57 draft inventory for St Mary Spital, 

and summary at TNA E117/12/29. 

St Nicholas Cold [Cole] Abbey, City of London. Edward VI-Phil & Mary, TNA E 

117/4/54. 

St Thomas’s Priory, Stafford, TNA E315/172.  See also Hibbert (1910) for partial 

transcription). And WALCOTT, E. C. (1871). Archaeologia, Volume 43,  pp.201-249.  

St Osith’s Essex: Folio(s) 264-282: TNA SP 5/2/264.  28 July 1539 ‘Rewards to monks 

and servants of the abbey; debts.  Receipt by Francis Jobson for £4 19s 4d paid by 

Thomas Mildmay for stuff of the abbey (no. 268); inventory of jewels, plate, 

ornaments and other chattels of the house’: most items valued and buyers indicated 

in many entries. See also: Essex Archaeological Journal 1870, St Osyth, Essex for 

complete transcript. 

Stafford, Austin Friars: E 315/172/1. See also Hibbert (1910) for partial transcription 

Stanlaw (also Stanlow), Cheshire: TNA E315/172. See WALCOTT, E. C. (1871). 

Archaeologia, Volume 43,  pp.201-249, for copy. 

Syon Abbey TNA LR 2/112 & TNA E 117/11/58. 28 November 1539. Also Sir John 

Williams, Indenture of Plate in Oxford, BODLEIAN MS Add. E. 3 (R). (Transcripts 

available by email from: web@amcd.co.uk).  There is no deed of Surrender. 

T 

Temple Balsall, Warcs. TNA E315/172. See WALCOTT,   E. C. (1871). Archaeologia, 

Volume 43,  pp.201-249, for copy. 

Tewkesbury. TNA E315/172. See: WALCOTT, E. C. (1871). Archaeologia, Volume 

43,  pp.201-249, for copy. 

W 
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Waburn (?) Abbey, Norfolk.  Edward VI-Phil & Mary   E 117/10/32. 

Warter Abbey, Yorks. Inventory of contents with description of site 16th century. 

Belvoir Castle. See HMC 24 Rutland vol I, pp.xiii, 28-30. 

Waltham Abbey, Essex: ‘Letter of instructions from the Commissioners for Church 

Goods for an enquiry touching the lead of the late abbey of Waltham, with 

depositions concerning the same.’ 1557. E 117/13/14. 

Westminster Abbey: 31 Hen VIII   E 117/11/59. Inventory of plate and linen 

belonging to Westminster Abbey. See also: Westminster Abbey: The inventories of 

Westminster Abbey at the dissolution. Transactions of the London and Middlesex 

Archaeological Society, 1873. 

Whalley Abbey, Lancs: WALCOTT, Mackenzie E. C. (1867) ‘Inventory of Whalley 

Abbey’, Transactions of the Historic Society of Lancashire and Cheshire, 19 (1867), 

pp.103–10. 

Worksop Priory, Notts. See WALCOTT, E. C. (1871). Archaeologia, Volume 43,  pp. 

201-249, for copy. 

Winchester Cathedral. See WALCOTT, E. C. (1871). Archaeologia, Volume 43,  pp. 

201-249, for copy. 

Y 

York. See WALCOTT,   E. C. (1871). Archaeologia, Volume 43,  pp.201-249, for copy. 

Counties of Warwick, Staffs, Salop, Derby, Leicester, Northants, Cambridge. TNA 

E315/172 : ‘Inventories of the Goods, etc. of Monasteries, cos. [counties of] Warwick, 

Staffs, Salop, Derby, Leicester, Northants, Cambridge. It describes itself as "a book 

for the account of Sir William Cavendish, kt. touching the accounts for the goods of 

monasteries."   

 

For a list of the separate 279 Deeds of Surrender at The National Archives see:         

“E 322, 1518-1552 Court of Augmentations: Surrenders of Monasteries and Other 

Religious Institutions..”   https://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/details/r/C6701    
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